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brick sidewalk and broke his hip. from the !
Ralph I. Morse for plaintiff; H. C. Buzzell for
effects of which he died Tuesday morning.
defendant.
Mr.
Nash
was
William H. J. Moulton, who for many years
prominent in Masonic and I. O. ;
INDICTMENTS.
had been identified with nearly all the inter- 0. F. orders; wrs a veteran of the Civil war
For the first time in many years there were
est* pertaining to the life and welfare of the and an active member of the G. A. R.
He is
no liquor indictmenta.
The grand jury reporttown of Unity, died at hia home in that town survived by a wife and two sons. The funeral
ed seven indictments, as follows:
Dec. 16th. Mr. Moulton was born in Thorn- ; WM held from the Congregational church,
State vs Fred Dodge of Islesboro, larceny.
dike in the year 1840 and at an
early age Friday morning. Rev. L. D. Evans officiating. Pleaded guilty. Nol
prossed as to breaking
moved to Jackson where hia early day* were The remains were sent to Holly, Mich., the
and enteiing; continued as simple
larceny.
spent on a farm. He served in the Civil War former home of the deceased, for burial.
State vs Frank Meservey of Belfast, larceny.
in the 26th Maine and after the war settled in
State vs Parley F. Gordon of Swanville, larThe remains of William Crandlemire, who
Glenwood, Aroostook. He married there, in
1866, Eliza C. Waldron. In 1874 they moved died recently in Rockland, were brought to ceny. Recognized for appearance from day to
day in the sum of $500, with Arthur E. Colson
to Waldo County, settling on a farm about a Belfast last Saturday and
placed in the receivmile west of Unity, where he soon demon- ing tomb. Mr. Crandlemire lived in Belfast for and True G. Trurdy, sureties. Nol pressed.
State vs James E. Cunningham of Swanville,
strated his ability as a farmer and tradesman, several years on Bradbury street,
engaged in
house carpentry,and on Belmont avenue, where larceny, two counts.
lie built a saw mill and operated it for
many I
State vs Hcmy Cur.ningfcan if Swanville,
years with signal success, and the farm he he carried on a small farm.
He is survived by
larceny.
tilled is now one of the most desirable in the one son, James O. of Lee, by a former
marriage;
One indictment was not made
public as the
town of Unity.
About four years ago Mr. and ! by a Widow, formerly Mrs. Lizzie D. W’orthing,
party is out of the State.
Mrs. Moulton retired from the farm and
and by two young sons, Donald C. and Glen C.
came
CRIMINAL DOCKET
to live in the village of
Unity, in a cottage Crandlemire.
The first case on the criirir.il dicket was
which he designed and built. Mrs.
Moulton
ful, she was at her best, and from her first apHon. Henry O. Stanley, w ho was active in State vs James E. Cunnirghrm of Swanville
died Aug. 25, 1912, after a brief
illness. She
pearance and the solo, “1 May be Princess”
The testimony showed that Frar.k O Holmes
was a woman of
singular charm and the mar- perfecting the orgai ization of the Maine fish
to the Cider Song in the last act she won freSwanville lost a hog valued at $25 on Dec.
and game commission and was for several
ried life of 46 years was one of great
happiquent and well-merited applause.
28th, and that the pig wr s found in the
years chairman of that body, died Jan. 11th at
ness and usefulness.
Since the death of his
Mrs. Villa Phelan Pendleton made her first
his home in Dixfield, aged S3 years.
possession of Cunningham Verdict, guilty.
wife Mr. Moulton had been in
W'hen
very feeble
appearance in dramatic work in Belfast, where
health and lived with his son Eli at the old commissioner he was a yearly visitor to Swan Sentenced to four months in ciuniy jail.
she will always have a cordial reception awaitA second indictment for
homestead. After protracted, but patient suf- I Lake and was well known and highly fsteeraed
larceny charged
ing her. She was grace personified, and her
Cunfiingham with taking a chest ». f tools befering, he passed peacefully away on the morn- ; by many of our citizens.
beautiful voice and finished acting left nothlonging to William Carter ai.ci valued at $U'0
ing of Dec. 16th. He is survived by two sons,
ing to be desired. Like Miss Quimby she reHollis Foye, a highly respected citizen of from the John Small
homt at (. itj p oin t last
and two daughters, all of w horn are married.
ceived frequent applause and beautiful flowers
Palermo, passed away Wednesday, January 1st, July. Respondent took the stand i., Ins own
Mr. Moulton will be much missed in the comon both evenings.
Misses Simmons, Barnard
after a short illness, aged 77 years. He leaves
behalf and c enied all knowledge of the chest.
munity where he had long held an honored a
and Bedell and Mrs. Booker as village maidens
wife, besides other relatives to mourn their The jury returned a verdict of
fiotgui'ty.
He
was
place.
always genial and hearty, a loss. The funeral was held from his
were uniformly excellent.
home
The apipealed case of Thomas Vathews,
most hrnthprlv
man
oluis.,n
-I.
in
the
difficult
Rev.
Morse,
role
T.
R.
of the
Penticost of Montville offiRalph
Friday,
harged with having intoxicating liquors in
those m need. For almost 40
years he had
ciating. Interment was made in Smith ceme- tiis possession at the l ni;\ fair. resumed in e
Marquis, was all that could be desired and addbeen identified with every interest
pertaining tery.
ed new laurels to his already long list of musi
verdict of not guilty.
1 uzzell for the deto the welfare of the town. For
many years
cal successes.
fence.
he was on the board of
had
often
selectmen,
Arthur Johnson, as Jean Grenicheux, made
Carleton Doak represei ted Carles Guido of
been chairman of the board,and had filled other The
his first appearance on the operatic st: ge, and
frrankfort, on a search ar.d seizure case, which
offices of trust in connection with the town.
his wonderful voice was one of the features of
Associate Justice Amo W. King of Ells- was nol prossed.
His services were always given
inspiringly,
the performances. His solos especially, were
ine inaiciment against
iienry Lunmnghair.
and his high ideals and
worth. Presiding.
good
made
judgment
magnificent, and led to many predictions of a
of Swanville for larceny v. as i.ol pressed, on
them of considerable value. He was a modest
The
first
case opened before a
jury, George evidence of his innocence.
brilliant future for one of Belfast’s most popuman who Jdid not seek
office, but when placed W. Partridge of Searsport vs. Northern Maine
lar young singers.
HON'. LD i < C. BURLEIGH.
Tuesday afternoon the case of Frank Meserthere he sought to
R.
R.
Co., went on trial Wednesconscientiously discharge Searsport,
Mr. John J. Nolan of Boston gave a fine
vey of Belfast, indicted for larceny, was callThe two houses of the Mii.ie
This was an acin j nnt session yesterday elected Hon. the duties pertaining thereto. He was a man nesday morning, Jan. 8th.
and finished performance of the difficult
legislature
ed. Meservey has been in jail since Nov. 13th.
part
«in C.
Burleigh oi Augusti to succeed Obaiiuh Gardner in the United States of the strictest integrity, whose word was ever tion to recover $100 for piling furnished the He had no counsel and Carleton Doak
of Gaspard. Charles Hammons, as the Bailli
was asa
sufficient bond, and in whom his fellow railroad company in 1906 and used in the conSenate.
The
vote
was:
as
was,
ever, excellent, and he, with his two
Mr. Burleigh apBurleigh, Sj; Gardner,
-, 7.
the court. Meservey was charged
townsmen placed the most
struction of a wharf at Stockton Springs. The signed by
before
confidence.
implicit
peared
the
attendants, Elon B. Gilchrest and Morris L.
joint convention and stated his case in a brief address on which
with the larceny of a sum of money fre m the
company claimed that the account had been
Slugg, as the Registrar and Assessor, respect- he was much complimented. He is receiving congratulations from all over the
Captain Samuel Burgess, formerly of Belperson of Emery O. Hussey of Waldo station.
and
exhibited
settled,
vouchers to prove it.
|
ively, created many a laugh. Bertrand L. Da- State, ant .he State also is to be congratulated on
The jury returned a verdict of guilty. He
his services in the Sen- fast, died Jan, 12th at his home with his daugh- At 3
s-curing
the
case
went
to the law court on
p. m.,
vis as the Notary was also
was
ter, Mrs. Justina H. Elwell, in Boston. He was
sentenced to 15 months in Thomaston
capital in his part, ate for the coming six years. His enemies an 1 the enemies of the
Republican born in
report. A S Littlefield of Rockland and
and with the other officials added a distinc- !
at hard labor
Vinalhaven in 1824, the son of the late
The sentence was made
prison
party have done their worst, and have their labor for their pains.
of Searsport for plaintiff; Robert
Harry
Bangs
tive touch to the stage pictures.
Jonathan and Hannah Burgess, and was the
as light as possible or. account of his
youth.
F. Dunton Belfast and L. C. Stearns of BanIt is impossible to make any
last of 14 children, the youngest of whom was
The other case against him for larceny of $33
comparison of
for defendants.
gor
the musical numbers, which were as excellent
the late Captain Thomas Burgess of Belfast.
was continued.
The Judge thought one term
F. E. Swift of Searsport vs. J. B. Du Bose
as they were varied; but one of the
most efTh°y were all sea-faring men and Baw a great of
effect his reform.
might
S.
was
tried
PlainWalter
Marion,
C.,
Smart of Portland made a brief visit
Thursda}*.
fective scenes, both from a pictorial and musiMiss Louise Jackson is spending the winter deal of their own and
State vs. Carlo Guido of Frank fort appealed
foreign lands. They tiff claimed that $66.23 was due him for work
in town last week.
cal point of view, was the chorus
in Belmont.
were direct descendants of the late Jonathan
“Silent,
Bearch and seizure case. Complaint and waron the grounds of the summer home of the
Fred D. Jones spent last Sunday with his
Heros,” in the second act, while the quintette,
Miss Margie Knowiton of Belmont is
who came over in the Mayflower.
attend- \ Burgess, Sr.,
defendant in Searsport and the defence was rant quashed.
also in the second act, was one of the features sisters in West Brooksville.
Captain Burgess was honest, honorable, genial, that the bill was
ing the city schools.
Harry W. Baker was sentenced on a case of
exhorbitant. An offer had
of the*performance. The trio, Til Shut
and beloved by all who knew him. He owned
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Conner went to Portland
Bearch and seizure to pay a tine of $100 and
my
Ral,,h B. Herrick of Oakland was in Belfast
been
made to default for $40. The
previously
j a summer cottage at Vinalhaven and frequentEyes,” was also much liked, as was the final Monday for a visit of several weeks.
and 60 days in jail, and in default 60 days
on business last
Tuesday.
jury returned a verdict of $58.25, an amount costs
duet by Mrs. Pendleton and Mr. Morse. The
ly visited in Belfast when on his way there.
additional. There were four such cases in
Claude R. Roberts returned to Boston Monthe
sum sued for and interest.
Mrs.
W.
A.
covering
BuzNichols
returned last week from He married Miss
argument was as follows:
Marjorie Merchant of Isle au zell for plaintiff; Bangs and Ritchie for de- which the county attorney moved to have
day after a two weeks’ stay with relatives.
a month’s visit in
Rosiindale, Mass.
Henri, Marquis of Corneville, who has been
Haut and they spent most of their married
fendant. Motion for a new trial has been sentence passed, but on the advice of the
Mr.
since childhood, owing to civil war, an
Elmer A. Sherman went to New’ York
Mr. James Libby of
exile,
Unity, while in Belfast life in Belfast, where Mrs. Burgess died. The filed.
court they were continued to the April term.
returns t> his ancestral home on the occasion last week to attend the
automobile show.
attending court, stopped with Sumner Bridges, : home is still owned in the
of the great annual fair w'hich is being celeCarlo Guido, who was brought from ProviThe next case, E. H. Crocker vs. P. M.
family and is occuMr.
and
Waldo
Mrs.
Charles
brated in the village that receives its name
S. Pearl of Bangor
avenue,
pied by Mr. and Mrs Milton French. Of their Lawrence, Stockton parties, involved a claim dence, R. I., by his bondsmen and had been ;p
from his chateau. It is one of the old-fashwere week-end guests of Mr. Charles H. Field.
Albert Miller came from Camden last Satur- family two children remain—Mrs.
ioned Norman villages of the seventeenth
Elwell and of $3C0 for stumpage. Verdict for defence. jail several weeks, was sentenced on four
John Ayer of Liberty is
spending the winier day to attend Equity grange in stallation, re- Mr. Austin Burgess, both of Rnctnn tv
century.
Ritchie and C. A. Knight for plaintiff; Dunton single sales to pay a tire of $200 and 30 days
in Jonesport with his
In the first act the curtain rises on an asin jail and in default of payment 30 days addaughter, Mrs. Harold turning Monday.
mains arrived on the morning train
& Morse for defendant.
Tuesday
semblage of village gossips, discussing scan- Donnell.
ditional.
He was unable to understand the
Miss Bridget Whalen, who had been
and
were placed in the
Nathan
B.
Russell
of
tomb
at
Grove
Freedom
vs.
dal and small talk. Serpolette is the
receiving
the
Edgar
topic of
Hon. and Mrs. L. C. Morse of Liberty were juest of Belfast friends for the oast ten
conversation among the belles of Corneville.
Swears of Albion, administrator of his broth- sentence and G. B. Marsano was engaged tc
Cemetery to await interment in the spring.
days,
She comes in just in time to turn the tables on
in Belfast last week to attend the
returned to Liberty
interpret. The prisoner broke down and cried
er, Van Swears, was a suit to recover $140 for
opera, “The
yesterday.
the others, and changes their taunts into exIn Boston (Roxbury district) January 9th,
Chimes of Normandy.’’
alleged breach of warranty on a horse bought bitterly and was ordered by the Judge to he
Dr. James D. Clement of Port
pressions of rage. Gaspard, an old miser,
and called on Rozilla J. (Holmes) Cunningham, widow of
wishes to marry his niece, Germaine, to the
by plaintiff. Plaintiff claimed that the horse removed from the court room. He has a wife
Daniel E Higgins of Morrill was one of the Belfast relatives last
Tuesday while on his the late Capt. Eben Frank Cunningham, aged
ind young child in Providence.
was represented as sound and kind, but was
principal magistrate of the district, the Bailli. judges at the Freshman debate at the Univer- way to
Bucksport to visit patients.
84 years, 3 month and 9 days. She was the
This arrangement does not suit Germaine, nor
: ugly, and thirteen witnesses were called to
DIVORCES DECREED.
of
Maine
last
week.
a young fisherman
named Jean Grenicheux, sity
Mrs. Edith Damon Turner of Boston is visit- oldest daughter of Hiram and Sally
(McKeen) tell what they knew of the disposition of the
who pretends that he has saved her life from
ovivm
v." nnun-w
iiicuu,
v
iiiui,p
The engagement was announced last Saturng her father, Mr. John G. Damon,and is
and the last of a family of four chilHolmes,
stopanimal. The case went on trial late Thursday
occasion. To escape
drowning on a certain
letto, Troy parties. Divorce decreed for wan^
r__j r'_
dren. Her own family consisted of four childay of Miss Evelyn Pnilbrook Morison and ping at the Fahv house on Spring street.
afternoon and was given to the jury Friday
tonly and cruelly refusing and neglecting to
dren—one daughter, Fannie E., who died at
advantage of the privileges of the fair and be- Mr. Clyde Bartlett Holmes.
afternoon.
Miss Alice I. Whitten, who
Verdict of $10 for
plaintiff. provide suitable maintenance for the libellant,
comes the servant of the
spent her vaca- East
Marquis. Her exMrs.
Northport,
Me.,
and
B.
9,
of
May
three
1878,
Belfast
was
a
visitor
George
Dyer
tion
for
at
Ritchie
Hon.
Warren C. Phil- he
plaintiff;
home, has returned to her duties at the
ample is followed by Grenicheux and Serpo- Kst wees in the home
being of sufficient ability and abie U- lal
o:! Mr and Mrs R. H.
sons who survive to mourn her loss.
Her hus- brook for defendant.
lette.
East Corinth
and provide for her; also that t.v custody and
Academy, visiting in Orono en band was a successful
Berry.—Pittsfield Advertiser
sea captain,
The second act is taken up with the superdeep-water
mute.
County Attorney Eben F. Littlefield, to care of their minor child, Warren, be given tc
natural visitors who have made the Castle ot
Mrs. M. F., Miss Evely n L. and Mr. Ralph
and she went with him on several
long for- whom was referred the hearing of the action the libellant.
Corneville so long an object of dread.
Charles E. Sherman, who has served the eign voyages, taking the children with
Henri A. Peavey left
I
for
New
Tuesday morning
her. brought by Charles W. Stephenson vs. Clar
determines to find out the real character of
Fred R. Barlow, Libt., vs Nellie L. Barlow,
.own of Burnham as
York to attend the automobile show.
treasurer for many years One of the sons was born at sea. The remains
these ghostly appearances, and discovers that
|
ence E
Shuman, to recover for wages due Belmont and Wilton parties. Divorce decreed
tnd has filleo the office
arrived
in
it is all the work of the old miser, who has
Belfast, Monday, accompanied by
very efficiently, has
Miss Helen Doak returned Monday to Provi- !
13th
to
from Aug.
Sept. 5th, tor services ren- for utter desertion; care and custody of then
concealed his treasures in the chateau. The
resigned, owing to ill health.
two of the sons—Fred A. and Chas. F. Cundence, R. ]., to resume her studies at tne
dered in an amount of $14.08, rendered a deci- child, Fred, given to father, the mother U
discovery drives Gaspard crazy, especially
ningham.
Rhode
Island
School
of
News
has
when he hears the bells of the chateau
been received by Belfast relatives
Design.
sion in favor of the defendant.
Brown for have the privilege of visiting him at reasonring“It singeth low in every heart,
ing for the first lime since the flight of the old
Miss Georgia Haii of Lineolnville came to >f the critical illness of Mrs. N. C. Pottle of
plaintiff. Buzzell for defendant.
able times and places.
We hear it each and all—
Marquis.
R. I. Mrs. Pottle was forme
A song of those who answer not,
in me aciiuuui mis. i. riumvei oi inis city
Maude G. (Woods) Rumney. Libellant, vs
The third act represents the grand fete, Belfast last week to attend the opera and was Howard,
rly Miss
mii.c Ejugecoino oi
However we may call,
Beitast.
given in honor of the return of Henri to his ; the guest of Miss Katherine L. Brier.
vs. the Belfast Trucking company, which was
Arthur W. Rumney, both of Belfast.
Divoree
They throng the silence of the heart;
ancestral home. Serpolette arrives as a Martried at the last term and a verdict rendered decreed for cruel and abusive treatment.
Aiiss Elizabeth Pendleton of Camden visited
We see them as of yore—
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Mitchell of
chioness, as some papers, found in the chateau,
Roslindale,
The kind, the true, the brave, the sweet.
for the plaintiff, the motion for a new trial has
Alfred G. Bohn, Libt., vs Rebecca N. Bohn.
indicate that she is the lost heiress. The miser, her cousin, Mrs. L. A. Knowlton the past week
Mass., are receiving congratulations on the
Who walk with us no more.”
been withdrawn and judgment entered on the
however, recovers his reason, and shows that aid is at present visiting relatives in lslesboro. Mrth, Dec
Libt. of Thorndike; libelee of parts unknown.
30th, of a son. Mrs. Mitchell was
F. a c
Germaine is the true Marchioness. A love
verdict in the sum of $101.60.
Divorce decreed for utter desertion of three
Mrs. Sumner Bridges has been appointed formerly Miss Katherine Putnam of Belfast.
duet between her and Henri and the reconciliAlfred E. Brackett vs. Ernest P. Piper oc- fears.
ation of all the parties, bring the romantic Patriotic Instructor in Thomas H. Marshall
James Frank Yates died Jan. 14th at his
Mrs. Amos Graves of Boston returned
cupied most of the day Saturday. It was onghome boarding place, the Stewart
Hazel Doty, Libt., vs R. E. Doty. Parties
story to a close.
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R.t for ttie ensuing last
House, where he !
Monday, after a visit with her mother, had lived for
inally on the criminal docket and was brought belong in Searsport and Brighton, Mass. DiCAST.
several
He
was
taken ill
year.
years.
Mrs.
William
Gordon.
She was accompanied
for assault and battery growing out of an alvorce decreed for gross and confirmed habits
Serpolette, The Good-for-Nothing,
last March with heart disease and had been a
Capt. E. S. McDonald arrived home last by Miss Ida Strong of Waterville, who will be
Katherine C. Quimby
tercation at a dance in Gilley’s hall, Belmont.
o{
intoxication, being able to support but
great sufferer. He was in the Waldo County I
Germaine, The Lost Marchioness,
from
Portland.
He
has
laid
his
Saturday
her guest.
up
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff cruelly refusing to do so. The name of Hazel
for a short time for medical treatVilla Phelan Pendleton
Hospital
B.
schooner
Annie
there
for
vessel,
Mitchell,
with damages assessed at $450,
Motion for C. Doty be changed to Hazel C. Colson, her
Gertrude ]
Alice Simmons
Among those present at the banquet of ment and everything possible was done foi his I
Jeanne
new trial filed.
Dunton & Morse for plaintiff; maiden name.
Hazel Barnard the winter.
Village Maidens
relief.
Theta
He
was born in North Islesboro. April
of
Chapter
Alpha Kappa Kappa MediManette
Anna Booker
Buzzell for defendant.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Whitman of Cam- cal
Lavinia J. Crockett, Libt., vs Pearl Crockett
Suzane
Edna Bedell
fraternity of Bowdoin Medical School Sat- 24, 1855, the son of the late William and Jane
M. R. Knowlton vs. American Express Co. !
M. Yates.
He married Miss Emma Haskell of
Henri, Marquis of Corneville, Ralph I. Morse pello. Mass., who accompanied Mrs. James H. urday evening at the Portland
Parties live in Burnham. Divorce decreed for
Club
Country
was
to
recover
for
loss
of
a
dress suit case and
Jean Grenicheux, a Fisherman,
Howes to Belfast last week for a short visit, were Drs. James D. Clement
Monroe and their two sons survive, Charles
cruel and abusive treatment, and that the
and Benjamin B.
Arthur Johnson
at $90. Mr. Knowlton expressreturned to Campello Monday.
Foster. Dr. Frank Y. Gilbert, also well known Yates of B ngor and Ernest Yates of Belfast. contents,valued
custody of minor child, Helen Louise, be given
John J. Nolan
Gaspard, a Miser,
ed the suit case to Don Robbins, at Trenton,
He is also survived by one 6ister, Miss Sarah
The Bailli,
to mother.
Charles Hammons
Charles E. Brown, superintendent of "The in Beitast, was toastmaster.
N. J., where he was on exhibition as the smallElon B. Gilchrest
Registrar,
Yates of Union, who was called to Belfast
Center Belmont, is among those
Abbie S. Holmes of Augusta from George
Pastures,’'
by
Mrs Caroline P. Crosby and Miss Anne
Morris L. Slugg
It
Assessor,
est
man in the world.
contained
Robbins’
C. his death. He was a gardener by occupation
B. Holmes of Belfast. Divorce decreed for
Bertran L. Davis registered for the short course in General Ag- Crosby, who are
Notary,
tall
and
the
dress
150
hat,
suit,
etc.,
winter
spending
at Hotel and was
pamphlets utter desertion. The libellant to have 50
employed for many years by Mr. Wilriculture at the University of Maine.
HOUSEMAIDS.
per
Vendome. Boston, were in Belfast several
of his life. The suit case was
days lis E. Hamilton, the florist. All who knew giving the story
cent of what the defendant shall inherit from
Winnie Sanborn, Elva Drinkwater, Abbie Doak,
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson went to Ban- last week on business in
The
case
transit.
lost
in
went
on
trial Monday
relation to the build- him speak in
terms of his faithfulness
Mabel Webber, Velma Mitchell, Isabel
high
the estate of the late Frank M. Patterson.
gor Tuesday to attend the meetings of the ing of their summer home on
at noon was taken from the jury and enSmalley. Florence Hill, Jessie Hart,
Northport and honesty. The funeral will be held at the and
Maine Rexall dealers, and were guests while avenue.
Goldie Curtis, Hazel Doak, Carrie
tered on the docket as continued. Harriman i
They were guests while here of Miss Methodist church parlor today,
Thursday, at
Both juries were discharged at noon Wednesthere of Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith.
Greenlaw.
Frances Chase, Church street.
12.30 o’clock and Rev. D. B. Phelan will offici- for plaintiff; Dunton & Morse for defendant.
day and the court was occupied until 3.30 in
COACHMEN, GARDENERS AND SAILORS.
The mapy Belfast friends of Mr. and Mrs. M. !
case of Bertha I. Wallace of Foxcroft
The
ate.
The remains will be taken to North IslesHon. Warren C. Philbrook of
imposing sentences. The court finally adWaterville, boro for interment.
Alton Johnson,Norman Littlefield. Frank Cull- Lloyd Stantial of Portland sre extending conwas an appeal from a ruling of the probate court
former Attorney General, was in Belfast
journed late in the afternoon. The judge heard
last
nan, rrank Keene, Harry Coombs, Lmi gratulations upon the arrival, last Sunday, of a
to
admit
to
an
instrument
refusing
probate
week on business before the Supreme
coin Clark, B. Davis, Leon Beckwith,
several cases privately.
Court
who has been named Melbert Lloyd.
to
be
son,
the
will
of
the
late
j
Henry O.
Frank Mixer, Albert Morse, AlThe funeral of Mrs. Catherine Chapin, who purporting
and attended the first night presentation
of
bion Goodhue, Melville RobLinnwood French of Citypoint, who itT ill The Chimes of
Dodge. The document in question was typedied
in
Camden
at
the
home
of
her
daughter,
Normandy. He was enthusibins, Seldon Hammons,
the signature of Mr, Dodge, THORNDIKE.
with rheumatic fever, is reported as quite
Mrs. Charles W. Suttle, was held last Sunday written, including
astic in his praise of the musical and
Allen Howes.
dramatic
The house party given by Miss Anna Marand was witnessed by the mother nd two
comfortable. His mother, Mrs. Charles French
talent shown by our Belfast amateurs.
afternoon, Rev. Howard A. Corey officiating.
Staged by Mr. John J. Nolan of Boston.
j has
brothers
of Miss Wallace, all of Foxcroft, who ti ndale and Miss Bernice Hamblen at the home
recovered from a severe attack of
lately
In the passing of Mrs. Chapin, Camden loses
Musical Direction of E. S. Pitcher.
Thursday, can. btn, was the 71st
pneumonia.
birthday of its oldest citizen, her age being 94 years and 6 were in Belfast on that day. The case was 1j of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Higgins was a splenCostumed by C. W. Ware, Boston.
Mr.
I.
A. ("Del”) Conant, and it was
observed months. The deceased was the eldest Rebekah nnpnpd hpfnrp the sppnnrl inrv Unnrlor
Mrs. John I. Snow of Rockland returned
did success. Thirty-four were present and
Act I.
Forest Scene near the village of !
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R.
noon.
Clarence tu. Read was excused and
H. Howes, in the State,
home last Monday from a few days’ visit with
having joined Maiden Cliff Re- |
Corneville.
a very enjoyable evening.
where he is a guest. Mr. Conant is a
After listen!
Nathan
spent
Wellman
of
Belmont, supernuinary* !
veteran bekah
Mr. Elon B. Gilchrest. Mrs. Snow
lodge when 81 years of age. Mrs.
Act II. Hall in the chateau of Corneville.
t her brother,
in a double sense, having served in
substituted. The verdict sustained the ruling 1 ing to music by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cole, rethe Civil Chapin was a
came to attend the opera, "The Chimes of
smart
woman
for
remarkably
Act III. Park near chateau of Corneville.
war in the 26th
of the probate court, that it was not a legal f eshments were served,consisting of icecream
but is hale and
hearty her years and frequently visited her son in
Normandy."
j and good for Maine,
will. Appeal dismissed; judgment of lower with map*e nut sauce, cake and coffee. The
more birthdays.
many
North Searsport. She was a woman of kindThe annual series of inter-class basket ball
The Shoe Situation.
court affirmed; no costs.
Henry Hudson of privilege of visiting for a few minutes the
Miss Katherine C. Quimby will sail from ly disposition, respected by all, and her friends 1j
games at the University of Maine began last
“Ladies Gab Society” was granted to all and
Guilford for plaintiff; Dunton & Morse.
"
While new business in footwear is not very j Friday evening. Harold Richards is a mem- New York Feb. 14th or 21st to visit h er sister were legion. Beside the daughter at whose
Other cases were disposed of as follows; all enjoyed the stories which were told; and.
ac ive, manufacturers have sufficient reserve
Mrs. C. C. Pineo in Mayaguez, P. R. Mr. and home she died, she is survived by two sons,
Senior team, while R. F Crocker and
the
of
ber
j
Charles A. McKenney vs. Charles A. Bowdoin, the singing by Mr. Betts, Mr. Say ward, Arthur
contracts on hand to keep them busy for the
Charles Chapin of Camden and George
Mrs. Horace Chenery and Mrs.
R. E. Stevens are starring for the Juniors.
Chenery’s Captain
next three or four weeks. New orders redefaulted by agreement; George B. Holmes vs. Leonard and others was greatly appr ciated
of
North
The
E.,
interment
Mrs.
A.
Searsport.
was
H.
Lloyd of New York, will
ceived by manufacturers of higb-grade shoes
Miss Annette Robinson of Castine, a former mother,
H. A. Adams and J. F. Me Keen, trustee, non- Many lively games were played and late
in
the
Mountain
street
sail
on
the same steamer for a visit in Porto
have been almost equal to their factory capa- Belfast teacher, was
cemetery.
recently the guest of
W. B. Kendall et al vs. John I. Frederick, in the evening, which passed all too quickly,
suit;
city, with a good call for women’s shoes in
Rico.
in Brewer, where she has just resigned
suedes, velvets, black calf and patent leather, friends
will hear with regret of the death, continued; American Agricultural Chemical the party started homeward to the tune of
Many
and black and tan calf in men’s goods.
Not- a school, en route from her home to Chelsea,
A telegram was received last Saturday an- Jan. 1st, at his home at Isle au Haut
Co., vs. Albert R. Fellows, continued; Elinor “Jingle Bells.” Special mention must be
Thoroughable improvement is shown in the demand for Mass., where she has accepted a
teaching posi- nouncing the death of Mrs. George Wallace of fare, of A. J. H. Turner. He was an artist who L. Richardson vs. Edward J. Stephenson, non- made of the cornet and organ duet
most kinds of leather, and activity, especially in
union sole, is much greater than was expected tion.
Huntington, West Va. She is survived by a wrought in iron and his work in that line suit; S. Lan gsdorf va. J. H. Wardwell, default- by Miss Harriett Cole, who is only six
so soon after the holidays.—Dun's Review. Jan.
•on, ^Charles, and a daughter, Mrs. Mabel could not be excelled. Specimens of his handi- ed by agreement; Edwin P. Treat vs. John years old, and her father. She also sang a
of Mr. and Mrs.
twin
The
daughters
Ray11th.
mond Smart of Bramhall street have been Simmons, both of Huntington. They lived in craft have gone all over this country. One of Downes and James R. Downes, default enter- very pretty solo....Donald Bartlett met with
Essex Fertilizer Co. vs. George O. Dan- a painful accident last Saturday. He fell in
named Cynthia and Sylvia. The babies have Belfast many years, owning what is now the the attractions of Isle au Haut was
his shop, ed;
WEDDING BELLS.
received much notice among friends of Mr. Til-ston
Wadlin house, Upper High street.
and another was the man himself. He was forth, continued to the April term; J. S. Round the barn, breaking one rib and lameing himand
have
Smart
been
and Mrs.
sent numerous
Doris Bartlett is quite sick with a very
well read, well informed on the events and Co. vs. Walter Carter, and L. W. Coombs and A. self.
Rideout-Winslow. Miss Nellie P. Winslow gifts and dainty bouquets.—Portland
The Journal had a pleasant call Monday from
Expre»s.|
Trustees’ disclosure bad cold. Dr. Trueworthy of Unity attends
of Saco, Me., daughter of Mrs. B. H. Winalow
issues of the day, genial, and the soul of cour- P. Coombs, Trustees.
Mr. Smart is a nephew of Mrs. A. O. Stod- Mr, J. W. Norton of North
WestBattlefield,
her.... Mr. Ed Hunt of Unity was in town Fritesy. A member of a family long identified filed.
(formerly Miss Annie P. Perry of Camden) dard of thia city.
ern Canada, a cousin of Mr. S. G. Norton of
W. S. Poland of Searsmont vs. Leslie F. day and took home with him one of Edward
with the affairs of Isle au Haut, and having
was united in marriage New Year’s day to
The many Belfast friends of Mrs. J. W. this city. Mr. Norton is a native of Palermo
Nash of Belfast was an action to recover on a Hunt's fine cows. We understand he traded
many friends among the summer visitors to
Joseph Harding Rideout, of Kenora, Ont., a Vaughan and Mist Julia Vaughan will be
glad end is visiting relatives in this city, Liberty that
civil engineer on the Canadian Pacific Railhe will be widely miss- bill for groceries supplied from the store of for a new sleigh....Mr. Lewis Philbrick went
island,
picturesque
are
at
end
that
Palermo
their
bear
after
an
to
ihey
absence of 2S years.
home at Cityplaintiff on which a balance of $86.47 was due. to Boston last week with a carload of potatoes
ed and mourned.
road. The wedding waa at the bride’s home in
point. where they arrived Friday from North When a boy he lived for a time with Samuel
The account had been running for several for A. M. Shibles....Misa Helen Philbrick
Saco, Rev. L. J. Bain berg of the Baptist Church Attleboro, Mass. They
bring encouraging re- G. Norton on Northport avenue. His home
While returning Sunday noon, Dec. 31st, years and defendant claimed he had not been
epent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs. Richard
officiating. Mias Winslow is a recent graduate ports from Mr. Vaughan, |whom they
In Canada is north of Montana and about 260 from church, where he had assisted Rev. L.
J visited
D. given credits due him for stave stuff hauled. Higgina and attended the
at Wells Depot.
of Colby College.
party Saturday
miles from the boundary line.
Evans, Rev. L P. Nash of Camden fell on the The jury returned a verdict for the defendant. •vening.

Belfast Amateurs Win New Laurels in Opera.
The charming opera "The Chimea of Normandy” waa most successfully given in the
; Colonial Theater on Wednesday and Thursday
evenings, January 8th and 9th, by a number of
Belfast’s best known amateurs, under the auspices and for the benefit of the Belfast Musical Society. Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendleton of
Islesboro and Mr. John J. Nolan of Boston,
who also acted aa stage director, were the only
people from out of town in the cast or chorus,
of what proved to be another musical triumph.
The stage pictures and costumes were very
effective, and the music throughout was charming. The large chorus, which was carefully
drilled by musical director E. S. Pitcher, was
thoroughly satisfying, while the cast was an
“all-star” one.
Miss Katherine C. Quimby
who is always popular in any role, had in
Serpolette a part that fitted as though written
for her. Always vivacious, pretty and
grace-
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Old-Time Stories.
When Bears, British and Indians Threatened the Early Settlers.
There

handed down in almost every
early days, when

are

stories of the

family

a land where Indians, the
British, bears, wolves and wildcats were
real dangers; when long journeys had

America was

on foot,
on horseback or
through tin' midst of these real dangers,
and when men and women were hardy
and brave, living simple, honest, loyal
jives th-.t cause then descendants to look

to be taken

The Only Successful

For

Lienor
Drug Using

back upon them with a just pride.
One ..rurally regrets that these stories. which are of thrilling interest when
tnl

and

aged narrator, who either

'some

lived li cm himself or heard them first
ha; d, should he lost to future generaAs one by one they are forgottions.

something

ten.

have

to

seems

•ati

generations

the

distinctly
vanished. We,

that is

and

No Prostrati or

General health impbeginning. Heal
ings, skilled i--,
tional and h
and a cottif

in these days the rocks and
templed hills are associated with
modern
ever quickening pace of
even

rills and

Locomotives and steamcivilization.
boats, automobiles and aeroplanes, the
Morse and Marconi telegraph systems,

The KEELEf
T. B. MOBRlSSt.

ventions, will go on facilitating travel and
communication, and it will become more

a

nesses;

prowling
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■firm

that

Stockton Spriia

will,

it

seems

rt innicii'i to enter lmo

hymn

old

grand

us

The annual n..
the Stockton Sj•
ield at the office of
Spring?, on Tuesd
L). 1913, at 12 30 j
>f the officers and <•
a hoard of seven
year and to transit

me

to

me,

spine

oi

completely

as

lid those to whom "the rocks and rills,
templed hills” were close

rr.ay properly
Per order,

the woods and
friends and l

Many stories, heard years ago from
lips long silent, picture these early days
for me in vivid colorings; of these the
following were the most delightful to
childish

Stockton

boy, was
through
the Quante-

business that

Miss

a

boy

night.
was of Indians.
My
grandmother, Deborah Ward,

\ yery

,

that

_come

°

y

1

home

NAVIGATION

they were planning to
come down the chimney which opened
who was in the woods
chopping firewood
into a huge fireplace, t^uick as thought
when the first steamboat whistled into
she ripped open a big feather bed and
He dropped his axe and ran,
; Belfast.
butned the feathers, creating such a
never stopping until he reached
home,
smoke that the Indians
the atgave up

after

to
a

play

where he

Santa Ciaus.

while she

saw ore

Peering out
of the Indians

chased

by

long

time

kin’s Bear.

afterwards,

Here Are Facts We Want You to Prove
at Our Risk.
In all
one

spread
Nickersons,

“I’M CURED/’ SAYS

JUDGE.

Crutches Cone—Walks as Wrell as Ever
After Using Two 50-Cent Bottles of

|

■

j
|

Main Street.

$100 PER PLATE
Rheuma.
was paid at a banquet to Henry Clay, in New
Read this, all victims of agonizing Rheuma- Orleans in 1842. Mighty costly or those with
Read from one who was a cripple what
tism.
To day people
or indigestion.
wonderful RHEUMA will stomach trouble
do. A. A. Howes & Co. sell everywhere use Dr. King’s New Life Pills for
it for only 50 cents a bottle these troubles- as well as liver, kidney and
and guarantee it for Rheu
bowel disorders. Easy, safe, sure. Only 25
matism, Gout, Lumbago and !
cts. at all druggists.
Neuralgia.
-I, John Barhorst, Justice
of the Peace of McLean

Bath

Township, Fort Loramie,
Ohio, do hereby certify that
after treatment by three

Shipbuilders Optimistic.

Bath, Me., Jan. 2—The total number of
vessels built and launched in the Bath Customs District for the year 1912 was 14, which
was a gain of four over 1911, and the tonnage
amounted to 8,465, a alight increase over 1911,
when the total was 7,383.
These figures, however, do not include the
I am still as well as ever. two torpedo boat destroyers Jouett and JenPrevious to using RHEUMA I was a cripple, kins.
walking with crutches, and I feel it my duty to
Local builders are much pleased with the
let other sufferers from Rheumatism know outlook for 1913. They say many inquiries are
what it will do.
The result seems almost being received relative to placing contracts
miraculous to me. 1 have advised RHEUMA for new merchant craft. There is considerto at leasts dozer, persons, and each one speaks able wooden
building now under construction.
as highly of it as I.
I will answer any one sufComparisons for the post 16 years show a
fering from the disease if a two-cent stamp is steady decline in the number and tonnage of
enclosed.”—May 31,1912
vessels built within the Bath District. In 1900
35 vessels with a tonnage of 41,632 were built.
doctors without result, I
have been cured of a very
bad case of Rheumatism by
using two bottles of RHEUMA.
It is now two years
since 1 used the remedy, and

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have

/lit

Bears the
Signature of C

Always Bought

r„

j

FRIGHTFUL

POLAR WINDS

blow with terrific force at the far north and
play havoc with the Bkin, causing red, rough
or sore chapped hands and lips, that need
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve to heal them. It makes
the skin soft and smooth. Unrivaled for coldsores, also burns, boils, sores, ulcers, cuts,
bruises and piles. Only 25 cents at all drug-

gists.

There

the Delaware

Bay

has

cold |

been

attend

the

no

trip in Philadelphia
ip eighteen hours at the
ihip was loaded.
In

funeral of J. Henry

>!d

our

business

we

we

=^-1!

dock after the

R.

I.,

to

resume

Providence,
their studies, after spending

many of the
coal barges, be-

see

ihinmnstpro

|

non

q

in

tv,.,

of many months. The funeral was held at her
late home Jan. 7th and interment was in West

rade, and we saw there those grand
ships that were the pride of the port and
ire now
barges; and yet there is somehing about them that makes the heart
oroud, to think of the days when they
vere commanded
by men who knew no
;ear, when the Stars and Stripes flew
:rom the
monkey gaff; and when they

Winterport cemetery... Hayward Peirce, 2d,
Sheffield Scientific school, Yale, T5, has returned to New Haven to resume his studies,
after spending the holidays at his home.
MONROE.
'f he (fficers of

Ezra M. Billings Post, No. 74
were installed by Isaac F. Cook, Past Commandsaid “mainsail haul’’ it meant business.
er, in his usual pleasing manner, Jan. 1st. The
new year to you and the
paper,
officers are as follows: Augustus L. Clark, Happy
Mr. Editor.
Yours Respectfully,
Commander; Oshea H. Plummer, S. V. ComAlbert M. Rich,
mander; Moses Larrabee, J. V. Commander
Master S. S. Pawnee, Clyde Line.
Alonzo F. Batchelder, O. of D.; Henry S. WTeb-.
Mr. Taft is Cheerful.
her, Adjt.; Fred L. Palmer, Q. M.; Horace C. I
Webber, Chaplain; Johnson G. Trask, O. G.; B.
President Taft is the worst-licked, the
F Bussey, S. M.; J. S. Crockett, Patriotic Inieast-sore, and the best-liked of any destructor. The Post is in a prosperous condifeated Presidential candidate we ever
tion_The officers of E. M. Billings, W. R. C.,
had.
He has passed the points where
were installed at their room on Main street
bis defects as a politician were troubleJan. 1st by Belle J. Palmer, Past Department
some and come to the point when Mb
President, in a fine manner. The officers in- merits as a man all show at their true
value. His speech last Saturday night
stalled were: Elmeda Bowen, President; Emma
st the dinner in New York of the unE. Trask, S. V.; Caroline Bussey, J. V.; Louise
daunted Republicans was full of goodLarrabee, Secretary; Belle J. Palmer, Treasbumor, contentment, and good sense.—
urer; Susie E. Dawson, Chaplain; Annie Ritchie,
Harper’s Weekly.
Conductor; Martha A. Moore, Guard. The as- 1
s istant officers were absent and will be installM. C. R. R. Increases Stock.
ed at the next regular meeting.
SOUTH MONTV1LLE.
Mrs. G. A. Sprague is spending a few days
in Palermo with a friend.....Mr C. M. Howes
has gone to Bangor for an operation on his eye,
and wc rincerely hope il may prove very successful.... C. S. Adarr.s is attending the S. J*
court in Belfast.... Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Berry
were in Belfast recently and Mr. B. had an
o peration performed on one of his eyes at the
hospital....Mrs. E. C. Warren, who went to
the Belfast City Hospital Jan. 6th for treatment, has returned home.

Portland, Me., Jan. 8. For the purpose of retiring the floating debt of the
company, the stockholders of the Maine
Central Railroad Company today voted
unanimously to increase the capital stock
ot I he company from $15,000,000 to $25,L'00,000. Of the total of 145,346 shares
outstanding, 122,499 were represented at
the meeting.
:
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BONDSMEN SUPERSEDED.
Those who are required to give Bonds
in positions of trust, and who desire to
avoid asking friends to become their
sureties, or who may w;sh to relieve
friends from further obligations
bondsmen, should apply in person

1

as

storage

MARCELLUS J. DOW, AGENT,
BKOOKS, MAINE.
NEW YORK.
over

j

Excelle
accomim

stable connects
particulars apply

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY OF
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fences in Belfast
L2 rooms and
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THE MEAL INSTITUTE,
147 Plea-ant Ave., Portland, Maine.
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for a time and notice the difference
These pills go
in your stomach.
deeper than a medicine that »■ ts
on the stomach alone.
They got
at the real cause of all your trouble.
They work steadily on the blood,
cleansing it and making it red and
healthy. Where once the sight of
food was nauseating, you will have
You will be able
a good appetite.
to eat three good meals a day withYour stomach
out discomfort.
will be so strong and well that all
the distress, nausea, gas and pains
will be gone, showing that the pills
have done their work well.
You will also find a great improvement in your general health.
You will begin to feel like a new
Before taking the pills
person.
your stomach and entire body were
being poisoned with impure, disease-inviting blood. That was the
reason you so often felt worn out
and logy and that your head ached
and was heavy and dull. The pills
will enable your stomach to get
every bit of nourishmeift out of
the food that you eat. This, witli
the abundant rich, pure blood that
I)r. Williams’ I’ink Pills always
make, will nourish and tone up
every muscle, nerve and tissue.
A booklet, “What to Pat and
IIov; to Eat,” is froeupon request.
YourdruggistsedsDr. Williams’
Pink Pills at 50 cents per box; six
boxes for $2.50, or tiny will be
sent by mail, postpaid, by the

„V,;.,o

iV’m. G. Davis and Robert L. Belknap,
nost of the time in the San Francisco

Downes

|

fwollto

now

holidays at home_Mrs N. Edward
passed away Jan. 4th after an illness

the
I

that are

■

Maine, deceased
said twelfth day
.\
assignment of th:e
is try of Deeds, Book
»aid mortgage det
i'ceased, in his lif.

be overcome by the Midi, 3-I)AY
TKKAT\(K'\T. N" ip p lermies used. He
suits ahsolntelv certain. Ail dealings contid. n
!MUfi AitlT-i ‘iTCliSSl l I,1,Y
TKKATKD. Call unon. address or phone

It is a poor treatment, for stoma-11
trouble that treats the stomach
alone. Back of all your lack of
appetite, sourness of stomach,
belching of gas, nausea, pains after
eating, heaviness and lump-like
feeling in ti e stomach is bad blood.
The food is fermenting in the stomach, only partly digested, because
Y««u will
the stomach is weak.
have to give your stomach plenty
of pure blood before you can hope
to get relief from your indigestion.

j
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secured by said no.rte
jf Appleton, in the

can

V

I

consideration indors.

1’tion .if said

N

i
I

A. Wentworth the:.
twelfth day of Nov-:.'

“In the ease of one of my employees who
time ago wont under treatment at your
his appetite for alcoholic liquor
institute
has been entirely eradicated, and his general
health much improved.” I- roiu a genuine letter
among the scores we have, proving absolutely
that the

held

were

Appleton, together
standing; and wherea-

some

ships,
V» est... Miss Alice M. Hurley has returned to
I
ng towed from one port to another.
Eowdoinham to resume her duties as teacher
in the John C. Coombs High
school, after ilways look them over as we pass. There
spending her vacation with her parents, Mr. ! ire many retired shipmasters in Belfast,
and Mrs. James F. Hurley-Miss
Margaret ind other places near, that would enjoy
W. Peirce has returned to Poughkeepsie, N.
ooking at the General Knox, J. B. Baker,
Y., to resume her duties at Vassar college_
R. R. Thomas, Mariuel Llaguno (now
Herman L. Averill and John Laffin have left
;he Washington), A. G. Ropes and many
for New York city, where they have employjthers that I see being towed at the end
ment.... Frank P. Laffin has returned to Bal
if a hawser a mile long. They do not
timore, where he is a student at the Baltimore
lave the appearance they had when in
Dental college, after spending the Christmas
vacation at his home here_Freeman W.
:he California trade, though some of
Batcheider has left for Hardwick, Vt., where * diem look well. The
Llaguno ha» the
he has secured employment into the&Wood“Washington” painted over the letters
bury Granite Co..,.Jerry Emerson, who has if Llaguno cut into the wood on the
been the guest a few days of his brother. Ellow.
Capt. Ralph Morse and Capt.
den C. Emerson, has returned to his home in
Horace Staples would like to see those
Bucksport.Robert W. Peirce and Miss
ihips again. I sailed with those two
Katherine Peirce have returned to

‘‘Luf-
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river.

on

Phis

Peirce has returned from a business trip to Augusta and Portland ...Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Moigovan of Bangor were in town
Hon. Albeit

to

|

weather up to this date, so there is no
ce, but fogs have been the fashion, and ;
we have had them for
days at a time.

Frankfort.

recently

about the ice

inti

as

special

IT GROWS HAIR.

is

address,

Ships.

he grass on my lawn is as green as it I
1
was in July, and in
spots it has grown all
winter. Other winters I have written !
,'ou

i

to G. E. Ku
both of Mexico, in the
State of Maine, a certan
situate in said Searsm
Waldo, and hounded iy
the northwest by the
Lains Mills, so-called.
:>n the northeast by th«
above mentioned road t
an the southeast by km
3nd land of Sion W. I.u
west by the town line

AN EMPLOYER SAYS:

Philadelphia. Pa.. Jan. 9, 1913. We i
lave hud but one snow storm so far, and ]

ay, and on Saturdays,unless it is
necessary for
him to be at Augusta for some
reasons.

R. T. Newell.

our experience with hair tonics there
that has done more toward gaining our
confidence than any other. We really believe
this remedy, ki own as Rexall “93” Hair Tonic,
is so superior to other preparations that we
offer it to you with our personal and unqualified promise that if you use it and it doesn't
prove in every way satisfactory to you, we
will, upon your mere request at our store, return to you the money you paid us for it.
Rexall “9,3” Hair Tonic acts scientifically,
'British wt re on their way from Castine destroying the germs which are usually reto take Belfast, and were headed for the sponsible for baluness. It acts 1o penetrate to
the root of the hair, stimulating and nourishThe rumor
to
ing them. It is a most pleasant toilet necessia race
ty, is delicately perfumed, and will not gum
SwanvilK where the
nor permanently stain the hair.
We want you to get a bottle :>f Rexall “93”
If it does
I Hair Tonic ar.d use it as directed.
not relieve scalp irritation, renove dandrulr,
;
prevent the hair from falling out and promote
an increased growth of hair anc in every way
give entire satisfaction, come bfck and tell us,
Two sizes, 50c. and
and get your money back
$1 00. Sold only at our store—The Rexall Store
! —City Drug Store, Edmund Wi son, Prop., 93

Upper Bridge.

Maine, by her moi
ninth day of Augu.-i
Waldo Registry of i»

BAY.

DELAWARE

IN

The Fate of the Old-Time bailing

■

told his wife he had been
a hear; and the steamboat was

called fora

making (ff into the woods, while the
-other lingered.
“Good Indian” she cried
'“You’re go ng away.”
“Ugh” answered the disgusted loiterer.
“Me good Injun—him big fool.
A few days ago I heard the story of
how the Nickersons drove the British, as
it was toll years ago :o Mrs. George
Ryan of the Upper Bridge by the late
Capt. Ryan’s mother, who was the
daughter A Ephraim MtKeen and in her
girlhood lived on the MtKeen homestead
at the Upper Bridge.
“One day,” she
said, “the rumor spread about that the

i

j

the Coum

in

conveyed

--

he plans to be at his home of.
hce, either in the morning or
evening of each

fi.ed for their lives back to Castine. Mrs.
Ryan tells another good story of a man

that

/•'

-nont

of

1

tempt

■'/

9

I

talented boys and girls who will be seen at
the Colonial Theater for one night only, Monday, January 20th. The musibe presented is the well known
success, “Sergeant Brue.” Seats now selling. Prices $1.50, $1.00, 75c., 50c. and 35c.

brave, broad shouldered men, started
Governor’s Office Hours.
whose home was in China, Me., was left
]
up, eager to help def. nd the threatened
In wan announced at the
one day, when a gill of fourteen,
in
!
executive
offices
city. Armed with pitchforks and scythes, Thursday night. Jan
2nd, that Gov Ha nes will
charge of several smaller children. Dur- <iown
continue
his
eanie
residence
at
they
VVaterville during his !
through Mason’s Mills term of
ing the day she was alarmed by seeing across
office,but that he would he at the State
the fields into Ephraim MeHouse at Augusta
two Indians come out of the woods and
the first five days of
during
Keen s cow yard, and when the cattle each week. His
regular office hours will be
approach the house. She hastily locked saw them
irom 11 a. m. to 4
m. and at such other times
ft.
set
they
up such a stamping as the occasion
the doors and the heavy shutters over j
requires by appointment or
and bellowing and
rushing about that otherwise. Gov. Haines wishes to have all
the windows; she heard the Indians try
mail pertaining to official matters
the British, thinking a
addressed to
great army was him at the State House. All
the fastenings, and then all was still.
personal correafter them, retreated in
spondence
and
should
he
sent
to
dismay
After a time she heard them on the roof
VVaterville, his
and knew

y'V//-

f

under whose feet there was doubtless

growing

NOTICE OF FCT
Whereas, Hattit

!

M ^)olly Ballet

ma\

neeting.
Per Order,
ALBERT
Stockton Spring

£va ■—->
Pollard

too much for Bruin.
shuffled off into the

•woods, leaving the road free to

maternal

\

:>oard of director:,

was

very little grass
The other story

i

Springs, Maine, or.
lanuary A. I). 191.

over

with the roll of leather, the whole inside
of which flew out and flew at the bear.
and

Spri-i

The annual meet
the Stockton Spi i;
held iit thrir li.

Suddenly he saw in the
road ahead of him, standing up like a
and evidently waiting for him—a
man
hear. Knowing that if he turned and
ran his danger would he greater, he stood
still; and as he stopped, he remembered
having heard that bears feared the
human, voice. So he yelled at the top of
his voice, at the same time striking out

turned

J
M

small

his shoulder

The combination

j

Stockton Sprir,

at dusk

the Searsnumt woods, near
bacook, with a big roll of leather

He

*

ANNUAL

ears:

My father, when a
going home one night

_

corm

ALBERT

companions.

oon

^

energy that

and

descendants, might enjoy,
great benefits. We, and those

who come after us.

MA'

L-~

their

we,
these

>

Indians and

wild beasts; a land where our forefathers
plodded their way over these rocks and
beside these rills, and toiled witn almost

superhuman patience

Reined'..
and

land of vast forests and wilderland of

!

TEL.FP1.-N
Home

and more difficult to realize that little
more than a century ago America was a

primitive

h
U'»

v

151 Congress Street

and countless other in-

telephones,

the

\

Confinement

that come after us, may

"I love thy rocks and rills.
Thy woods anti templed lulls.”

the

the £
.r Sk i:r

No Nausea
No

still sing:

but

Destroys

It

Ameri-

Chas, F. Ti

$6,( 00.000

PAMPHLETS ON APPLICATION.

NOTC
j

Guaranteeu worn in

Shampooing

t ng.

and

I nil line of all kinds
I larlors over Shiro's

j

!

Announces that he has limited his practice
diseases of the

23ti

Till!

Lye, I ar, Nose and Throat
AND iuiKACTION.
Office hours—10

a.

m.

7 to 8 p. m., and

to

I

12 m.t 1 to

am

by appointment.

For Sale
The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street
9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses
[ot about 6-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.

Dr.W7 C.LlBBEY,

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

Telephon

connection

prepared

ai

0

Furniture and piano n
jrders at the stable, c
3treetP, aid they will

3p.it

am.
?

MIS'

to

|

Telephone conno.

!'

14tf

23tf

CLEANING.

at i

Attorney

STEAMPRESSING

Office Corner

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
At 52 High Street.

11

CARLETON

H. C. Hoffses

I

3m51

ol

I6tf

M'|v
S»

ADMINISTRATORS

Tel. 216-13

Mm

BELFAST.

l\ scriber hereby gives »>• ■*
iuly appointed admint strut'
FRANKLIN TREAD" 1
port.
n the County of \Vu t•

J

<

DENTIST,
B3 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

“Generally debilitated for years. Had sick
headache, lacked ambition, was worn out and
all

run down.
Burdock Blood Bitters made me
well woman."—Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosup,
Conn.
j,

a

Be

co n

d- h

a u

d

goods of every deFurniscription.
ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yot
have anything to
sell

drop

me

posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTEK H.cUOMBB.
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts, Belfast,

»

aonds

as

the law

direr’-

demands against the estate
desired to present the same
ill indebted thereto
nent immediately.

are r«

mi

Winterport, Nov. 12. lot-

Id,.

The name--Doan’s ins;
Kidney Pills for k
Dintment for skin itching
for a mild laxative. Sold at

I
^

*!
t

Doan’s

r'
»'

o

^ristmas

in Boston.

Over

Humphreys’
by

y „ot spend the Christmas
Boston?
ig. busy, bustling
get there? By train,
»iid8yS.
.tcr:(!" lhf great majority; but a winf.i‘ierS lhH staunch steamers of the
#flW steamship Corporation is one of
and when on such a
|grtj safety,
^'" rlives in Boston in time to
°i;
with the family ten miles out,

satisfaction

would’vou

[trc1'
*f

for congratulation

,t(ir

r,na9

What a wealth

I,, Boston!

Even
,| fed urchin could enjoy the
w displays and speculate
.j.t. some day, be his own.
at department stores led
The Houghton and Dutremont street, with its adit meant!

brightness

j

d

’< ■"

,,

Ini'
b

as

exposure, was a blaze
the outside, lighting

rl;er

t'hristmas

tide, which all could

Prloo

ro*

Fever*. Congestions, Inflammations.85
Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease..45
C'olic. Crying and Wakefulness of lnfants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.45
Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
( roup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
Salt Kheum. Eruptions, Erysipelas.25

77

Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.45
Fever and Ague. Malaria.25
Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.25
Catarrh. Influenza, Cold In Head.25
W hooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.45
Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.45
Kidney Disease. .—.25
Aervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
I'rinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
8ore Throat, Quinsy .._.25
Crip, Hay Fever and Summer Colds.25

Boll by

the

scenes

have

Medical Book sent free.

years.
Ho.
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
10
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
27
28
SO
34

Speoiu'3

the p.-pp.
with
for mou ; -:i EO

been used

®‘c

I

Half-Century,

druggists,

or sent on

receipt of price.

HUMPHREYS* HOMED. MEDICINE CO., Const
William uud Ann Street*.New York.

en-

periences took place there; my acquaint-

rdan Marsh & Co., with'
! ance with it? sandy roads and toilsome
their efforts to
m lined
I walking, to say nothing of the quantities
.b, their stairways and
of sand one empties from her Oxfords;
b
being outlined with but,
every landscape which is dreary
instils of which were enough, has a certain fascination. Here
remained
for
it
R.
But
everything tells of the sea; there is nothCure a window before
ing but the moody ocean between us and
as young could pause,
Europe. For a distance of sixty-five
Doll Land” was repremiles, beginning at Sandwich, Cape Cod
;-1«- wax figures and all has
wrestled with northeast storms and
■essories of paint, pow- thrust her
Atlantic adversary from the

stomachers, earth,

breeches,

ri

disnlavpd to ad-

were

watch

each other in

greeted

an

rested in the balcony.
inch attended the openr

a

while
over

protecting her bay, keeping
Cape Ann and stretching out

behind which the State stands on
guard. At the present unusual

arm

her

Cape Cod farmers

A HERO IN A LIGHTHOUSE.
For year* J. S. Donahue, So Haven.
Mich.,
a civil war captain, aa a
ligkt-houee
avvricd awlui wreck*, but a queer fact
is. he
might have been a wreck, himself, if Electric
Bittera had not prevented. “They cured me
of
kidney trouble and chflla,” ha writea, "after I
had taken other ao-called curea for
years,
without benefit and they alao improved
my
tight. Now, at seventy, I am feeling fine.''
For dyspepsia, indigestion, all
stomach, liver
and kidney troubles, they're without
equel.
Try them. Only GO eta. at all druggists.

lee.ii

"BELFAST’S GRAND OLD MAN.”
A Personal Tribute from

St

later

are

;,

A GIRL’S WILD MIDNIGHT

the streets. We

to

:

were

“shop early,” to
parcels,” and “keep

there were

other be-

myself and
my punishment

well

as

as

1 took

More than in former

87 pounds.” Nothing so sure and safe
spirit, and gained
for all throat and lung troubles. Price 50c
to
men, coming
and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed

that the Christ-

me

ned in

ii:t

wav

a

that is

by

|

}■••!' interest in others;
ristmas giver to think
-vn, hut of those who,
others, must miss the

S

sprig

holly,

of

remembrance.

holidays and
thousand people

■i

lined in

at.

M. Woods,

passed
again

brother, William
living I often sought out
and enjoyed his genial

was

a

for

FREEDOM.

The Journal by Allen Goodwin.]

in Palermo, Dec. 9, 1822, the son of Benjamin and Abigail Y'oung of that town.

con-

He has

cele-

new

smart old

year

seems

was

to

man

enjoy

the oldest

Sr:

man

for

one of his years and
the distinction that he is
in town and works every-

busy day.
On January 11, 1856, he was united in
-red tne car one day a
.ittle girls very near of marriage by Mr. Bullfinch, Justice of the
Peace of Waldoboro, to Miss Margaret
as.
They had most at:

shoppers

in

a

a.v-j in

oi' that

D.

Gross of Waldoboro, who was born
March 22, 1835, the daughter of Corneli-

repose, but both
a habit that is

and Susan Gross of that town. They
have had four children, three of whom
us

a.ay prevalent in its
hewing gum. Oh kid-

living—Frank A., Samuel C.,
and Melvina; one son, Charles, having
! the grown up young
died young. January 11th of this month
inly knew that the
was the
57th
anniversary of their
ikes the m neither a
marriage. But few of the many who
a tie mai
or woman!
travel life's pathway together are spared
found for the use of
to each other so long as this honored
1
the New England !
have been, and to enjoy the love
tut the gum of com- couple
ih-w!

are

If your moth-

now

1

■

of chicle

made

1

:•

and respect of their children and friends
in their old age.
Mr. Young is a son of Benjamin

a

which is added pepstomach of the hog.
word of advice about

a

Young, Senior, who was born in Chester,
New Hampshire, in 1775.
He learned

n’t.
in the

-st

:

nation

i_,

the

Parcel

the blacksmith trade of a smith in Hallowed, Me. His first work after learn-

ing

from the mid-

the movement may
as well as success-

his

across

|

trade was on the first bridge
the Kennebec river at Augusta,

in 1797.

He then went to Belfast with
two of his brothers, where he worked at
sage at the Boston post
his trade.
In 1799 he took up a tract of
d a scant second after j
one hundred acres of land in Freedom for
I dawned.
It has been
which he paid the proprietors $155. In
cripple the express com1802 he married Miss Abigail Whittier,
t is
unkind, but express
amind, and since the daughter of Joseph and Priscilla Whittier
|proved successful in of Palermo, who was fourteen years of
rests with the public age. He disposed of his land in Frees
usefulness in the dom and bought a farm in Palermo on
air

a

of the

of

judging
rs

news

Products of farm, facia' admitted to the
par-

golden shore,”

“the

over to

we

recaneu

me

iaci

mat

first Sunday school teacher.

and

ne was

Marden Hill of Francis and Nehemiah
Somes, where the Riihiect of thiR sketch

decked with red

A good
to Chris-

gone

In these hasty noteB I can but touch on
one or two of the most striking aspects
of the life on those grand old estates.
Among these were, the way in which
the farm labor in this region, the heart
of the “black belt,” is hired. On the
estate of Shirley, anywhere from ten to
twenty hands are employed, varying with
the seasons.
These men, all’ colored,
are paid from fifty cents to a dollar a
day each, apparently according to the
impression they have made on the overseer of the estate.
But this salary is
only the beginning: in addition they are
housed in the old "quarters” free ot
charge, and a certain fixed quantity of
rations is dealt out daily to the men who
have families, in the form of bacon,
meal, sugar, etc., while the single men
all eat together in the old slave kitchen,
located in a detached building, constructed of bricks brought over from the old
country, entirely at the expense of the
“master.

With a communication from Mrs. AnL. MeKeen, which we publish this

nie

week,

was

the

following

note:

“I cannot close this letter without

Augustus Perry,

tribute to the late
news

of

whose death is

a

the

received with

profound regret.
Always the genial
gentleman, with time for the friendly wor.1 and deed, he exemplified in
his

business

which the

relations

public

has

a

that

courtesy
right to expect,

but which public officials often

neglect

^

HE

c_.

to

>**

JK.

a. ij

KENNEDY’S

LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

The overseer, himself a gentleman,
with charming southern manners, and
who has devoted his life to farming and
is well posted on ali its modern methods and theories, drove me over the
estate, and sometime I may try to write
you a ie-.v or tne interesting things he
told me about southern farming.
Here,
however, I can only say that last year,
owing to the drought, several of their
staple crops failed, and the main return
was five hundred tons of hay, which, as
it is not a hay country, is netting them
on their own wharf a trifle better than

CAPTAIN B. F. COLCORD,
Member of the Governor's Executive
Council.

Captain B. F. Colcord is being
ed with congratulations upon his

showerelection

a

William Rogers. Captain
Colcord made successful voyages in both

shipbuilder,
kiicac.

Alien

uc

H. Conner, which

iuure

was

tin;

amp

new

1

|
|

t.k

William

built and owned

J

I

blank Parcels Post,"

i^nce

that the book

,,r«au, was put in my

'rival.

i:

(‘ape Cod, and this
shipping and the
my few thrilling ex-

be

1

to
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',0<;s Not Cost Anything
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Cures.[

ingredient of Rexall
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,rb*rlesp, tasteless and color•: v‘
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!Veiy r«ew
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1
dieco^ry. ComJ‘‘s ft
txtreniely vaimble ingre1'
Jf* v
rf\ct bowel regulator; instrengthened Rexall
k.’ ^ar..
f'"i
:1Kcandy and are notable
h''!:4tre 7'1
"S"» the palate and gen■

not caUBe
griping
Virgin enact
; y.“°
or inconvenience.
.
e^ratiana for a like purpoBe.
k!' at
a
V

kJf*»

kih'-t
tt»„

I,

was

vance; and when

stated what

of

P
<

tiabit, but instead they
cause of habit acquired

"rd'nary laxatives,
;C ami permanently

t'Pation

or

cathar-

payment is made it should be
premium, if any, is desired. It is

also necessary to say that none of these
publications are mailed with The Journal or from

this office.
tions

one

sent from

scribers.
I for

K
,

Wit IK heart

| Mr.

W

e

have

>ear in

to

pay for these

advance,

and

they

publica-

are

then

their respective offices to our subOur clubbing offers are as follows

year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Plome.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine. 2.25
one

hr!!c ^-CityDrug

for

a

time in the schooner
and hail-

Georgia Gilkey, Searsport-built,
ing from Boston.

None of the great merchantmen which
Captain Colcord commanded art now in
the ocean-carrying irade, having
gone
the way of the great fleet of fine An eriear ships, which have now almost entirely disappeared. The Pendleton was sold
to Norwegian account and the Sanford
The Governor
was lost.
Robie, Abner
Coburn and Centennial are now on the
Pacific coast abased into carriers of coolies and salmon in the Alaskan fisheries.
The William H. Conner is “dead.”

The publications included in our clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses.
The publishers of the Woman’s Magazine
have advised us of an increase in their subscription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s
Magazine are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
Bent us this notice:
4,Thea subscribers may
select their free patterns within 30 days after
the receipt of their first magazine by making

a request on an ordinary
post card, stating
remove
irregular bowel that the pattern deBired is a free pattern to
which they are entitled.”

n,0n<7 without arguwe lay they will.
Vf?' Sic ans 10c-“ Sold
only at our
Reran
Store. Edad Main street.
[I

years ago,

was

Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers,

rely on Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil Fine for
cuts, burns, bruises. Should be kept in every
home. 26c. and 60c.
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|
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|

|
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Then, ‘candle in hand, he led me up
the beautiful, carved, colonial staircase
of three flights, and then on through a
concealed panelled door, and up a succession of steep, narrow, winding steps
to
the attic,
with its rough hewn
beams, as heavy and as well morticed
together with wooden trunnels as the
timbers of a thousand-tonned ship, and
disclosed to me the secret hiding place
back of the large ch.mneys, spacious
enough to hold at least three men, and
where he had successfully eluded the
search of the “yanks.”
Two days later, he went on to
relate,
during a storm in the night, he slid down
the lightning rod, dodged the
pickets
that surrounded the mansion, and, thanks
to his life-long familiarity with the
region and its by-paths, escaped what
might have meant his death.
Another member of the family, a
lady
who was a girl at the time, then took
up the story and told me how at the
dawn of the following day soldiers came
at the command of General Butler and
took every occupant of the house and all
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Dynamite, Powder,
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Mobile, Ala., Jan. 8. The loading of
several carloads of dynamite, powder,
percussion caps and fuse on board the i
Belfast schooner Pendleton Satisfaction,
j Capt. Kneeland, consigned to
the Carib- j
bean
Construction
Company, Cape i
| Haitien, has resulted in an inquiry by 1
I consuls
representing Mexico, Nicaragua
1
and Honduras, who fear all or a
portion
of the cargo is destined for insurrectos
in some one of the countries named.
! was said the revenue cutter Winona It
had
I
been ordered to investigate.

Aluminum

^

owe to all suffering women to tell
what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound did for me. One year ago
I found myself a terrible sufferer.
I had pains in both sides and such a
soreness 1 could scarcely staighten
up at times. My back ached, I had
no appetite and was so nervous I
could not sleep, then I would be so
tired mornings that I could scarcely
get around. It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work
and I thought I never would be any
better until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
I had
soon felt like a new woman.
no pains, slept well, had good appetite and was fat and could do almost
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Congress

Playing Cards
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I shall always feel that I owe
my good health to your medicine.”
—Mrs. Hayward Sowers, Cary, Me.

IN

Charlotte, N. C—“ I was in bad
health for two years, with pains in
both sides and was very nervous. If
I even lifted a chair it would cause
a hemorrhage. I had a growth which
the doctor said was a tumor and I
never would get well unless 1 had
A friend advised me
an operation.
to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and 1 gladly say that
I am now' enjoying fine health and
am the mother of a nice baby girl.
You can use this letter to help other
suffering women.”—Mrs. Rosa Sims,
1G Wvona St., Charlotte, N. C.
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Now answer this question if you can. Why should a wosubmit to a surgical operation without first giving Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial ? You know that
it has saved many others—why should it fail in your case?

-WE CARRY-

man

Colgates Soapp, Creams
and

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman’s ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.
rite to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
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and the best of everything in
these lines.
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These Two Women Prove Our Claim.
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When a woman suffering from some form of feminine
disorder is told that an operation is necessary, it of course
frightens her.
The very thought of the hospital operating table and the
surgeon’s knife strikes terror to her heart, and no wonder.
It is quite true that some of these troubles may reach a stage
where an operation is the only resource, but thousands of
women have avoided the necessity of an operation by taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. This fact is
attested by the grateful letters they write to us after their
health has been restored.
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member of the Governor’s executive council from the fifth district.
He will be the last Waldo county representative on the board for some time,
as Knox or Hancock counties will be
represented in the next three councils. Cap- $18.00 per ton.
tain Colcord, since retiring from the sea,
Many quaint customs still prevail
has shown good navigation on the politithe farm hands; one of which,
cal coast.
He was representative in the among
that of taking absolute rest from all but
73rd legislature from the Searsport class
the most necessary work for about ten
towns and on his next trip was elected
the Christmas season, was
senator from Waldo.
After a brief stay days during
in full force
daring my visit. The negroes
“ashore” he lands another berth of 1
either remain at their quarters merryhonor. Captain Colcord is still two years
making or feasting, or go a visiting or
to the windward of the 60 year buoy. He
hunting throughout the entire holiday
was born in Searsport, the son of
Capt.
One of their number i3 deleJohn P. Colcord, and is the last of a period.
gated in turn to water and feed the
family of five, three of wnom were lost, stock, etc., but
beyond that no work
or died,
at sea.
He was studiously inwhatever is done.
clined, and after graduating from HampDirectly opposite Shirley, across the
den academy, taught scnool for two
James river, and near the mouth of the
years.
is Bermuda Hundred, a
Appomattox
The call of the sea in the Colcord blood
name which greatly
mystified Northern
was too strong, however, and he
yielded, readers of a generation ago, when, as
rapidly working up to a captain’s berth. the base of General Ben. F. Butler’s
A Searsport man who was not captain of
operations, it began to figure largely in
a ship by the time he was 31
years old, the daily
newspaper war despatches,
was considered almost unworthy to hail
This outpost of Jamestown was
from that port.
Captain Colcord’s com- !j settled by persons who had beenlargely
shipmands were all noble craft, large a' d fit.
wrecked on the Bermudas, and the old
One of his first was the bark James G. colonial
subdivision of villages, by which
Pendleton, 937 tons, built at Newbury each hundred colonists were
placed under
port, in 1872, by Atkinson & Fillmore, the authority of a
captain, is still prefor James G. Pendleton of Searsport,
served in Virginia nomenclature.
afterward hailing from Boston. His next
I listened to tales from old confederate
command was the ship Henry S. Sanford,
veterans, still residents of the estate,
1101 tons, built at Bowdoinham, Me., in
j relative to General Butler’s treatment
1869, and managed by the famous New of
and it would seem to show that,
York fii'm of Pendleton, Carver & to them,the
say
least, "the General was no
Nichols.
The ship Centennial, built at East Bos- gentleman.”
One of my informants related to me a
ton by Smith & Townsend, in 1875, a
thrilling tale Jof how, when fleeing for
magnificent craft of 1386 tons, was at his life from Butler’s soldiers,
who had
one time commanded by Captain Colcord.
discovered him crossing the lines to visit
Two of the best ships ever built in the
his mother, then lying at death’s door,
Bath shipyards were the Abner Coburn, he had reached the house
and secreted
1879 tons, and the Governor Robie, 1627 himself in its
huge, dark, cavernous
tous, built and managed by the famous attic.
as

each
SSSB^^andloaf
^^B
than

lows:

Henry J. Woods,

in his native town of Searsport. The
born, December 9, 1822. About 1870 Conner was a staunch craft of 1496 tons,
incinnati Inquirer has :
Young sold the old homestead and launched in 1877, James G. Pendleton
moved to Freedom, where they now re- managing owner.
man as follows:
This was the last big ship Captain Col- |
-strode the livelong day, J side.
cord commanded, although he made a j
'*'h
I
weight of ham and
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing number of voyages as temporary cap- 1
I
lry goods, iron and hay,
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad- tain, and shortly before he retired, five
i
usual in most

a?

'heir plantation hands, ai d transplanted beautiful curve of the white
sandy
mein across the river to his c
<mp, wh> re beach bordering the sea wall that reie q.iesiionep them
tains
its
well
and
and
still
kept
closely
k'-pt|
green lawns,
Mr. Alfred John.-un passed Christmas '■ hem um.i r
I sailed away from it all, toward
strict gu id iorsev, raid ;ys,
day with his brother, Mr. Ralph Miller thinking doubtless in this way to starve ] Richmond, in the old steamer Pocahontas.
Johnson, in New York City, where a out the young spy, who had already
Alfred Johnson.
the lines in safety.
family reunion of the Johnson and Davis crossed
This
estate
of
is
one
of the
Shirley
RECENT DEATHS.
families was held. From New York Mr. oldest
It is claimed that
upon the river.
Johnson went to Virginia, spending the residence was built in 1642. It is the
Rev. henry B. Hurd died Jan. 3rd at
several days on the colonial estates of birthplace of Annie Carter, of the promhia home in Brooksville of
inent
colonial
of
that
who
on
the
family
name,
James
congestion of
Shirley and; Westover
married “Light Horse Harry Lee” of the lungs, at the
age of seventy-eight.
river below Richmond.
the Revolution, and who was the mother
He had been ill but a short time, and the
These are among the oldest and finest of General Robert E. Lee.
end came suddenly. He leaves a wife
and
are
full
of
country places in America,
Westover, a most hospitable and well and
three sons—William, of
historic associations. The present manor kept memento of a bygone era, though
Bangorand Albert of Brooksville. The’
house at Shirley, still occupied by the not like Shirley still in the possession George
of its original owners, is nevertheless funeral was held at the Baptist Church
descendant of its builder (1642). has been
occupied by a family fully aware of the Sunday, at 2 p. m. James S. Condon,
the scene of many stirring incidents of significance of all its traditions, and evi- Alfred Condon. Myrle R. and O. P.
the Indian, Revolutionary and Civil wars. dences of their intelligent custodianship Limeburner sang “Asleep in Jesus’’ and
is apparent at every turn, both in the “Nearer, my God, to The^.”
Mrs.
The house-party during Christmas
Emma Tapley was organist.
The bearhouse and in every corner of the
large ers were
week at Westover numbered over thirty
Ernest
estate.
Babson, Fred Prim
One can hardly figure the time
people, assembled from cities aB wide and mon \v and thought they must have James Campbell and Lester Wescott.’
Rev.
C.
F.
of West Brooksville,
and
Atkins,
as
Mass.,
Boston,
apart
Charleston, expended on this place during the last
S C. These met the son of their host dozen years, and the result is one in which officiated. Interment was at Lakeside
we may take a national
pride, for it is cemetery.
at Richmond and made the interesting
visited by distinguished persons from
river
on
the
together
trip down the James
Alendal M. Franks died Jan. 6th at
every quarter of the globe.
famous old steamer Pocahontas under his
Colonel William Byrd built the house his home in Bath, aged 64 years. He
guidance. Some of the features of the en- pn the shores of his estate at Westover was a native of Bluehill, a son of the
When a
It is in a most excellent state late Capt. Nelson Franks.
tertainment for the guests were:—a tur- in 1737.
of preservation, and is a beautiful ex- young man he followed the sea with his
key hunt, duck shooting, abase ball game ample
father
and
was
for
several years mate,
of colonial architecture.
The
on the lawn, permitted by the extreme
manor house is rich in historic reminis- 1 and later learned the ship carpenter’s
trade.
He
had
been
a resident of Bath
mildness of the weather, and in which cence.
Thirty three persons perished j for
more than 25 years.
He served as
here in the massacre of 1622.
the young people of both sexes joined;
During I member of the Common
the Revolution the traitor Arnold came
Council for two
j terms and
and an old-fashioned, Southern holiday- here
was a member
of Acadia
wi'h his British troops upon the
season ball,
lasting till the break of way to Richmond, and Cornwallis’ raid- I Lodge, having served several terms as
A wife, two
dawn, and to which the gentle-folks of ing party stabled its horses in its rooms. chancellor commander.
Mrs. Frank P. Lord and Mrs.
the pntire country side for miles around During- the Civil War it was occupied by daughters,
Owen
J.
of
Ledyard
General Pope and other Union officers.
Bath; one son, EuThe panelled walls of the The
were bidden.
story of the beautiful Evelyn Byrd, ! gene, of New York, and one sister, Mrs.
Ober
of
old house were gaily and appropriately whose tomb is in its
Myron
survive.
Lowell,
garden, is among the

holly berries and Christ- most pathetic of Virginia’s crowded anand the tales I had from the son of
mas greenery, gathered by the guests on nals,
man, he has been an inspiration
the house of tragic and mysterious
haptian living to many and now has gone to the estate; and fresh roses, picked on the
penings that have taken place in its
his reward. Recalling him also recalls Southern side of its brick walls and from rooms through a space of six
generaothers of the olden days, many of whom the tomb of the beautiful Evelyn Byrd, tions, would, in proper hands, afford material as harrowing and as grim as was
were
in
the
old
in
have gone home, while a few remain.
front
placed
garden,
ever worked into story by Poe or HawOf those with whom I have had pleasant of the portraits of' “Knightly men and thorne.
relations, and who are still living, is laydies faire” who thronged and revelled
The days of my visit remain as red
Nathan F. Houston, a boyhood friend, in these same halls at pre-Revolutior.ary letter ones in my memory, and not the
Hon. Wm. B. Swan, Thos. W. Pitcher, Christmases and now gazed sedately in least of their pleasant impressions were,
the charming views of the old red orick
and a few others of later life who with their quaint attire upon the festive scene.
mansion, seen through the bare branches
me are already coming
to the place
of the ancient trees of its surrounding
In response to a request from The
where we must feel that we. too, must
park, and the flood of sunlight along the
Journal for further details of his visit
soon pass to the “Great Beyond,'’ where
in Virginia Mr. Johnson writes as folwe may meet him and other friends
my

Page H. Young is the oldest man in
i Freedom, having passed his 90th birthday December 9th, 1912. He was born
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give.”

always enjoyed good health, and
flashed to even now, though the frosts of ninety
the Navy winters have silvered his hair, he is a

unique
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aight from
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my old friend
I saw him the last time I was
company.
in Belfast, the summer that my brother

RIDE.

Christmas
will to

1

ANOTHER TRIBUTE.

To warn people of a fearful forest fire in
the Catskills a young girl rode horseback at
midnight and saved many lives. Her deed
was glorious but lives are often saved by Dr.
King’s New Di-covery in curing lung trouble,
coughs and colds, which might have ended in
consumption or pneumonia. “It cured me of a
dreadful cough and lung disease,” writes W.
R. Patterson, Wellington, Tex., “after four in
our family had died with consumption, and ]

.Is to

)
j

visits there while my

g

atured crowd that filled
the shopping district

Henry J. Woods.

To the Editor of The Journal:
When I read in The Journal the account
of the death of “Belfast’s grand old
man,” it carried me back in a twinkling
to the time when he was a grand
young
man, living at “the Head of the Tide,”
and I, a little boy, was a member of
his class of little boys in the Sunday school, and Deacon Beaman was
superintendent. I learned to respect and
love him then, and in after years, while I
was in business in Belfast, of the firm of
O. B. Woods & Co., afterward Woods &
Conant, I had some very pleasant business relations with
Deacon Perry; and
after leaving Belfast, on my annual

ploughing
their ground and report no frost. Huge,
The Filene real and
us crowds.
protective Cape Cod! than
the best of its kind,
r
which there is nothing like it !
,s of fresh flowers on the
Dame Fashion has decreed in practice
in Japanese style, and ard
print that trimming on one’s millie\v instrument, the choralnery shall be worn on the right instead of
tiv a violin soloist only sixthe left side as formerly; it is a momentage. son of Director Rus- ous movement fraught with important
Mr. William FiCo.
consequences and I am dismayed (?) at
enjoys the reputation my unfashionable attire.
xperienced clerks and
Annie L. McKeen,
before.
ass than eight dollars a
Arlington Heights, Jan., 1913.
Newton, Mass.
no
woman
can live
that
merged

store

v\v

season

A CHRISTMAS IN VIRGINIA.

TO

LET

A furnished room, heated by furnace, gas
lighted; use of bath. Meals can be obtained
near by.
Apply to
W. Bj WOODBURY.
22 Miller street, corner of Court street
ltf
or at the Supt of Schools' office.

“(Signed) h. L. Morris.”
I ut up in 2tc. 60c and
$1.1-0 boxes.
FINE TO BE W ELL AND
rou CAN MION BE SO BY TAKING SOLICE.
No Special lieatinent
Schemes or
Kees.’ OVST SOIACK AI.OKfc docs the
vork. XT rite today for tlie free box, etc.
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Tenement'To Let
Inquire of C. M. Knowlton
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The Megunticook Grange Co., has declared
! six per cent annual dividend.

BY

Victor Grange, Searsmont, will have
Saturday evening, Jan. 18th.

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

jeer; tl.00

for

months.

Bangor

and Beals is

again

Beals

wants

after which supper will be

served.

party of members of Megunticook Grange,
Camden, went to Lincolnville Saturday evening, Jan. 4th, to visit Tranquility Grange and
enjoyed the annual installation with them. A
fine supper was served and all had a fine time.

|
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in

cures

WOMANS’ HOSPITAL

Wonder if,as the promoter of

a

back?

Mrs. S. W.

one

the

Progressives

Patron of

practically

The officers of Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, were installed Jan. 9th, by Past Master
C. W. Shorey and wife of Frederick Ritchie
Grange. The usual baked bean supper was
served, and was enjoyed by all. Following is
a list of the officers installed for the ensuing
year: Master, Herbert F. Smith; Overseer,

unre-

stricted sale of liquor in this county for
the past two years, no indictments for
violation of the prohibitory law were
found at this January term of court. In
Rockland 12 of 14 indictments were for

Cilley; Lecturer, Margie Gurney;
Steward, Herbert Wentworth; Ass’t, Steward,
Eben Whitcomb; Chaplain, F. A. Cross; Treas-

reported from the Bryan
Washington, D. €., that “as

all-absorbing prominence

as a

come

cab-

directly

from Bryan himself. This would be important it true; but the New York Sun
shows

following officers

\ ere

that it is not so; that
Wilson will name his own cabinet,

conclusively

||

say in the matter.

ent.

The officers of Seaside Grange, Belfast, were
installed Friday night, Jan. 10th, by District
Deputy Edward Evans. Memoersof Frederick
Ritchie Grange, Waldo, w?ere present as

Among other laws to be presented to
the Legislature is one to prevent a voter
from voting if he has not paid his taxes
to date.
The matter is being talked
over in this city and while the bill has
not been framed it is more than likely
that early in the session of the Legislature one will be presented for the consideration of the legislators.— Portland

In this city of late years between two
ard three hundred votes have been east
at elections by men who had not
paid

poll tax, many of them birds of
passage who disappear soon alter an
election, and are never found by the tax
even a

secretary’s

nmivt.

presidential office

to

bring

upwards
$118.
Donation week

demonstrated the unwritten work after which
grange closed in form

it
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“Keep
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sentiment of w itnesses, all under oath
prescribed by the chairmen.
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MORRILL
Mrs. Estelle Barclay from Buffalo, N. Y.,
and M rs. Carrie Pearson from Camden have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Berry the
past week....Mrs. Mary H. Merithew. widow
of the late Ezekiel Merithew, goes to Belfast
this week to live with her son, Herbert Smith.
She offers her home here for sale_Mr.
Simon S. Erskine has gone to California to
spend the winter with his sister, Mrs. A. E.
McCausland.... Mr. Burton Thomas returned
last week from a visit with relatives in Massachusetts.
The Ladies Aid met last Friday
with Mrs. Mary Brown. The next meeting
will be with Mrs. Roy Gurney,Jan. 23rd... .The
■meeting of Waldo County Grange here last
Thursday was well attended. Ten granges
were represented.
The address of welcome
by Mrs. Bertha Mears was one of the best.
The officers of last year werenearly all re-elected and will be installed at the next meeting,
which will be held with Frederick Ritchie
Grange, Feb. 4th.
...

i{
;i

i[

Daniels made facomedy
the Knickerbocker Theatre in New
City during the season of 1908 and 1909.
The e is a story of real interest told in “Sergeant Brue,” a story that is one incessant
laugh. Brue was a foolish policeman who
longed for a fortune. On one of his birthdays I
he received a letter that his brother has
died,
that he is heir to $50,000 a year on condition
that he distinguishes himself in such a manner that he should be
promoted to inspector,
mous

at

Vork

An

amusing struggle begins on

the

policeman’s

part to win the inspectorship. He takes a
thief into his confidence and they put up a job
whereby Brue may distinguish himself. The
thief causes him to
attempt the arrest of t. e
Bishop of London and also to prod and arrest
a

dignified magistrate.

comes

to

Lady Bickenhall
plans a robbery in
burglars are to help. But they

his aid.

Then

She

which two real
weaken at the last moment and Brqe is found
under Lady Bickenhall’s bed, where he was
hiding to catch the thieves and is himself arrested. But she helps him at last. She plans
a party to which the
police court magistrate is
invited, induces him to gamble, then Brue
raids the place and arrests the magistrate
with the others. On the magistrate’s pledge
to have Brue promoted to an
inspectorship, he
is released, and Brue and
Lady Bickenhall are
married
in
the
end.
There
are twentyhappily
four songs and dances in this bright comedy,
the music throughout
being unusually tuneful. “The Rose of Honolulu” in the second
act is a perfect gem. “A Lass I Met in Old
Dundee,” with the dancing chorus of Scotch
girls, is another favorite, while the big dancing
number is “The Wood Bugs Ballet.”

$100 PER PLATE
banquet to Henry Clay, in New
Orleans in 1842. Mighty costly for those with
"Generally debilitated for years. Had sick stomach trouble or indigestion. To day people
headache, lacked ambition, was worn out and everywhere use Dr. King’s New Life Pills for
all run down. Burdock Blood Bitters made me these troubles* as well ss liver, kidney and
a well woman."—Mrs. Chaa.
Freitoy, Moosop, bowel disorders. £asy, safe, sure. Only 26
conn.
Cts. at all druggists.
was

paid

at

a

j

was

successful

in

paid-for basis,

in this

31, 1912, by the same bankers as in other recent years.
Edmunds Brothers, Boston, Mass., and as the prices
of high grade bonds and stocks were then at a level much
below the average, the Assets and Surplus have not advanced to the point they ordinarily would have done under

p:dd to the beneficiaries under 711 Poli-|
might otherwise have been practically without 1
worth at the time of death. The privileges and comforts! 'Joti^es of Death received
during 191
which have thus been possible in many homes, wholly bej ^’ew Insurance written during 1912, pai-.
cause jf this, are numen us and varied.
1912,
$25,During
j basis, 3,458 Policies.$6,206,751 .renormal conditions. Such fluctuations in the immediate
500 was paid to sixteen hones through the operation of, insurance in
Force, December 33, 1912,
marketable voith of stocks and bonds are interesting for
this feature, which, in practical working, has proved of !
for basis. 43,626 Policies...$63,491,853
the purpose of determining present quotations, though
with
misfortune.
greatest advantage to families burdened
affect the actual value of Assets
180.85 have been

Messrs.

cies that

they in no essential way
which are held by an institution as permanent investments;
with no necessity of sale, but altogether fur the income
yielded. Under these conditions, therefore, there is sati
faction in the fact that the Assets increased $788,597 40,
reaching $16,759,922.78, and that the Surplus stood at $1,588.579.82, which is within $37,544.64 of what it was at the close

ij

previous

year.

thing

is

being lost,

is far too

con men.

the readiest cash asset a man
all
other securities

can

o

j

the

as

SCHEDULE OF ASSF'
3. Government Bonds..
Lommunwealth of Massachusetts Ii«,r.,
Province of New Brunswick Bonds an

leave to his

guarantor of

Province of Manitoba Bonds and [.»• l..
Province of Ontario Annuities and .'»•

family,

in

tures

State, County

and Municipal Bonds
Bends..
Railroad Stocks.
Miscellaneous Corporation Bonds ai i
Rank Stock.
Collateral Loans.
Mortgages of Kea’ Estate.
Real Estate.
Railroad

protection for beneficiaries under Policies remains unaffected by these fluctuations and uildeigoes no appreciate
\
change from year to year.
is readily’ available, but unless his use fur it be something
The Premium Income advanced to $2,279,170 19, an instronger than to make a purchase of doubtful expediency!
crease of $28,143.46 during the year; while '.he Total Inor to undertake a
problematical business venture, he is j
from
dividends
investments,
interest,
includes
come, which
going beyond reasoiiabk nrudenee when he iilaces a lit n i
a substantial gain over
rents, etc., aggregated$3,117,998.40,
upon the future welfare ef his family for some half-cont lie previous year.
sidered or needless purpose. A man who would hesitate to ;
Reflection upon the expanding purposes which Life Insurmortgage his home, thinks nothing of borrowing money
ance now covers, and how very much more than the protecupon his Policy, because it can so easily be done, foriretu
is
so
ns
lection oi nomes, always
predominant mission,
ting altogether, or perhaps not comprehending, that he is,
satisfactorily doing, serving frequently as the guardian of by encumbering his Policy, placing even more of a handibusiness welfare by insuring the managers of corporations, cap upon those whom he holds dear and wants to
protect. j
and often furnishing the security by w<hich young people Policyholders are
again urged to give serious consideration
are enabled to finance their education, carries with it the
to the consequences of a loan before completing the Iranimpression that the future still holds much in reserve for .saction; and the importance of repaying existing loans, in
the development of the uses to which insurance protection
full or by partial payment, is also emphasized.
Loans ;
is adapted. The steady advance in Insurance in Force, hamper the
efficiency of Policies, and interest unsatisfac- !
had
reached
secured
w'hich at the close of 1912
$63,491,853,
torily adds to the required yearly outlay.
by 43,626 Policies, indicates convincingly that broadening
Expenditures for taxes are much in excess of what they I
of confidence in insuranee principles to which those whose
ought to be, yet so far no remedy has keen reached. The
faith has been established by long observation believe they
influence of Policyholders should be exerted upon mem- J
The advantages which will gradually accrue
are entitled.
bers of legislatures for the enactment of laws which shall ;
to .families and communities through the settlement of
effect a reduction in these charges in the various States. !
these Policies, each one an absolutely certain contract, reComing, as all these requirements must, from the funds of
be
the
are
that
moderate
met,
yearly outlay
quiring only
Policyholders,
they form a definite addition to the cost of
both far-reaching and inestimable.
which ought to be tax free to those who, by the
Before all else, the protection furnished to families protection,
insurance assumed, are doing their part toward safeguardthroughout all the circumstances which transpire in the
ing the general warfare of a community.
course of a lifetime forms the underly.ng and actual misPolicyholders are reminded that an important method f
sion of a life insurance company, and since there is no
the prosperity of the institution with which tk >*
question but what every maintained Policy will eventually advancing
the suggestion -f
become payable, death being inevitable, care and prorapt- are insured is always available to them

oils

j!
!

!

LIABILITIES.
Reserve required to insure al!

procedure,

tion of its

paid

and is

methods.

frequently

in

receipt

and

During 1912, 4S9 Death Claims were
Insurance was $769,288 56,

$15,524 58 less than in the previous year These
Policies w’ere running upon 427 lives, with fifty-five and
one-half years the average age at death.
The oldest
Policyholder in point of individual age whose death oc-

which is

tract had

been carried

over

ninety-six years, and
thirty-nine years. One

his
who

are

Fred E. Richards. President.
A
Ht'K L. Hates, Vice-President.
Edw ard A. Noyes,
Frank E. Ali en.
Selde n v onnor,
David <3 Hamilton*.
J. Frank Lang.

was

result of pneumonia,
eighty-two years when he died, as
had been insured fifty-eight ami cne-fourth jears, while

another whose death occurred in
railroad accident was
twenty-three years old and his Policy had been running
only five months. Six Policyholders, having $6,000 Insurance, died, from varying causes, within on
year of the
time the Policies were issued, with ages
running from

I

j

but

thirty-ei ght.
Policyholders also were paid during 1912, in the form

Josiah H. Drummond,
William j Cobh,
Edward H. Winslow,

FOOD

FAIR

NOTES.

On a recent Saturday there were forty-two
people noticed to leave the evening train at
Unity, Thorndike and Brooks, each of whom
was loaded With bundles bought in Waterville.
rhis trade naturally should come to Belfast.
Why don't it? The Food Fair is to help solve
this question.

of

Portland, Maine, January J4. 1913.

IN MEMOR1AM.
1815—AUGUSTUS PERRY—1913.

J
1

A most

’has H. Prescott,
\\ eston Lew is, Directors.

<

seventeen to

business written

to

no,

Surplus.
(Valuation of Bonds and Stocks n, !.
Bankers, Boston. Mass )
Portland, Maim
The undersigned have this day ex c
•f the Union Mvtuai I.ikk D
ran
aulta of the Union Safe Deposit n- :
>

■rs.

ind them

stated

as

in

Ahthur

the S

L IUik-, V

Edward A. No\>
Josiah II Did VV

i

Sl.»

Edw ahl* B \\ insi
Fkvnk E A lit v,
SKI.DON OiNNmK,
J. F RANK I.AN«.,
( HAHLKS II. PRF.SO
Wp-r..\ I,i wi.-,

Portland Ma
I have this dav

compared linear en ling December th'.rty :
welve, as found by the Finance C
Union Safe Deposit & I
t
ation made today and r
that
[ ooks of the Company.
he

■

•.r

Edvy

\

:

Portland, Ma
This will certify that I have
«

unties of the Union Mni

l,i

\i

the year

ending December
red anil twelve, in the vaults :-f

or

['rust

Company, and find them

t:

j

as srat

Deputy Insurance

Haman; Gideon’s Fleece; Pharaoh’s Daughter j
the little Moses; Cain and Joseph. Rebekah
and Ruth; the Philistines; Abraham and Isaac;
Jacob and Esau; Benjamin and Daniel; the
and

■

Total liabilities

(

Respectfully submitted.

on

Jan. 1, 1901, ami 3 per
cent on business written subsequent to that date )
Ul other liabilities.

especially appreciated by tin- management.

ness.

con-

cent

prior

With the broadening uses .» insurance protection and
the better appreciation of Policies by the general
public, t
gether with the favorable standing of the I'nior Mutual in
uf
financial strength an i reliability f insurai ce c< npoint
tracts, the management bt !.ev« s that the outlook abound.with promise for a conservative development of the bus

of commenda-

under which the amount of

curred in 1912 had attained

per

to be insured

payments with all the dispatch consistent with usual business

outstanding Policies.*L'V’<
(This reserve of the Company
is calculated upon a basis of 4

suitable for agency work and also of those who
.ught
or add to the protection
they already have, \
Such hints are of genuine help in promoting th. lusint-s-

in the

Keceivable.

llross Assets, December 31, 1912.

men

settlement of claims count for much in the reputation of an institution. In this important hr inch of the
work, the Union Mutual invariably undertakes to make

ness

m

Premium Notes.
Pullateral Loans on Policies.
\gents’ Balances.
'ash in Banks.
Pash in Office..
\'et Deferred and Uncollected I'r.
Paid-for basis.
nterest and Rents, Accrued and Pas!

j

j

■

bentures.

Life Insurance is

convertibility, and
reason alone it ought to be the last piece of
to be encumbered t>y a mortgage. Ir. many
loans art
:
the utmost service, but tie
privilege as a wi ole is much abused by injudicious
and heedless borrowing. Undeniably there are times in
any man’s life when he feeis the need of more money than

Whenever

but ihe true worth of the Company

!;

j

The loan feature in Policies is apparently much misunderstood; the tendency
l .ok upon this value as a sum
that should be withdrawn, in order to have the full benefit
of the contract, and to think that if this is not done some-

quoted values swing up- excelling
for thi;
ward to the average basis, or beyond, as they eventually
property
must, strong advances in Assets and Surplus will follow,
instances
of the

necessity of our being, or of our ability or
readiness to serve at all times every interest
of the institution for which we labor. Each
effort during the past twelve months has
given evidence of increased interest on the

adding
many useful articles to the service; a supply
Equity Grange. Belfast, met last Saturday of fruit,
vegetables, jellies, etc., beside a goodof boss in the- Republican
party, he start- evening in their new hull and installed their ly sum to the treasury. The report of the
ed a party of his own,
officers. About ninety grangers and invited
its
writing
platcommittee in charge, Miss Annie Field and
form, dictating its policy and requiring guests were present.. Mrs. Percy Edgecomb, Mrs. H. H. Johnson will give a detailed sumassisted
Miss
Sabra
by
was
the
install- mary of donors and
the implicit obedience of ail his followDyprf
gifts.
officer and did the work ir. a very pleasers.
If here are bosses in the Republi- ing
The visiting committee have efficiently co
i he officers are as follows: Masng manner
can party, w hat of the
operated with other committees and with the
supreme ruler of ter, Charles Waterman;
overseer,
Herbert
in bringit g light and cheer to the
the Bui! Moose party?
Supt.
Seek ins;
lecturer, Clara Seek ins; steward,
patients and in ascertaining any special needs
harles Simmons; assistant steward, Carrie
The De mocrats have begui. their tar*
and promptly reporting them.
Newcomb; chaplain, Ada Elms; treasurer,
iff healings at
The usual fidelity has characterized all comand
the
Bus- Eugene
Washington,
V\ood,
Mabel
secretary,
Miller; gate- mittee work and officers and members
'on He-ald
have
says 1 here is too much reaLevi
keeper,
Campbell; ceres, Annie Kimball; labored
3<w
to f*ar that
together harmoniously for the common
they are simply a blind Pomona, Tillie looihuker; Flora, Laura Dyer;
object. The modest but efficient manner in
tocov r up decisions that have
already mdy assistant steward, Ahbie Toothaker; ex- which our President has conducted the busibt < n r» ched.
It is almost a
foregone ecutive committee, Eugene Wood, Henry Kims ness, well deserves our commendation, and we
cor.c.i sie n tl at T wr
England industries and Frank Toothaker. The music for the are indebted to her for many wise and helpful
win sut r.
In
»tton there is a very march was played by Mrs Cleora Head. Alter
suggestions.
narr w n
argin of profit now. and if that the installation a fine supper was served and
We feel that we should fail in duty as well
the
following program* listened to dialogue, as privilege if we neglect to mention the zeal
1 * tu
• vin t<an> appreciable degree it
I he Darkey V. ood IVddler;” selections on
u?
r* su t in
and efficiency of the Superintendent and her ;
doting the cotton mills,
graphopnon*. song, Mrs. Head; recitation, corps of nurses and who are entitled to our
ri.ai.ufaoturers in the south now Sabra
Dyer; song. Miss Freda Elms of Camden; sincere thanks for the uniform
b .»• the a!
courtesy alvantage of getting the materi closing song, by audience, “Nearer
My God to ! ways extended to us.
1
or
the spot, Rating freight,
truckage Taee.”
We close the year's work with a large de0 d
commissions, .*nd of c*mploying child
gree of gratification that it has been in our
r.
An Indiana Congresssman has
SERGEANT BRUE.”
power to create conditions that have helped to
<.re»*y introduced bills to put boots and
assist in an agency for the relief of pain and
The I ollard s Juvenile Opera
s snd ail other
Company, cum- suffering in our midst.
leather on the free
poaed of 40 bright and talented boys and girls, !
dst and at a
hearing in Washington last all
Respectfully submitted,
in their teens, will be seen at the Colonial i
u*«h New England manufacturers who
Elizabeth Browne Brackett.
The-ire next Monday, January 20th, in the
■**
ught to present their case as to boots
m .sica,
that Frank
the

about.

j

report.

The

-I—-'-•b-

of

j!
j!

and later

recorded
against the property owners, the men
who pay the taxes, and it is certainly an
evil which should be remedied.

H pnt ftnrl sicoH &1I tlm

■1

Grange followed,

votes are

in Force,

ber

Sji

hand.$533.78

this is the long list of sheets, pillow slips,
a harvest feast was served.
tow'els, gowns, table linen, etc., furnished the
following officers of Star of Progress
hospital bv our society.
Grange, Jackson, were installed Jan. 11th in a
The cost of painting the outside of the hosmanner
pleasing
by County Deputy York, asand of fencing the orchard, $33.95,
sisted by Mrs. York and H. S. Morton; Mas- pital, $140,
were gifts from our treasury.
ter, W. L. Boyd; Overseer, J. H. McKinley;
!
A room for the night nurse has been furThe Boston Journal, Bull Moose organ, Steward, Raymond H. Chase; Secretary, Mrs.
nished entire by us and several pieces furnishattributes the defeat of President Taft F. B. Edwards; Treasurer, F. P. Emery; Chaped for other rooms.
Dishes and other dining
to a revolt against the bosses in the Re- lain, Mrs. M. S. Hatch, Lecturer, Mrs W. L.
room and kitohpn pnninmpnl hsva heen onn.
Asst.
Steward, Russell Reed; Gate
publican party. If for bosses we sub- Boyd;
plied from lime to time as required
stitute the word leaders, tl.es3 were Keeper, Earl Grant; Ceres, Mrs. W. E. Gould;
E .rly in the year several private benefit
Flora, Mrs. J. H. McKinley; Pomona, Mrs. F.
never less in evidence than
during the P.
parties and one public whist party were given,
Asst. Steward, Mrs. Russell
Emery;
Lady
last campaign, and there was never so
realizing about $60.
Reed.
A recess was then declared and 75
Sept. 3d a very successful public entertainconspicuous an example of bossism in formed for the grand march which
tho
ment, under charge of Dr. O. S. Vickery and
the Ret ublican party as President Rooseroom
where
dining
ample provision was made the entertainment
committee, was given in
velt afforded when he practically dictat- for all. After
supper a fine program was furThe Colonial Theatre, netting to the society
ed the nomination of Mr. Taft as
presi- nished by the children. Deputy York then
of

These

ji

part of some members to even more largely
aid in the good work, and we have all shared
I the “joy of service.”
guests. The officers installed were: Master,
We have held eleven regular business meetA. D. Hayes; overseer, Earl J.
Braley; lecturer,
Mrs. J. A. McKeen; secretary. Miss Marian ings, with two by special call. The various
Hayes; treasurer, Roy Sholes; chaplain. Miss committees have held meetings as the work of
Lucy Cochran; steward, Alphonso Ritchie; as- their departments demanded.
The sewing circle, organized two years ago,
sistant steward Elijah Ritchie;
lady assist- 1 has devoted
much time to the making of
nat
steward, Mrs. Elijah Ritchie; Ceres,
Mrs. A. D. Hayes; Pomona, Mrs, Roy Sholes; fancy quilts to order, which have added mai
Flora, Mrs. E. B. Lunt; gate keeper, Carl terially to the fund, realizing from one alone
Noyes. An interesting and entertaining pro- $20.00. Several puffs for the nurses rooms
have been included in the work.
Added to
gram by members of Seaside

Press.

collector.

State, now stands
at the substantial : ggregate of $11,5 8,180 07.
The securities of the Company were valued, as of Decem-

Dec. 31, 1912:
Cash received.$296.50
Expended for supplies, painting hospital
buildings and fencing grounds. 195.50
on

j

loyalty

surance

report.

j

j

reached the total of $1,656,604 46. which is an increase of
$36,775.16 over the figures for the preceding year, and may
will
fairly he taken to indicate a continuance of the good
and
of Maine people to the home institution. In-

is the report of the Treasurer,
James F. McKeen for the year ending

Balance

that goes

business broadens and increases. In this department 3,468 Policies were delivered in 1912. representing
than
$6,206,751 Insurance. This amount was $964,505 larger
in 1911, and there were 499 more Policies.
In the State of Maine, Insurance issu d and paid for

Following
Mrs.

as

'np:,r

1

ahead the

the

Gov
Paul of Morrill.
The members of Honesty
•and that Bryan will have very little to
Grange, Morrill, have been invited to be pres-

principles
they really are and do.
Growth begins with New Insurance paid for;

..

In the absence, on account of illness, of the
last meeting of Frederick Ritchie
W.
Grange, Waido, the following officers were secretary the report was read by Mrs. S.
elected for the ensuing year; Master, C. A. 1 Johnson, as follows:
To the Officers and Members of the
Levenseller; Overseer, C. W. Shorey; Lecturer,
Sydney G. Evans; Steward, J. E. Ellis; Ass't Woman's Hospital Aid. While a review of
Steward, Herbert Paul; Chaplain, F. E. Web- the past year does not show' unusual wTork or
ster; Treasurer, Cora Webster; Secretary, great things accomplished, yet results are
1
Caroline \\ Shorey; Gate Keeper, Le Forest most satisfactory, and in a quiet, practical way
Braley, Lady Ass’t Steward, Jennie Leven- ! we have saved to the hospital large expense.
We have passed that stage of our existence
seller. The installation will be on Saturday
evening, Jan. 18th. Installing officer, Delbert when any doubt should appear of the actual
At

Secretary of State in President Wilson’s
cabinet” Bryan is “practically to name
the recipients of all other posts in the
President's official family.” and this tale
inet maker is said to have

Alma

F. Simpson; Ceres,
lllie Smith; Pomona, Myra Keller; Flora Isa
Cross; Lady Ass't., Steward. Nellie Cross.

It has been

of his

Secretary.

the

treasurer’s

H.

James

liquor nuisances, and in Skowhegan two
liquor sellers were sentenced to $100 and
costs and 20 days in jail and one to 90 urer. Ilenrv K. Gurnev:
days in jail.
Cilley; Gate Keeper, T.
oatnp in

Master

Frederick Riichie Grange and Master of
Waldo County Grange before he moved to
Morrill.

of the story of the lion and

the open and

as

of

re-

the lamb.
With

Husbandry, having

served

Johnson,

of
progress in the items
those inci-

departments, with particular

Insurance

s

1

Income and Insurance. Few difficulties beyond
dent to ordinary pursuits are now encountered by soliciting
Life Insurrepresentatives, much of the prejudice against
in place
ance common some years ago having disappeared,
in
of which has come a genuine and deep-founded interest
and accomplishments of protection for what
the

President, Mrs. E. A. Wilson; Vice
Presidents, Mrs. Geo. R. Williamson, Miss
Annie V. Field, Mrs. Frank M. Bailey; Secretary and Auditor, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett; Treasurer, Mrs. James F. McKeen. Board of Managers were re-elected, substituting Mrs. J. O.
Black in place of Miss Nellie Hopkins. Committees: Sewing Committee, Chairman, Mrs.
Albert Millett, she to appoint her assistants;
Entertainment Committee, Chairman, Miss
Annie V. Field, she to appoint her assistants;
Purchasing Committee re-elected; Visiting
Committee, re-elected, substituting Mrs. S. B.
Fletcher with Mrs. S. W. Johnson and Mrs.
Joseph Tyler and Mrs. Harry Clark.

merger | ried out, and the Grange was ready to begin
the New Year under most favorable auspices.
The Master, James G. Harding, is not only a
veteran of the Civil War, in which he served
f )ur years and four months, but also a veteran

Munsey's scheme for combining the
minds

presented

all

the annual

elected:

Republican and Progressive par- i
ties, Munsey expects to get his money

of the

and

aId.

Mutual

Though general

meeting of the Woman’s
Hospital Aid, January 10th, at the home of
At

1

the valuation of securities underwent a mark decline durof the year's
ing the closing weeks of 1912, the aggregate
shows advancement in practically
work herein

i|
i!

Co.

vi.trrp,
rdr v n nts,
SIXTY-THIRD ANNUAL
surrender values, etc., $1,046,826STATEv|
37, the entire returns to them for
the year totaling $1,816.- !
of the
115.13, which, added to these
years,
in
amounts
previous
makes an aggregate of
Union
Life
$47,829,396.84 that has been paid to
i
P licyhoiders
the
during
sixty-three years that the Comot Portland, Maine.
pany has been
courand
transacting business. That [tower
age have been
For the Year Ending December
given by these payments, at times innumer- 1
able, to downcast fam lies, that thousands of children have
RECEIPTS.
been enabled to continue in
have
school, that many homes
'nsurance Premiums (less $2,221.34 for re-,.
been saved, that the
world has been helped -re but mild
surance).
statements of what has
ready been done. Keen, indeed, interest, Rents, etc.
should be the satisfaction of
women.
or
insured men
j
Adversity comes often ir some lives, occasionally in j
Total.
many. Modern forms of insurance are designed to give j
DISBURSEMENTS.
recognition to this possibility and to provide a variety of )eath
Claims.
values for such a
contingency; but nothing better or of Matured and Discounted Endowments
more positive
advantage to the beneficiary than automatic Surrendered Policies and Cancelled
Notes
extension of Insurance, as
operated by the Union Mutual
Surplus paid Policyholders.
for thirty-six years under the
Non- !
Maine
the
of
provisions
Annuities ..
Forfeiture Law, has yet been devised. Cash or loan values
are available to the man
Total paid Policyholders.
insured, perhaps for his personal j
use in the adoption of some
hobby or the fulfillment of j nsurance and Agency Expenses.
some favored
project, but extended Insurance saves tbe j Rome Office Salaries and
Legal Expenses
protection for the benefician *hrough a period more or less ; raxes on
Insurance.
prolonged, determined by the actual value of the Policy raxes, Repairs and
Expenses on Real t.st,when premium payments cease. The comprehensive worth
Medical Examinations.
of this sustained Insurance to widows and children is be^t
| Advertising, Printing, Postage, etc.
shown by the statement that, during the period this fe;
j All other Disbursements.
ture has formed>. part of Union Mutual Policies, $1,331,-

THE

Get it today in usual liquid
chutniated tablets called Sarsatabs.

officers of Honesty Grange, Morrill,
installed last Wednesday evening by Past
Master I). O Bowen, assisted by sister Gracie
Bowen. After the installation, the usual baked bean supper, with cakes, pies and coffee,
was served.
A short program was then car-

per 1,000, the lowest the city ever had.
The vast winds must have blown gently.

Republicans

paleness,

REPORT nf the DiSIXTY THIRD ANNUAL
LIFE INSURANCE
MUTUAL
UNION
the
of
rectors
submitted.
COMPANY to Policyholders is herewith
business was perceptibly retarded, and

nervousness,

builds up the whole system.
form or

The

1912 was 16.16

REPORT of
Union Mutual Life Insurance
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Sarsaparilla

were
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For Bargains

interesting and impressive memoria
In real estate, both
1 lervice for the late
Augustus Perry was held Land of Canaan and the Garden of Eden”—all
< it the First
Also at a hi
erty.
Congregational church last Thurs- these wrote Mrs. McLellan. “passed before us
1
rant fully equippe
lay evening. Mr. Perry had been a member in familiar
The
same
fellowship.”
gentle,
^
< >f this church for
seventy-five yeafs. His fi- kindly nature we knew elsewhere was depictpaying business ; u
lelity to his church and his exemplary Chris- ed for us in hi* home; now in the role of storyI
good location
ian life were a constant
The solicitors for the Souvenir Book are
inspiration to all teller to his grandchildren and then leading
balance on tiim
neeting with gratifying success and it will be vho knew him. The service wras rich in rem- his family in their daily devotions. His story
seven-room tens
the neatest and most efficient advertisement 1 niscences of his well-spent life and full of the of the coming of the first steamboat into the
closet, bath and
1
ame
and
iver issued in Belfast. Get your
hopeful
trusting spirit which ever harbor; of how they borrowed live coals of a
copy ready this
UNCOLNVILLE.
business section
1
ha’acterized him. Hymns that were his spec- | neighbor when the firs went out because there
The schools in town closed Friday for the week as we must have it for the book. Every
j
family in Waldo county is entitled, and will re- al joy, and which were found marked in his j were r.o matches in his boyhood days; how far J
winter vacation... Miss Georgia Hall was a
2t2
lymnal, were sung at intervals during the ser- distant they sounded to our ears. The minis- !
one of these Souvenir Books, which will
guest of friends in Belfast a few days last :eive,
where'er
3e a thing of beauty and a
“O
rice—“Jesu3,
ter
meet;”
of
the
forever.
See
Thy
people
joy
week-Mr. Austin Rankin went to Rockchurch, Mr. Wilson, spoke of Mr.
* ould
I speak the matchless worth;” “While |
that you get yours.
Perry as a parishioner, speaking especially >f j
hind Mondav tn attend
rv.i
’hee I seek, protecting Power;” “My faith i his
What are you going to exhibit at the Food
loyal service—his beautiful and child like I
lege-Burton Grey arrived home Saturday,
ooks up to Thee,” (the latter marked in his
Pair? We want you to fix up an exhibit of
; faith—his broadness of mind and charitable
called here by the illness of hia brother Stan* lymnal as his favorite
hymn) were sung. One spirit for all who did not think as ho did and At the corner
ley, who ha3 been confined to the house by fruits, vegetables, corn, grain, butter, cheese, 1 ther
hymn of which he made frequent com- his continued interest to the end of his
blood poisoning in his hands. He is improv- )r anything produced or manufactured on the
days, I streets, next tc
1 nent,
namely, “Jesus, Thy name I love,” was in the work of the church which he loved so
farm.
For part leu la rs
ing under the treatment of Dr. C. R. Simmons
This week the Jello manufacturers have de- 1 nentioned, and two quaint hymns of earlier well.
of Searsmont-The funeral of Francis M.
Kindly, sympathetic and appreciativi
CLAKFV
lided
to come in and furnish one of their at- 1 lays were read. His favorite portions of
letters
from two former ministers of the
Russ was held Jan. 7th and was largely attendof which was unspeakably
iractive and useful exhibits, which is one that 2 icripture, all
iliurch
were read—one from the Rev.
ed. The following contributed floral tributes:
J. A.
j
j
I irecious to him, were read, i. e. the twelfth ! [toss and the other from
attracts a large crowd of interested
the Rev. Geo. S.
pillow. Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ and Mrs. Eva I ilways
< hapter of Romans and the thiiteenih
louse wives.
chapDeane; large bouquet of pinks and ferns, Mrs. ,
The Board of Trade are soon to give a Food 1 er of First Corinthians. Until very recent
I. M. Pendleton of Boston; bouquet, Mr. Atherj 1-or him who has gone from us we do not
aVM
hlS
UPaa
a
roarUr
!
Fair boosting supper, one of those old-fashion- (
We rejoice that he has entered into
mourn.
DENT
ton Rogers of Chelsea, Mass; bouquet of
d get-together ones where everybody is stim- * herein many passages of the Bible which he
the reward “which God hath prepared for
violets, Mrs. J. E. Rhodes, Rockland; bouquet
jlated and exhilarated and absorbs so much ( elighted to repeat in the prayer meetings of
them that love Him
of pinks and ferns, Mr. and Mrs. Benson Hall
We glory in the wei- 1 93 MAIN STREET
1 he church, as occasion
prompted. Mr. Robert come home which must have been his, and the
and A. G. Mahoney; bouquet of pinks, and jood feeling and brotherly love that he feels
Dunton brought to this service a kindly and
like taking the hand of his supposed enemies
ferns, Mr. and Mrs. George A. Mahoney; boujoy that must he his in the presence of his
1 eeling appreciation of Mr.
and saying, lets forget all this foolishness and
Perry’s long career Lord. W e do not say “Good Ilye”—we do not
quet of pinks, I. V. Miller of Belfast; bouquet,
s
a
boost
for
the
business
Food Fair.
man and of his splendid charac
j
even say Farewell.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hills; bouquet of pinks
In the same faith which
A gentleman who is alive and up-to-date,and 1 1 er. Mrs. Cora J. Bowker read one of the old
he had,and which we shared with him while he
and ferns, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Coggins.
1
strange to say is not a citizen of Belfast, vollymns he loved. Deacon H. M. Prentiss spoke was in the flesh, we
say in the word of another
unteeredto
all the Food Fair advertising >f him as a Christian, paying a worthy tribute to
language “Auf Wiederschen”—“until we mee
HOW OLD ARE YOU BY in Islesboro post
free of cost, just to help along the ! I iis life and to his beautiful faith. Miss Mabel
again.”
good work.
| Matthews read another of the old hymns, and
YOUR HAIR
Food Fair advertisers are out. and will cover
Miss Lucy Palmer spoke of Mr. Perry as we State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
S3,
Lucas County.
1
mew him in the prayer
You may be 80 in yean* but if you are bald* the entire county within the next week.
meeting. Having
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
headed or gray* people will surely take you to
One of the best orchestras of nine pieces
mown him from her earliest
girlhood. Miss partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
be many yean older.
will furnish music for the Food Fair.
Palmer’s message was one of tender reminis* luing business in the City of Toledo, County and
Dandruff is the root of all hair evils. If it
State aforesaid, and that said firm will
There is already a feeling of eumlation
pay the
:ence, bringing before her hearers the prayer
were not for the little destructive germs worksum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
ing with a persistency worthy of a better cause among local exhibitors as to who shall have neetings of year’s ago in the old vestry and and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
there would be no baldness.
the most attractive booth.
celling in a most delightful and helpful way by the use of HALL’S CATARRH CURE.
PARISIAN Sage* America's greatest hair reFRANK J. CHENEY.
Girls who wish to sell tickets should make
ncidents serious and humorous, withal destorer* will keep you looking young and attracSworn to before me and subscribed in my
tive.
application to the auditing committee, R. D. picting the same lovable and gracious characthis 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
presence,
It is guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co. to South worth, W. R. Blodgett and WilBon Ellis,
ter whom we all loved.
Mrs. Hugh D. McLelA. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
make hair grow and atop falling hair; to cure
an of Lexington, Mass., a
Notary Public.
dandruff in two weeks; to stop itching of the
granddaughter of
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
ARRIMVi
Mr. Perry’s, gave, by letter, a glimpse into his acts
jBcalp almost instantly.
**
directly
upon the blood and mucous surPARISIAN Sage is the most invigorating*
tome life.
It
revealed
him
as a lover of the
faces
of
the
Send
for
system.
testimonials
Children
satisfying* and pleasant hair dressing made; it
shildren—ever with a ready story at his ton- free.
makes the hair soft* luxuriant and handsome;
FOR
FLETCHER’S
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
end
for
them—and
what
it is especially praised by women whoVlove
stories they were
gue’s
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
’Little Samuel; David and Goliath; the wicked
beautiful|hair. 60 cents a bottle,
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There will be a public supper and entertainment in Benevolent Hall, Poor’s Mills, Tuesday, Jan. 21st.
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Captain S. B. Larrabee has sold his farm in
Pittsfield, located west of the Shaw railroad
crossing, to Fred Drake, who formerly owned
the place. Capt. Larrabee has also sold his
farm in Palmyra, known as the Farnham
place, to Charles Drayer of Burnham.
In an editorial on the four Maine towns that
will celebrate their centennials this year the
Boston Herald says: “Freedom is down in

county, and, appropriately enough, is
near Union, Liberty and Washington.
It was
settled by revolutionary soldiers from Massachusetts who took land grants in lieu of other
payment for their services.”
Waldo

t,.

Havener, American express mesthe Belfast branch of the M.C. R R.,

music

I

realize tne extent of his injuries at first and
kept on with his work, but on examination it
w’as found that three ribs were badly fractured
and he will be laid up for some time, Allie
Knowlton has taken his place on the train and

George

Harcourt is

driving

the express wagon.

the light
rainy
Saturday
foggy,
covering of snow which barely made sleighing
and sledding possible, fast disappeared. Sunday morning the tern erature was 42 ana
the day was so dark that lights were needed
even at noon.
In the night there was a sudden fall of temperature accompanied by a high
northwest wind and Monday morning tue therwas

mometer

indicated

bright, clear day.
and—creepers !
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an

It

however, a
Travel is now on wheels
zero.

was.

Men’s Forum had a special session and
banquet in the Universaiist vestry last FriThe

Superintendent of schools W. J. Woodbury
will hold a parents’ meeting for the parents of
children in the grades on Tuesday evening,
Jan. 21st, at 7.30 o’clock at the High school

day evening.
Percy Greer,

building.
plans foi

arranged the tables and served.
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Stairs. Odd Fellows’ Block

All who have

taken

or

want space in the
requested to send

food fair pamphlet are
j
their copy to the Secretary, E. B. Gilchrest,
Prices
whole
$10
on or before January 25th.
page, $6 half page, $4 quarter page.

j

W. C. T. U. will meet, tomorrow.Friday,
afternoon at 2.30 o'clock at the Home for Aged
Women on Cedar street. The Loyal Temper-

Legion

will meet next

Sunday

o’clock in the Baptist vestry.
girls are invited.
at 3

afternoon

Ail

Remember, we believe in not carrying
*®“It will pay you to look them over.
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Women's Alliance of the First
will meet at the

Parish
home of

E. S. Pitcher, Northport avenue this,
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. A paper
Old China will be given by Mrs. Eugene L.

on
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J. D. Clements, who is now repairing the
Revere House, has the contract to build a twostory addition t the Mclntire fish plant at the
The building will cover
foot of Main street.
the addition to the wharf and be connected
hniMinm

Post

special department that

a

We Want Your

some

twigs from a willow tree, putting them into a
vase of water, and has enjoyed watching them

The

was

1

to mail orders and forward them
TO OUR CUSTOMERS ON THE
FIRST OUT GOING MAIL.

Board of
willows
as they have slowly developed pussy
of Trade will give a supper in Memor- and a few green leaves.
I
ial hall Thursday, Jan. 23rd, at 6.30 p. m.
Miss R. T. Newell has nearly finished the
Tickets 50 cents. Keyes’ orchestra will furAll men who are interested in | canvass for the second volume of Williamson’s
nish music.
the welfare of the city and in the coming food
History of Belfast, and is at present confined
fair are urged to attend. Messrs. Ray Haines to the house with a cold. She wi 1 be pleased
if anyone whom she may have failed to see
of Ellsworth and L. N. Littlehale of Rockland
will he special guests and tell what the food and who is desirous of having the book will
fairs have done for their home cities.
communicate with her at Citypoint.

afternoon

1

_attend

Stevens.

Board

and

H
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Misses Field entertained the members
of the North Church Guild at a thimble party
at their home on Primrose Hill last Monday
afternoon as a benefit for the decorating fund
of the church, each guest contributing a dime.
Refreshments were served and an enjoyable

m

another.

one season to

1

Mrs

cents.

The

goods from

over

(Phone 67-2)

Belfast Opera House will show 6 reels
Foremost among them is the big
sensational feature. The Auto Bandits of Paris.
It’s your last chance to see this film. If you
miss it its gone forever.
The

Burgess, Mrs. George A. Quimby
Howes. The hostesses of
the evening will be Mrs. Wm. H. Quimby, Mrs.
Ralph H. Howes, Mrs. R. P. Chase and Mrs. C.
Trade Supper.

STREET,

The

Mrs. A.

Admission 35

ill

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH.

1
1

(Unitarian) church

and Mrs James H.

Walden.

If

,

boys and

The first in the series of Military whist
parties for the benefit of the Unitarian church
wiil be given in Memorial Hall Tuesday evening, Jan. List. The committee in charge is

H.

m

tonight.

The

ance
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These goods we will sell at greatly reduced
in order to clean them un.
prices
----—

M

j

Annette
banquet was in charge of
tea.
John Cuzner, Luther Hammons serving
William Jellison, who solicited the food, j parry to the 1
The

IS

the eyes.

1

WE HAVE ON HAND BROKEN LOTS IN

Me.

Phone 19.

tion.
A

dramatization of Gene-Stratton Porter’s

popular novel, “Freckles," was given at The
It
Colonial Monday evening to a good house.
j
was a clean, wholesome play, given by a capa- |
ble company. “Freckles" was especially well
cast, and the Duncans were excellently portrayed. The scenery was excellent, and the
performance as a whole very creditable.

on
evening was by
given to blowing its own horn, but it may be
present
practical “Democracy” and was generally discussed, excused for saying an occasional word concourse
of
Mr.
Mrs.
John
C.
Pillsstudy.
and
/ten,
Woodbury hopes that Mr. Edward R. Pierce making pertinent
cerning the contributors who give variety and
l
m
Bowman, Mrs. Clarence there will be a large attendance of parents at interesting remarks. President W. L. West interest to its columns, and we regard this
this
M. Ferguson, Miss Grace
meeting as he has plans of work which he presided. The special object of the function week’s issue as a notable one. Mrs. Annie L
i.
Seek ins and Mrs. Wm. wishes to place before them *o see if they will was to add to the membership of the Forum,
onnsimas m
dosioh
MCtveen writes on
; .>ir.
meet their approval.
which is non-sectarian, non-political and open
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Alfred Johnson on “Christinas in Virginia;” !
to
the
of
all.
opinion
The Cost of Eggs. The high cost of
Mr. Henry J. Woods pays a personal tribute to i Circle will be with Mrs. E. P Frost, No. 42 High
proposes to have some*
living
-ment line next season for
was under discussion at a recent
the late Augustus Perry; Mr. Allen Goodwin street, Monday afternoon, January 20th. The
meeting of
Arts And Crafts Whist. A bridge whist
^ furnishes an interesting sketch of “The Oldest lesson will be from chapters one, two, three
the Men’s Forum, and reference was made to
at Northport Campground
party was given in the Arts and Crafts room
:.at vicinity, and has leased
the woman’s crusade to bring down the
price last Thursday afternoon, with ten tables, pre- Man in Freedom;” Miss Dora Newell contrib- and four of the C. L. S. C. book: “Powers
he flatiron piece of ground of eggs.
A gentleman present said that
some old-time stories; Capt. Albert M.
Mornings with Masters of Art;’’ Roll-call; Cureggs sided over by Mrs. A. C. Burgess, Mrs. George utes
1
■ar the entrance to the campcould be produced for 8 cents a dozen, and was
of Searsport, writes on navigarent Events; paper, American Mosaics; ReadR. Doak, Mrs. W. J. Dorman, Mrs. Amos Clem- Rich, formerly
t to accommodate four or ! advised to go into the business.
tion on Delaware Bay and of some of the old
His remark
ing from a 16th century poets, A Climb up
ent, Miss Annie V. Field, Mrs. Ben Hazeltine,
and in addition w'e publish The
will be put up for a pic- caused Mr. Chas. F. Swift to interview a man
Parnassus.
Mrs. George I. Keating, Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, square-riggers;
ated with Mr. Conner will in the business, who keeps an accurate debtor
Journal’s review of the local events of 1912.
At the regular meeting of Ladder Co. No. 1,
Mrs. Eimer A. Sherman and Mrs. Joseph Tylerf Waterville, proprietor of and creditor account, and these were the figAll this in addition to the local and genera}
Jan. 10th, only routine businese was transacted.
Mrs. Keating had charge of the tables. The
-n Silver street in that
ures
and
he
In
of
the
State.
news
his
gave:
1912.
city,
June,
county
city.
eggs cost him
A special meeting of Hose No. 1 followed and
prize was won by Miss Partridge. Mrs. E. R.
16 cents per dozen, and in December 27 cents
A Large Sized Business. The work of a
the committees reported good progress on arPierce had charge of the refreshments—sandThe jewelry
Madison.
He has
per dozen, an average of 22 cents.
wiches and fancy cake; Mrs. E. R. Estabrooks life insurance company is done in so quiet and rangements for the annual ball Jan. 24th. It
Mb, Main street, Madison,
two pens, one of Rhode Island Reds and one
i >y night, Jan. 2nd, ar d
and Miss Kittridge poured tea and Misses Belle unobtrusive a way, unless it be when a can- was voted that Hose No. 1 unite with Ladder
of White Wyandottes. In January the Reds
vassing agent is undertaking to interest a No. 1 and Seaside Hose for the annual depart'kets, a ring, fountain pens,
Keating and Hazel Doak assisted in serving.
laid very few eggs and had not the Wyanai ar*;cies mat naa oetn
prospect, that it attracts little attention, and ment supper, and that it be held the last week
dottes done better than the average the cost
"Sergeant Brue.”
We occasionally send few realize the
taken. The break was
good that is so steadily and in January.
wouia nave oeen mucn greater.
an entertainef to far-off Australia—we believe
Mr.
Dilworth’s
frequently being accomplished. A broader*
rr.ing by
Veterans’ Meeting. Thos. H. Marshall
that John Kendrick Bangs, the poet and sage idea
r« t lied.
An adjourned meeting of the Waldo
upon these matters, however, comes from
Suspicion fell
^.County of
Post, Belfast, extends a cordial invitation for
is
in
that
now—but
rarecountry
Ogunquit,
of
the
an
examination
annual
of
an
inm e*
\\ illie Delille and he
Law Library Association was held in the Lireport
the Waldo County Veteran Association to hold
does the land of the kangaroo and the rab
stitution like the Union Mutual Life Insur•me in Anson. At a hearbrary last Saturday evening and the following ly
the February meeting, which will occur the
bit return the compliment. But Belfast is to ance
which is printed today, and
->■
Withee found probable officers elected: President, George E.
Company,
Johnson;
lirst Thursday in the month, with them. If
i.'
held under $200 bonds clerk, Carleton Doak; treasurer, John R. Dun- be visited by Pollard's Australian Juvenile which shows the payment of nearly eight hunthe next fair day. Traveling permitMarch. He gave the re- ton, librarian, Carleton Doak; book committee Opera Company 40 of them, all in their teens dred thousand dollars in death claims the past Stormy,
The
we may expect a large gathering.
—who will appear at The Colonial Theater
ting
worth was formerly of the preceding officers. It was voted to have a
year, and two hundred thousand dollars in enPost and Relief Corps are royal entertainers
Jan. 20th, in "Sergeant Brue.” This company
tie jewelers trade with catalogue of the books made and
dowments. These are large figures and indiprinted, the has
and we mav look for a good time.
Bring vour
appeared in all parts of the world, w’ith cate that a sizable business is
treasurer to pay for same. A
being done by
meeting of the success
Of
pastry.—A. Stinson, Sec.
the
everywhere.
"Sergeant
Brue,”
this Maine company, now sixty-three years
Newton, Mass., a wealthy Bar Association was held the same evening play in which
they are to appear here, it is old, which has an annual income of more than
and the following officers elected:
urer, vho died in May, 1912,
President, said: "It is the
variety of play that pleases all three million dollars, and writes more than a
E.
George
Carleton
Johnson;
clerk,
treasseveral years, married his
WALDO POMONA GRANGE.
Doak,
classes and conditions. It makes London forJohn
R.
million dollars of new insurance upon the
urer,
Dunton.
MeFsrs.
R.
F. Dunton,
•~
ulli/an, about eighteen
the fog outside, and compels an American
Arthur Ritchie and Fred Waldo Brown were get
lives
of
Maine
On
account of the storm the meeting of
people every year. Altogether
death, when so feeble that
made a committee to revise the fee bill. The to admit that all joys are not of baseball.”
it will be seen that the Union Mutual is
Waldo County Grange was not held until
pie to nold him on his feet,
Will Take a Long Rest. The many friends of
and his bride 30 years of age. meeting was adjourned to the second evening
importance in the business of the State, and Thursday, January 9th when it met with Honin this city and vicinity of Mr. A. J. Condon
of the Apr:) term of court.
that the transactions which it handles, cover- esty Grange, Morrill. The day was pleasant,
Resolutions
were
was
left
to
estate, $200,000,
in
will be interested
the following announceon the death of Hon. Wm. H. Meing millions of dollars annually, and including but cold, the sleighing was fine, and there was
$500 to his mother, Mrs. adopted
Lellan, one of the oldest members of the Wal- ment from The Greeley (Colorado) Republi- the loaning and investing of substantial sums a good attendance. The officers were all preswho liveB in Germany.
She
do County Bar and an Attorney General of the can of Jan. 4th:
in Maine, aggregate a heavy volume. From ent except Overseer, Gate Keeper and Flora.
•g sons and through one of
After being in busine >s in Greeley for over the
standpoint of reciprocity, considering the Del. Paul filled the Overseer’s place, G. C.
Hon. George State.
•g the will.
eight years, in which time he has built up
business which the Union Mutual brings Levanseller, the Gate
; Walter B. Grant are attorlarge
the
Keeper’s and Mrs. Elms
cash
retail
business in the
New Advertisements. At the Home
largest
of probably
A. J. Condon today announced that be to Maine and the impetus which this adds to Flora.
The meeting was presided over by
•slant, while Attorney Sam- Good
Values, 12 Main street, they have on city,
was going to close out his
entire business commercial airairs, there may be said to be
d Hugh D. McLellan
Worthy Master Howes. After the opening
repre- hand bioken lots of
clothing, hats, caps and and take a long rest. Eight years ago Mr. considerable inclination on the
part ot citizens exercises three candidates were instructed in
furnishing goods, which will be sold at greatly Condon purchased the business of Levin of
the State to patronize the home company the fifth degree. The noon recess was then
Brothers. Since then it has grown to three
For a number of years reduced pricea, as they do not believe in
carry- times ita original size, but
owing to a severe when taking life insurance, which shows in taken and the visitors were well cared for by
set in—about
over
from
one
ing
goods
season to another.
Thanksgivattack of rheumatism from which he has in the fact that eleven and one-half millions
of the host grange. In due time the grange was
^ar barrel filled with broken
It will pay you to look them over.Ore vain sought relief for nearly a year, he has
to try a different climate for a time insurance are now in force upon the lives of again called to order and was favored with
decided
ui y a prominent position cn
Metz 22, 1912 car. fully equipped,
including and will go with his family to California as Maine people.
some fine music.
Howes & Co.’s store, and re- top, extra tire, full set of
tools, etc., for sale. soon as he can close out the business. In
The committee to arrange the meetings for
after the holidays. That
Shipping Items. Representative McGilliPrice right. Enquire of Herbert
of the matter this morning, Mr.
speaking
Hamlin,
d be a fixture, but not the
Condon said he expected to return and make cuady is championing the opposition to the the coming year reported as follows: February,
Brooks, or C. B. Norton, Belfast
H. L. Hroplpv hin hnmp »k Konn an
rnnlrl rrof
Frederick Ritchie, Waldo; March, Equity, Bel“P- fresh candy from Charles Whitten Co., Opera House
block, have a full of the pains out of his joint*, but decided it bid, now before the National House committee fast;
April, Silver Harvest, W’aldo; May, Seao.’s went off like the pro- line of groceries and can
and
or
merchant
marine
to
fisheries,
permit
give you good val- would be better to be sp near without busiBelfast June, Tranquility, Lincolnville;
n.any preferring it to the ues in tea, coffee and molasses. No premiums ness cares for a few months H6 this could be vessels that have been wrecked and are re- side,
July, Dirigo, Freedom; September, Victor,
brought about. He has other business interIt was pure sugar candy, given with the tea and
coffee, but the quality ests in Weld county and expects to make this paired to a considerable degree in American Searsmont,
October, Sunlight, Knox Station;
■r
l.v ten cents a pound until can’t be beaten at the price_Be sure you his permanent home.
j ards to be admitted to American registry. It
November, Sheepscott Lake, Palermo; Decem.s charged that if the bill becomes law hun•erything else caused an ad- get Holeproof, the original guaranteed hose.
a pound—and it was
The steamer Carolyn, dreds of foreicrn hulks will, somehow or other, ber, Mystic, Belmont; January, Union Harvest,
Steamer Notes.
cheap Sold only in Belfast at the Dinsmore Store
Center Montville.
'-he barrel was missing, beThe Blended Rheumatic Oil is now
which went ashore a year ago on Metinic Is- get into American yards for repairs and show
being preIt was then voted to proceed to elect officers.
food law. A sample wras pared from the original formula and will he land, and is now undergoing repairs on the up later with American registry. An extendW. Shibles, J. E. Ellis and G. W. Butler
"w
East
at
is
but
the
sales
ed
on
bill
will
be
wrere
on
the
the
conducted
Boston,
case,
shortrailway
placed
market. W. 0. Poor & Son
hearing
having about IOC
were appointed to count votes,and the election
they had been in former B-lfast, are the agents.Carle & Jones are new plates installed. Part of the cargo of pz- ly before the merchant marine and fisheries
resulted as follows: Master, C. M. Howes
one could enter the sto e
board
at
she
had
on
the
committee.The
time she stranded,
two-masted Rockland
per
receiving new wall paper for 1913
House
C. H. Woods; Lecturer, G. E. Curtis;
d sampling the candy, and
and which she was taking from Stockton schooner Lena White, struck on Fiddlers ledge Overseer,
to let corner of High and Church
streets, next
w ho entered
bought some, to the North
Steward, C. W. Shorey; Asst. Steward, M O.
Church. Apply to Clarence M. Springs to New York, is now' being transfer- at the southern entrance to Fox Island thor■‘esson in advertising.
Let
red from her to the steamer J. (). Elison, lying oughfare Jan. 9th and foundered. The crew Wilson; Chaplain. H. Elms; Treasurer Frank
what you have to sell and ; Knowlton.
alongside, and w’ill be taken to the original reached shore in the yawl boat with great Clement; Secretary, C. A. Levanseller; Gate
Pupils' Recital. The members of the Orconsignees at New York... The new steamer difficulty. The schooner was bound from Keeper, C. W. Achorn; Pomona, Frances
pheus Musical Club met with their teacher the Maine Central Railroad is
Grace Woods; Ceres, Ada Curtis;
having built by Whiting for New York with 2070 bags of po- Howres; Flora,
Miss
E.
Amy
;
Stoddard, Wednesday afternoon, the Bath Iron Works, Bath, Me., will be
L. A. Steward, Edith Wilson. On account of
prac- tatoes, valued at more than $4,000. The cargo
for their first monthly recital.
After the tically a duplicate of the
Moosehead, one of and freight were insured. The schooner, the lateness of the hour it was voted to postprogram, refreshments were served, and the the finest
passenger steamers on the Atlantic which was owned by F. Cobb & Co is valued pone the installation of the officers until the
remainder of the afternoon was devoted to
coast, and will be named Rangeley_The at $4,000, and was uninsured. Her commander, next meeting.
games, etc. The program:
steamer Monhegan, plying to ports between
The next meeting will be with Frederick
Capt. William J. Ward, says: "We were to
Danse Caprice
Martin Portland and Rockland, had a close call
from the eastward of Monroe Island when the squall Ritchie Grange, Waldo, Feb. 4th. Program:
Ruth Redman
T IN PRICES
being wrecked on Little Ground ledge at Small struck. It was impossible to handle the frozen opening exercises; report of granges; conferAlways in the Van
Sartoris
Point, near the mouth of the Kennebec river, sails and we kept off toward Fox Island thor- ring of fifth degree; noon recess; music; adGeneya Stephenson
Get Ready
Green wold Friday. Her shaft became disabled and she oughfare for harbor. I mistook the Northern dress of welcome by Esther Ellis; response by
EDISON
Easie Piper
Lester Wilson; installation of officers; question
was driven for two miles before a
strong south- Red Sector of Brown's Headlight for the
Sleep, Dolly, Sleep
Swift
for discussion: Resolved, That the State should
west wind and when anchored to
Charlotte Knowlton
prevent go- Southern Red sector, and when we saw the
RECORD3
Holy Night
Haydn ing ashore lost her largest anchor. When she beacon we were so near that we could not establish vocational training in our common
Carroll Parker
had dragged so close in shore that it waa ex- haul to without capsizing." The crew remain- schools; to be opened by C. M. Howes; re1
Records were 35c.
Traumerei
Schumann
pected she would be thrown high on the rocks, ed aboard for three hours, the schooner pound- mainder of the program by host grange.
Margaret Craig
On the Lawn
Sartoris the steamer’s lifeboat was launched and the ing heavily, and then launched the yawl boat
ow 21c.
•>on.

|

Harvest

meeting of the stockholders of
the City National bank was held
Monday
morning, Jan. 13th, and the following directors were re-elected: William B.
Swan, Selwyn
Thompson, Elmer A. Sherman, Charles WalV.
A.
den,
Simmons, Charles P. Hazeltine,
Thomas W. Pitcher. A. A Howes and Ira M.
Cobe of Chicago. In board of directors, Wm.
B. Swan was re-elected president and Clement
W. Wt scott, cashier.

graphlereopticon views will
1 e candy and popcorn

|

dance at Silver

The annual

There will be

|

a

Grange hall next Saturday evening, with
by Poland’s orchestra. Come early.

ainard schoolhouse Fri7th, under the auspices
Ladies’Aid. If stormy,

|

We

Mrs. A. M.

Rockwell,

senger on
had the misfortune to fracture three ribs Jan.
8th while attending to his duties.
He did not

f Mountain

I
|
|

Fanny Holmes,

oeorge

m.

;

imperfections of

booth for the sale of pop-corn and peanuts at
the food fairs in Ellsworth, Bangor and Belfast The concession in Rockland has been
given to the Methodist church of that city.

that your money pa>s
for the original Guaranteed
hose—and not one of its
many imitators.

J1

in most cases can be traced to

Harley Godfrey was in Castine and Penobscot last week advertising ths Belfast Food
Fair. Godfrey and Frank Libby will have a

see

iv I had rather go without

....

ear

Advertised Letters. JThe following letters
remained unclaimed in the Belfast post office
for the week ending Jan. 14th: Ladies —Mrs.
H.

*

NERVOUSNESS,
STOMACH DISORDERS

Woods, Mrs. Alfred
(2 letters.) Gentlemen—Bert
Carpenter, Henry Curtis, F. R. McLaughlin,
Lewis Trundy.

So when you ask for

late residence tomorrow,

>

RED LIDS,
HEADACHES,

Mrs. A. D. Campbell writes from Salt Lake
City for copies of The Journal containing the
obituary of Mr. Abyrum Merrithew, who died
in East Belfast Dec. 22, 1912, aged 92
years,
and says, “He was my brother-in-law and the
last of the older members of the family.”

rights.

died at his home at
The funeral
afternoon.
•nes

*

why

pThe Home of Good Values]

do not always make their presence known bv failing sight.

take home that article—if
you will just insist on vour

Thursday, afternoon,
members

e

Eye Symptoms

should you (let a plausible
clerk sell you that “Justasgood” kind? You ask for
a certain article, you have
the mone\ to pay, so there’s

of the Woman’s Hospital
Mrs. Aoelbert Miiiett to-

t.

1/

BELFAST.

OF

H. L. Whitten Co.
Lave

a

full line of groceries and

LY good values in l
Tea

ea.

give

can

you

SPECIAL-

Coffee and Molasses.

from 25c. to 60c.
per lb.
“
“
27c. to 38c.

Coffee
Molasses

“

35c. to 50c. per
gallon

No premiums given with Tea and
Coffee, but the quality can’t be beaten at the price
P

!

PHONE 125

■

;

;

■

|

■

\

j

Ui-

■

Ciias.R. Coombs

ForSale

j

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
EVERYTHING modern

Home

1912 MODEL

Records
ow
ours

were

Summer Fragrance

30c. 2

Edna Curtis
In the Nick of Time

31c.

Forest Brook
II Trovatore

truly,

E & JONES

■■

Myrtle Simpson
Blanche Jennys

Alice Sanborn
Alexander March
Dana Pattee

Morning Song
Cathleen Colcord

Necke

Lindsay
Gansehals
Verdi Krug

Spence

land d about a quartar of a mile to the
westward of Browns Head light. Their clothing was frozen so that they could not stand
erect and they crawled on their bands and
knees until they reached the
lighthouse, where
Capt. C. F. Burgess, the keeper, provided the
men with dry
clothing and food.... Schooner
and

Longfellow arrived last Saturday night from
Elizabethport with a cargo of Cumberland coal
Consumet's Fuel Co. She was three
on the trip....Sch. Hume has arrived

for the
weeks

with

a

cargo of fertilizer for Jackson & Hall.

IA
CASTOR
and Children.
For
Infants

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

48-3

48.4

72 MAIN

STREET, BELFAST

RUNABOUT
FOR SALE

5,000 MILES

High class sporting, hunting, watch and pet
dogs; puppies of all varieties a specialty. On
receipt of 10 cents will mail highly descriptive
illustrated catalogue, which gives full in
forma,
tion of 49 breeds of
dogs, several breeds of
cattle, sheep, swine, fancy rabbits und ferrets;
price list of poultry and pigeons.

Fully equipped, including top,
extra

tire, full

set of

tools, Etc.

PRICE RIGHT.

CHARLES LAN PIS,
^w,r'“

Inquire

Pept. 109, Reading,

of

Brooks,
C. B.

[’a.

Blended

HERBERT HAMLIN.
or

Rheumatic

NORTON, Belfast.

The

igiiiiil of the compound Rheumatic
The original formula has been
purchase I and the oii is being
prepared by the
ot

Oil.

Committee
LEGAL

Hearings.

Blended Kheumatic Oil Company.

AFFAIRS.

on Legal Affairs will give
as follows:
THURSDAY, JANUARY 30,1913, at 2o’clock

The Committee

WM. (I. TOOK &

public hearings

r.lH.IWST.

m.

p,

No. 10.

State
ber.

of

Resolve relating to changing date
election from September to NovemCHARLES P. CONNORS. Src.

i:

five passengers and three of the crew landed
safely at Small Point. Then the cutter Woodbury arrived and took the steamer in tow for
Portland... .Tuesday when on her way to Camden steamer Stockton broke her shaft and was
hauled out there for repairs. Yesterday Capt.
Bennett had been unable to get a steamer to
tike her place and there will probably be no
boat on the Bucksport and Camden route until
repairs on the Stockton are completed.

Telephone

Office

..

Doris Patterson

in

Caskets and Burial
Suits.

....

>0K!

!'

UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER.

LOSt

2nd, between

Re Ifant

and Searsmont, a black and white medium sized
Spaniel dog. The finder will receive the reward
asked. Please notify
E. S. TOWNSEND,
2tf
Morrill, Me., or Tel. 17-4, Belfast.

JANUARY

Try it.

Prices:

BELFAST, MAINE.
Signature of

Practice in all Courts.
a

specialty.

Probate practice
2tf

>1 A

INF.

15, 25 and 50 Cents.
t23

j

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
Augusta, Maine, January 10, 1913.
Ordered, That the time for the reception of

bills, petitions for private and special legislation be limited to Wednesday,
February 5.

1913, and that all such petitions, bills and resolves presented after that date be referred to
the next Legislature.
W. R. ROIX,
Clerk of the House of Representatives.
2w3

Me. JOHNSON,
Attorney at Law,

SON, AGIN IS,

W. E. LAWkY,
of the Senate.

Secretary

LEGAL AFFAIRS.
The Committee on I^egal Affairs will give
public hearings as follows:
THURSDAY. January 30, 1913, at 2 o'clock
p. m.
An act to provide for the regulation
No. 20.
and supervision of Investment Companies.
No. 15.
Resolve proposing Amendment to
Constitution changing September election to

November.
3t3

CHARLES P. CONNORS. Sec.
ALBERT H. ANDERSON,Clerk

“The

BELFAST IN 1912.

Elopement

ssy?-sL

of Ellen,"

a

society

in the Colonial Theater

drama, was given

Nov. 29th under the auspices of the
North Church Guild and was pronounced
the best amateur presentation of a play
ever given in Belfast.
The Chapman concert given in The
Colonial Theater Saturday evening Dec.
21st was a notable event in local musical
annals. While the star was Salvatore
by Giordano, the tenor who was the acknowledged sensation of the Maine Music
all the established local industries.
with
year
and
a
was
prosperous
It
festivals of 1912, the laurels were shared
busy
an expanding business
to
meet
its
increased
plant
by Miss Florence Anderson Otis, soprano,
The Coe-Mortimer Co. largely
and Miss Winchell 'cellist.
to add materially to their facilities for receiving
and Mathews Bros’ prepared
The last leap year ball of the year was
One new business was established, a
manufactures.
their
lumber and shipping
given in Memorial Hall Christmas afterC.
E.
Mclntire.
These
salted
and
fish,
by
*c £*jua
noon under the auspices of several young
plant for curing fish and wholesaling dry
mention below.
ladies and was attended by many of the
find other industries are given further
L. T. SHALES & SON.
young men and women at home from
dale, who moved it to his home June 29th.
CO.
THE COE-MORTIMER
school and college for the holidays. It
Louis Goldberg of Bangor, clothier, and Mr. Timm resumed business there.
of
was a great social success.
Early in the year the stock the Ameri- bought the Star Theater building of
Gilmer A. Sherman built a two-car
Mortimer Co. was bought by
FIRES.
in
of
his
B.
side
Mrs.
C.
street
on
Court
Stickney
July,
it,
the
repaired
garage
which
can Agricultural & Chemical Co.,
and later opened it for business.
Jan. 9th there was a slight fire in the
property.
no change
but
in
Searsport,
a
has
Horace Chenery moved his offices from
plant
Needed repairs were made to the Alton Clement house in North Belfast.
or m the
was marie m the management
14 Main street to the Colonial Theatre foundation of the annex to the court- The local Chemical Fire Company did
In the fall the
name of the company.
house, and of the main building, and the prompt and effective work and the fire
120 feet, building.
building of an addition, 302 by
A. A. Drury succeeded L. F. French outside finish of the building was paint- was extinguished with slight damage.
it
and
was
begun
to the main building,
as proprietor of the Colonial restaurant
ed white.
Jan. 26th a fire broke out in the Lanthe end of the
was completed before
Oct. 1st, Mr. and Mrs. French returncaster store on Main street occupied by
THE SCHOOLS.
the
of
plants
largest
one
now
It is
year
E. H. Haney. Damage slight.
ing to their home in Winterport.
a
The B. H. S. senior class gave two
of the kind in the country, will employ
M. R. Knowlton succeeded Leon CayFeb. 10th a house, corner of Market
and
the
Gift
of
“The
successful
than
formerly
Teeth
crew
plays,
much larger
ford in the restaurant on High street on
and Pleasant streets, owned by the Belof fertilHorse” and “The Scheme that Failed,”
more than double the output
October 1st.
fast Industrial and Real Estate Co., was
in the Belfast Opera House, Feb. 2nd.
izers.
Fred T. Murch sold his barber shop
The B. H. S. Athletic Association gave practical'y destroyed.
to
M.
Pease
of
BROTHERS
street
F.
business on Main
MATHEWS
April 12th a fire in the Hood’s creama musicale in Memorial Kail April 19th,
ery building caused a loss of about $100.
The 'arge wood-working factory of Rockland and moved to Putney, Vt.
as a benefit to the club.
of
the
A.
C.
time
on
full
Hopkins, superintendent
April 22nd there was a slight fire in the
Mathews Bros’ was run
Supt. A. J. Knowlton completed the
Penobscot Bay Electric Co., in October
at the Head of
school census in May and registered 1267 Riley Whitcomb bouse
through the year, mainly on out of town
on Federal street
the Tide.
and out of State orders for sash, door bought the building
between the ages of 5 and 21
pupils
The fire department was called to
A new and larger used by the Duplex Roller Bushing Co.
and window frames.
years.
and galvanizing plant,
for a slight fire on
boiler was installed during the summer, as a brass foundry
Wm. B. Woodbury of Turner was elect- Northport May 27th
with a house adjoining, and rented the
the roof of the hotel on the Campground.
new machinery added and changes made
ed superintendent of schools in May to
a
and
of
the
portion
building to succeed Alonzo J. Knowlton, and assumThe Gilchrest house
July 1st a fire started in the shoe reto facilitate the work.
who moved, his
B. Smalley on Main
marine railway, opposite the factory, was Orlando Titherington,
ed his duties in September. Mr. Knowl- pair shop of H.
the
there
from
Lane
machine
buildbe
street.
to
It destroyed the building, which
shop
ton has a like position in North Conway,
bought, the old headhouse moved
which
is
to
be
fitted
for
offices
was
owned
up
Central
C. Lower, and spread
G.
ing,
by
used for storage and the Maine
N. H.
The for the Consumers Fuel Co. and C. E.
to the buildings occupied by M. A. SantracK extended over the property.
The baccaleaureate sermon to B. H. S.
Mclntire.
born and Fred Timm, and the latter’s
was by Rev. D. L. Wilson of
freezing of the ground prevented carryE. H. Haney sold his grocery business graduates
stock of boots and shoes was practically
the Congregational Church and the grading out further improvements, but^work in the Lancaster
store on Main street to
will be resumed in the spring of 1913.
uation exercises were held in the Opera ruined. The buildings, with the exception
B. H. Stevens and retired because of ill
of the Lower building, have since been
House June 12th.
THEjLUBEC SARDINE CO.
health early in December.
A ball by the B. H. S. was given in repaired.
This company began canning June 19th
BUILDING AND REPAIRS.
July 5th a small fire in the Buzzell
the Opera House June 14th.
and continued into December. The suptenement house on Church street caused |
of
closed
The
the
new
The
and
district
schools
Colonial
as
city
opening
regular,
ply of fish was not as good, or
a damage of about $250, and July
6th
Theater April 9th with an entertain- Friday, June 14th, with special exer- Ano
VAAm
in tho
V-i Alt a
An
IlniAn
as in 1911, but about 200 people were emBand
ment
the
Belfast
minstrels
cises.
was
one.
an
by
was
average
ployed and the pack
the nost notable event under this head.
The first of a series of parents’ meet- street was injured by fire.
In addition to the cheaper grades some
Sept. 2nd the house occupied by Arthur
For the first time Belfast has an up-to- ings, under the direction of Supt. WoodcomThe
were
class
up.
put
goods
high
Whitney was slightly damaged by fire.
was held in November.
are
They
bury,
an addition to date theater, equal in ail its appointbuild
will
probably
pany
OcG 11th there were two fire alarms.
and fittings to the largest theaters planned for the mutual interest of teachtheir factory for storage, as they were ments
The first was from Northport Camp- |
in the country, the arrangements for ers, parents and pupils.
:
obliged this year to get storage outside.
A High school orchestra was organized ground, where the A. S. Chick cottage,
heating, ventilating, lighting, etc., secTHE SACO VALLEY CANNING CO.
ond to none. The theater was highly
in December by E. S. Pitcher, their and its contents were burned, and the i
second, later in the evening, for a fire
Although the corn crop throughout the complimented by Prof. W. R. Chapman musical director.
State generally was a failure due to the when the Chapman concert was given
The Peirce bequest having become caused by the electric motor in A. S.
Heal’s granite shop on Bridge street.
late, wet and cold season and early there in December.
available, committees were appointed
Nov. 22nd a fire in the E. H. Knowlton
frosts, the factory here received a fair
In business buildings the large addi- and several conferences held with regard
amount of good corn, and when that was
to building a Sthoolhouse on the common, house on Northport avenue caused about;
tion to the Coe-Mortimer Co’s plant,
There mentioned
damage.
packed began canning apples.
above, and the lumber store- rhe Bchool committee accepted plans $200
Dec. 30th the Revere House was dewas no outside market for apples and
house and offices of Cooper & Co. are in- from a Portland architect for one buildfrom the heatmanv who shipped did not net the price
dications of increasing business. The ing to accommodate all the city schools, stroyed by fire,originating
had
ing apparatus.
but
sentiment
was
found
so
adtwo
is
with
baseper barrel paid at the factory, which
stories,
building
public
Cooper
Dec. 31st the Mudgett Variety Store
all it could handle and continued packing
brick
with verse that at a
has a

Write Ideas for Moving Picture
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The

VAT

Events.

galvanized

THE SHOE FA.CTORY.

While the shoe business generally has
been dull for some time, many factories
elsewhere shutting down or running on
short time,Leonard & Barrows kept their
large crew busy most of the year. For
a little while the factory closed an hour
earlier in the afternoons, but soon returned to full time. An exceptionally
reliable and skillful crew, with efficient
and intelligentmanagement, enables this
factoiy to turn out high grade work.
CLOTHING

THE

BUSINESS.

This has long been one of the leading
industries and has contributed materially
to the prosperity of the city and county.
It has been somewhat restricted of late
by inability to get help. The Thompson
Mfg. Co., whose factory is on Church
street, does a very large business. Miles
Jcllison has long been a successful manufacturer and is now located in The Coliseum
building. The Esrabrooks Shirt
Mfg. Co., in the C. E. Kiowlton building opposite the railway station, practically discontinued business about the end
of the year, hut it was expected the plant
Brackett &
would he run by o'.heis.
Walker, E. 0. Hall and Mrs. Belle Cates
continued in the business.
A

NEW

INDUSTRY.

Mr. C. E. Mclntire, who had established a large fishing business in Frenchboro,
leased what was formerly known as
Lanes’ wharf,extended it 5o feet, with a
slip, and rebuilt, remode ed and enlarged
the buildings, tor curing, receiving and
shipping fish. He will Jo a wholesale
business in dry and pickled fish, put up
Further improveboneless cod, etc.
ments will he made in the spring of 1913.
AUTOMOBILES.
repair o: automobiles has
Become an important jusiness and a
large number of cars were sold during
the year. The Read Garage & Machine
Co., High street, did the usual amount
John Dow and
of business, Messrs.
Ernest Gross, expert machinists, opened
the Cit y Garage on Main street,and John
F. Rogers built a garage adjoining his
machine shop on lower Main street.
Carle & Jones, who handle the popular
Ford cars, bought a bunding and fitted
it up for a garage. They sold a large
number of cars during the year and before its close had sold a number of the
B. 0. Norton had the
1913 models.
agency for the BuicK cars and sold a
goodly number of cars.
The sale and

East Belmanager,
continued to manufacture the standard
Kelley axes; and the Sherman leatherboard mills had their usual run.

Kelley Axe factory in
fast, Raymond R. Sherman
The

A.

o.

neai,

front,
pressed
cornice, and the sides
sheathed with galvanized iron.
In the
front
are
handsomely fitted offices,
steam-heated, lighted by electricity and
provided with every convenience. The
remainder of the building is arranged
for handling and storing lumber. The
old office building was moved to the

subsequent joint meeting

ment,

until Dec. 12.

uiu a

large

uuBiiiees

at

ms

and marble works on Bridge
did the Hutchins Bros, on
street,
Front street.
Of other local industries not specifically mentioned it may be said that all
had a prosperous year.

granite

as

BUSINESS

CHAN jES.

Robbins & Arey dissolved partnership,
Roscoe Arey continuing the business.
Walter H. Richards moved his 5 and 10
cent goods from a store in Masonic
Temple 10 a room in Pythian Block and
the H. H. Coombs Co. opened a millinery and dry goods store in the store he
vacated.
The firm of Clark & Smalley succeeded to the clothing business of W. A.
Clark early in January.
The Be'i'ast Trucking Co. was dissolved in January and Jesse Staples and
James Post continued the business.
Harding & Rackliff opened an up-todate hardware store on Main street in

March.
sold his blacksmith busiBeaver street to Warren Pierce
of East Belfast early in the year, and in
April went into partnership with Geo. A.
Matthews in the latter’s shop on Washington street.
Three new stores were opened on
Phoenix Row in April—Mrs. I. Frankel
of Rockland, a ladies clothing and fancy
goods store, and B. 0 Gordon of Bangor
an art store, in the Colonial Theatre
block, and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. McIntosh a fancy goods store in what was
formerly Hervey’s jewelry store, now
owned by Mr. McIntosh.
The Star Theatre went out of commission in April, when Wm. H. Bray, the
proprietor, became the manager of the
Colonial Theater.
Chas. E. Knowlton bought in April of
Geo. A. Gilchrest what is known as the
Mansfield store, corner of Front and
Main streets.

Joseph Tyler

ness or:

H. B. Smalley moved in May from
Phoenix Row to the Lower store on Main
street and later was burned out.
The material in the Langill printing
office was sold to Newell White of Hall-

iron

I

Main street caught fire from spontaneous combustion and most of the
stock was ruined. The building was only

on

of the school committee and a citizens’
:ommittee this plan was rejected and it
was voted to erect a building for the four
5L.IJUUIB

tew

I1UW

North

Ull

Lilt:

and

Plans

LUIHI11UIJ
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slightly damaged.

UUI1U

South Primary school

for
buildings.
uuildings had not been
close of the year.
j

financing
perfected

of Front and Miller streets and
THE CHURCHES.
made into a tenement.
A.
N. Johnson, John Parker.
Messrs.
The Cooper building is to be painted I
A. P. Goodhue and E. S. Pitcher were
red and it is hoped that that color may
as a regular quartette at
the
be adopted on all the business buildings engaged
North Church early in January.
on
the water front. The shoe factory,
A men’s club, undenominational, was
Mathews Bro’s factory and the buildings
organized at the I’niversalist Church
Jan. 7th for the discussion of economic
color, and when the Consumers Fuel Co. and moral
and was well attendpaint their buildings in the spring it is ed during questions
the year. Meetings are held
expected they will also adopt it. The it noon on
Sunday.
effect from the water is good, and noth- 1
Rev. D. L. Wilson of the North Church
ing in the paint line is cheaper or more
a
series of five lectures on “Modern
gave
durable than red ochre and linseed oil.
in January and February.
Thos P Leaman of Cincinnati bought Life,”
A series of union Lenten services was
the Penobscot farm in East Belfast in
held in the city churches the first week in
May and made extensive rt'i airs and imApril.
provements in the buildings.
Easter was fair and bright and was
B 0 Gordon built and occupies a small
observed in the churches with special
cottage on the water front.
music etc., and the meetings were largeJohn Small built a dwelling house at !
ly attended.
Citypoint for his own occupancy.
Rev. D. B. Phelan, Methodist, sucDavid Cressey moved a two story \
ceeded Rev. Montford S. Hills, who had
that
had
been
used
as
a
to
building
shop
been pastor of the Belfast church for two
the corner of Commercial and Bay View
and Mr. and Mrs. U. B. Phelan
streets, put a cen cut cellar under it, years,
were given a reception in
the church in
added an L, and made a very attractive
May.
cottage house of it.
Memorial Sunday Thomas H. Marshall
G C Lower, upholsterer, bought of
and affiliated organizaG. A. R
Chas. E Knowlton the brick store on Post,
attended the morning services in
lower Main street that had been occu- tions,
the Universalist church.
The sermon
pied by H E Bradman and after making was
Rev. A. A. Blair.
by
and
his
moved
repairs
improvements
Rev. D. B. Phelan, Methodist, preachbusiness there.
ed a series of sermons on “Politics and
R F and John R Dunton bought the
in October that were well atJ Y McClintock property on High and Religion”
tended by ali denominations.
Spring streets in April and repaired and I A LGiion
Teacher’s Training Class,
improved the buildings. Two of the with Mr. W. B.
Woodbury as teacher,
houses on Spring street were converted
was organized in November and includes
into tenements with modern improveteachers from all the city churches.
ments and the house adjoining the Windsor
Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of FreeHotel on High street was made into an
port was called to the Baptist Church
annex.
and moved here Dec. 1st. The church
Dutch Bros, put a new front on their
bad been without a pastor since Sept.
building on Main street, with plate 1911.
glass windows and other improvements
The chapel at Mason’s Mills is practiin their grocery store and market.
and regular services have
The upper stores of the C E Knowlton cally completed
been held there every Sunday by Rev.
and Hills buildings on Phoenix Row were
iVm. Vaughan. It is also the social cenmade into tenements and rented.
ter of the neighborhood.
Ralph D Shute built a new house on
SOCIAL.
the corner of Charles and Salmond
streets for rent.
The firemen’s annual supper and social
The Belfast Trucking Co. built a was held in Knights of Pythias hall Jan.
large stable on the Jesse Staples place, Jth. A bountiful supper was served by
the Daughters of Pocahontas and a
Upper High street in July.
Fred L Sylvester built a cottage house pleasing musical program was rendered.
on Salmord street in
the fall, for his
Mrs. and Miss Blattner of St. Louis
own occupancy.
rave a interesting illustrated lecture on
The windows in the Coombs and Swift Home Life in Japan at Memorial Hall
stores in Masonic Temple were lowered Ian. 22nd.
ai.d the entrances recessed.
The Chapman Concert in the Opera
Work was begun on a two story cot- House Jan. 17th surpassed anything of
tage on Northport avenue for Miss Anne the kind ever given here and was a rare
C Crosby and the building was up and treat to all.
roofed before the end of the year. The
Washington Hose Co. had their annual
walls are of tile and the construction supper and ball in the Opera House Jan.
throughout of the best. The extensive 26th. There was a large attendance ingrounds—20 acres—will be improved, and cluding visitors from Northport, Camit will be one of the handsomest summer ten, Brooks, Searsport and Stockton
residences in this vicinity.
Springs. Sixty families were rememIn November a plate glass front was bered with food that remained after a
put into the Perry market on Main street bountiful supper.
and other improvements made.
A series of whist parties were helil in
The store on Main street occupied by the new chapel ol' St. Francis church in
Fred Timm, dealer in boots and shoes, Ian. and Feb. and were social and finanwhich had been practically destroyed by cial successes.
The annual masked ball of Tarratine
fire, was rebuilt and greatly impioved
Tribe of Red Men was given in the Opera
House Feb. 12th. The hall was beautifully decorated and the dance a social
corner

NATURE TELLS YOU

As

Many

Republican Journal Reader

a

Knows Too Well.
When the kidneys are weak,
Nature tells you about it.
The urine is nature’s index.

frequent passage,
Other disorders suggest kidney ills.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for disordered kidInfrequent

neys.
Belfast

or

too

people testify

to their

worth.

Peter F. Welch, 60 Union street, Belfast, Me.,
says: “I know that Doan’s Kidney Pills are an
I suffered from
effective kidney medicine.

success.

A leap year cotillion party under the
management of several young ladies was
Held in Memorial Hall Feb. 7th.
A party of young men, with C. W.
Wescott chairman, gave a series of
cotillion parties in Memorial Hall in the
late winter and ear'y spring.
Seaside Hose Co. had their 16th annual ball in Seaside Grange hall March
15th. The dance was a success although
it was a very rainy night.
The Unitarian Society gave a series of
A
successful military whist parties.
series of whist parties were also given
in Seaside Grange hall and by the Pythian

Sisters.

Other benefit

parties

were

given for the Waldo Co. Hospital and
the Home for Aged Women.
The Easter Monday night ball in the
Opera House April 8th was splendidly

kidney complaint three or four years ago. The
kidney secretions were irregular in passage,
being at times profuse and then again scanty.
1 |had read of the good results derived by
managed and a great success.
Doan’s Kidney Pills and at once procured a
Mrs. E. R. Estabrooks and Anne M.
supply. They have done me a world of good. Kittridge gave a very enjoyable dance
in Memorial Hall in May.
I still use them off and on whenever I feel
The Whitman-Howes church wedding
I am in need of a kidney medicine and they
and the Bowman-Marriner home wednever fail to relieve me.’’
ding were notable social events in OcFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fostober.
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
Hallowe’en was more generally obfor the United States.
served than usual by the young people,
Remember the name—Doan's—end take no with dancing, suppers and evening parties.
other.

j
!|

Orrin J. Dickey was knocked down on
Main street in April by an automobile
and received injuries to his back.
Elijah Ritchie injured his ankle while
working on the new street in June, and
was laid up for several weeks.
Mrs. Harry McKinnon was badly burned about the face and shoulders while
assisting her husband in making ice
cream at their parlors on Church street.
She was carrying the scalding cream
down stairs when she tripped and fell.
George El ner Wilcox died at his home
on Union street July 5th from the effects

can THINK—we will show you the secrets of this fascinating new profession.
Positively „„
literary excellence necessary. No "flowery language” is wanted.
The demand tor photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are "moving heaven and earth
their attempts to get enough good plots to supply the ever increasing demand. They are (offering $100 and mori
f0r
single scenarios,(or written ideas.
We have received many {letters Irom the film manufacturers, such as VITAGRAPH,
EDlSl)\

'! you have ideas-if you

experience
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ESSANAY, LUBIN, SOLAX,IMP,REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION,COMET,

ETC., urging
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THE BOARD OF TRADE.
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The Water Cure
Few

People Drink Enough Water

maintain the proper amount of fluid in the
system, to eliminate through the bowels and
kidneys the waste products of the body. If
drinking a glass upon rising and between
to

mealB does rot

digestion good,

your bowels active and
remember the old reliable **L.

keep

F." Atwood's Medicine has been successfully
used for sixty years. Read this letter.
“I used to be subject to severe attacks of
Bilious and Sick Headaches, but if I feel one
coming on, I take the “L. F.” Atwood's Medicine. It helps me every time. I would as soon
be without water in the house as 4*L. F." Atwood's Medicine."
Mrs. E. A. Nolan,
No. Whitefield, Me.

Sample free for the asking.
"L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

MELJEs

ll gladly teach you the secrets of

success’

r l\EaEa

Don’t argue." Write NOW and learn just what this new

Don’t hesitate.

profession

t is

an

assured
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I
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9
9

I
9

9
9
9
9

9
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may mean for

your future.
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NATIONAL AUTHORS’
INSTITUTE,

I

1

EARN $100 MONTHLY FOR SPARE TIME WORK.

1543 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.
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success.

YACHTS AND BOATS.

Coombs built and launched in
summer two of the largest and
inest cabin cruisers ever constructed
One was built for the Commodore
tere.
)f the Kennebec Yacht club and the
ither was sold to the Commodore of the
Bangor Yacht Club. They were finished
n mahogany and up-to-date in all their
rppointments. Mr. Coombs built some
smaller crafts and did repair work.
W.
\. Macomber built launches, row boats
tnd yawl boats and made repairs, and El.
L. Macomber was employed the greater
lart of the year on the motor boat fleet

Leroy
early

;he

jf Mr. G. W. C. Drexel

at

VOLUME 85.
WITH THE

Ryders Cove,

[slesboro.
No sailing crafts were built,
tnd Capt. T. D. Barr’s sloop Fiona copdnues the only cruiser.
The Belfast
ifacht Club maintained a landing and
Rudder station at the entrance of the

i

ISSUE,

January 2, 1913.

E. S. S. corporation’s wharf.
CITY AFFAIRS.

Edgar

F. Hanson was elected Mayor
March lllh by a plurality of 290 over

Eapt. Jerry 0. Hayes.
The most extensive work done during
the year was the building of a new
street along the shore from Common
street to the westerly end of fhe lower

Entered

IT
I

Upon

its 85th Year and Yolu

1

has reason to be proud of, and is duly gra
the commendation and patronage it has
in the past, and in the coming year will

merit its continuance.

!

j

aim has been to present the news of the
county in readable form, to encourage eve;

IT’Senterprise
_

engaged,

I

in

w

icii Maine

men

and

worn

to promote aii movements for

mo

material advancement—in brief, to print
per worthy of Maine homes.

as

i

Jan. 5th there was a heavy snow-storm,
a howling gale, and temperature 34 degrees below zero. Travel was suspended

bile.

The annual meeting of the Board of
Trade was held Jan. 1st and the officers
A prosperous year was
were re-elected.
reported, with a large increase in membership. Feb. 1st the board moved to
the rooms of the Musical Society.
The second annual banquet was held
at the Windsor Hotel, Jan. 19th, and
was a success in every respect.
A series J
which the
of banquets followed for
church societies catered.
May 23rd the
Portland Board of Trade was entertained
at a banquet in the Opera House and it
was the most successful affair of the
kind ever given in Belfast. The visitors ,
were loud in their praise of the banquet,
which was furnished and se ved by the
ladies of the Baptist society. Among
the speakers was Joe Mitchell Chappie, :
editor of the National Magazine. The
speeches were along practical lines, looking to the advancement of Maine materially and morally.
At the annual meeting Dec. 30th Dr.
W L West was elected president, Elo !
B Gilchri st, secretary and C W Wescott,
treasurer. Secretary West’s report gave
a review of what had be^n done during the
year, showing an increase of interest and
membership and much accomplished in
promoting the interests of the city. The
board had previously voted to hold a
food fair in the Belfast Opera House

we

SFND VOl'R name ind addressat once for free copy of
"MOVING PICTURE PLAYWRITING.”
ouw ILLUSTRATED BOOK,

WEATHER.

Loring Colcord, an active member of
the Belfast fire department, lost his life
Oct. 11th when responding to an ahum
from the Heal granite works. He was
on his way
to the scene when he was
struck and instantly killed by an automo-

der.

We want more writers and

We are selling photoplays written by people who “never before wrote a
for publication.”
Perhaps we can do the same for you. If you can think of only one good idea every week, and will write it
directed by us, and it sells for,/inly $25, a low figure,

Lake.

Mrs. Electa Stone fell at her home on
Court street Dec. Kith and broke her
right hip and arm and injured the shoul-

to send photoplays to them.

THE COURTS.

*v ao

slightly injured.

us

The January term of the Supreme Judicial Court opened Jan. 2nd Chief Justice Wm. P. Whitehouse of Augusta
presiding. The grand jury found 25 indictmems, mostly liquor, minor larceny
and
one
for manslaughter, Earl D.
Bean, who was acquitted.
The April term of the S. J. Court began April llith with Judge Geo. F. Haley
of Hidifefnrrl nresidintr.
There were in
indictments, mostly t'ur the illegal sale
of liquor.
The September term of the S. J. Court
opened Sept. 17th, Judge Geo. F. Hanson of Calais presiding.
The grand jury
found 8 indictments.
Fifteen divorces
were decreed.

in an auto accident
from Bangor to Swan

Dec. 1st Herman H. Herrick was killed by the accidental discharge of his gun.
The following Saturday Charles Thomas
was injured by the accidental discharge
of his gun.
S. A. Parker injured his left arm Nov.
30th while cranking his Harvester motor
truck.
C. S. Bickford was confined to his
home several days in November by injury to his foot caused by stepping on a
nail.
Otis Colson of Searsport fell a distance
of 25 feet from the staging on the Coe
Mortimer annex, Dec. 9th, but was only

or

Early in September electric
tire signals operated at the central telephone office were placed at the junction
of Main and High streets and in Post
Office square.

and John W.
Coombs lost their lives by drowning Aug.
10th. The little Coombs boy fell from
the Coe-Morlimer wharf and Clifford
was drowned in
an heroic
attempt to
save him.
kjcpi.

I

Square.

of eating opium pills.
Ferdinand P. Clifford

severely injured
when returning

1

We Will Show You How!

oridge, wf ich has been nan ed Water
street, and macadamizing Post Office

ACCIDENTS.

these
at the

I

WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
tARN $25 OR MORE WEEKLY

T CAN

lUU

theJpoe-

o

I

Plays!

reliable and industr
of correspondents to furnish the news
County, and occasional contributors at
abroad whose articles are not surpassed
merit and interest by those appearing in nn
tious publications.

THE

j

and the schools closed.
The bay was frozen over in January,
nut the ice went out Feb. 7th and steamboat traffic was resumed.
Feb. 21st there was a heavy rain and
easterly gale, and early the next morning a severe thunder shower, followed by
a clear day and a very cold night.
A snow-storm prevailed Feb. 26th and
27 th.
March 24th there was snowfall of se\eral inches and a low temperature. The
same conditions prevailed April 1st and
2nd.
The severest thunder storm of the season occurred Saturday evening, April 6th.
Much damage was done.
May 24th there was a heavy thunder
storm, but the damage was principally
to electric and telephone wires.
Frosts the second week in June damaged early crops.
July 8th, 9th and 10th were the record
lays for heat, ranging from 98 to 110 in
the shade. There was one death and
several prostrations.
Aug. 29th a heavy shower, accompanied
jy a high wind.
A three days’ rain and wind storm set

JOURNAL has

a

: ==k======now=
IS THE TIME TO SUBSC$2.03

a

3 3Ji'll

Year, $1.00 for Six Mo
for Three Months.

~

n

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB
BELFAST, MAINE.

Oct. 23rd.

Nov. 7th
very heavy rain storm, folowed by severe frosts, caused more
lamage than in any storm for the season,
What passed for the line gale visited
Jelfast Nov. 24th.
A gale and heavy rain storm occurred
a

Dec. 2nd.
The first good skating

on

>

i
—— ii 11 ■

iimmmkBmmmtmmmammmmmtmmnamm*

the Muck

enjoyed Dec. 10th.
Saturday, Dec. 2nd, was the warmest
December day on record.
The ground was white with snow
( Ihristmas morning for the first time this
vinter. Sleighs were out for the first
I ime Dec. 28th, about four inches falling
vas

] Dec. 27th.
PFR13DMAI

Mr. G. B. Marsano returned from an
visit to his old home
1 ■xtended business
i n Italy.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Frost moved
Belfast from Pittstield in the spring
ind bought the John Poor house on
j Jedar street, which has been thoroughly
epaired and modernized.
, o

Dr. E. S. Webber returned to Belfast
Feb. from Hartland and opened dental
iftices in Masonic Temple in the rooms
ho
lacated by Dr. Geo. W. Stoddard,
noved to California.
n

Rev. H. W. Rhoades substituted doing the year for local pastors in their
ibsence.

Frank B. Luce, a substitute letter carrier, was promoted to a clerkship in ti e
Belfast post office Oct. 1st and Thomas
E. Bowker succeeded him as a substitute
jarrier.
Dr. Foster C. Small of Swanville, a
a
former successful school teacher,
graduate last June from the University
jf Vermont and a young man of sterling
:haracter, opened an office in the Mixer
dock in December.
GENERAL.

The Belfast Amusement Co. was organized in March, with Horace Chenery
president and Win. H. Quimby, treasurer.

March 20th Rabbi Fleischer of Boston,
gave what was considered the best gensral lecture ever given in this city. It
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cipient of several lam sums of money
A series of public whist parties and an
entertainment by local talent in the

IN 1912

Colonial Theater for the benefit of the
were successful.
Thanksgiving
the Improvement So- hospital
0f
®
week many contributions in money, food
-t*f e 0f 1911-12.
and useful articles were received. There
onial Theater was opened were six
Lr
young women in the training
lb 1 A.jth a minstrel show by the school for nurses at the close of the
who repeated the enterr
There year.
t'V '.V following night.

,.J|)T1Nosd

both nights and all
praise of the new

nees

;i

,r;

iheir
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THE BELFAST MUSICAL

ings throughout

the year with

good

installed

the

on

r,

c

,.f spraying and of ap,'ld by State officials,
Scekins farm and the

ingham farm,
society did active work
M. A. Nevins as
,, with
1

incorporat-

ht club was

visited

Belfast

June

stormy, but the
-ited bv the committees
R. Post and its
A.
I'i.
exercises in Memorial
was

1011.

v

did much
Park
d direction of Mr. E.
wet season was the
delay in proposed imrby Lake. The Society
uul lecture course for
•■•rest.
•..r sprinkling some of
ts, property owners
expense.
July 4th was the best

Society

•nent

the

nts at

j
I
;

City

including

parade,

a

The battlecerts, etc.
thc harbor and her
took part in the ce leers were taken about
r: 13

ami

eniertaineu

mons, with piano accompaniment, was of
merit. The society was represented in the chorus at the Maine Music
Festival in Bangor and was instrumental
in bringing here Mr. John Orth of Boston, a noted pianist, who gave a lecture
recital. The two Chapman concerts and
he Chapman vesper service Christmas
Sunday in the Unitarian Church are also
to be placed to its credit. Much time
was given to rehersals of the opera “The
Chimes of Normandy” for presentation
Jan. 8th and 9th, 1913.

special

April. It
during the
services of the light

;,-s ledge in
wsion twice

joint

Clark

^r0"

lation of Thomas H Marshall Post and
Circle, Jan. 2nd.
Canton Pallas concert and ball was
held in the Opera House, Feb. 27th.
The degree of chivalry was conferred
by the Slate Stall on, Mrs. Elva C Jewett and Miss Isabel Ginn.
The principal event in Masonic circles
was the observance of St. John’s Day,
June 24th, when Palestine Commandery
K T, were hosts for the first time in
many yeais. The Commandery publicly
installed its officers in November.
The various bodies of the Masonic
orders, the Odd Fellows, the Knights of
Pythias and the Red Men, had a prosperous year with increased membership.
The fraternal insurance societies had a
healthful growth. Belfast Commandery,
United Order of the Golden Cross increased its membership from 37 to 104
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King,
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Leslie Elms, a son.
6 To Rev and Mrs David L
Wilson, a son.
9 To Mr and Mrs Herbert F
Hanson, a son.
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To Mr. and Mrs. Frank Little, a son.
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HE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

held regular meetings
which papers on aps were read
and readings
line.
A prize offered
awarded to Ansel PackU:-i since the organizaat the homes of mem-

a!

they began meeting

fts room, where their
r grace the walls. The
its most influential
second Regent, in the
;
.rd Sibley.
tN’D

CRAFTS,

MARCH.

5.

To

and

Mr

Mrs Everett R Burgess,

a

son.

15.

To Mr and

Mrs Ernest C Gross,

a

daugh-

ter.
16.

To

Mr and Mrs Roy G Latham, a daugh-

ter.
21.

To Mr

and Mrs Elmer S Whitehead,

a

daughter.
22.

To

Mr

and

Mrs

Alonzo Richards,

a

daughter.
25

To

Mr and

Mrs Alton G Michaels,

a

daughter.
25
27

To Mr and Mrs Ernest P Heal, a son.
To Mr and Mrs Martin A Wilcox, twin

sons.

31

To Rev and Mrs Hosea W Rhoades,

a

son.
APRIL.

To Mr and Mrs Lerov Rohhins. a bmi.
To Mr and Mrs Walter R Bowen, a son.
5.
To Mr and Mrs Wm A Shales, a son.
12 To Mr and Mrs Wm A Rogers, a son.
15
To Mr and Mrs Geo S Roberts, a daugh1

2

I

one.

building

rsr:

on

Their
Church

attractive and
nrovision was made for
parties at suppers and
:
:ng tea. The food sales
zed and a series of card
successful. Mrs. E. R.
r and
president of the
irmg in her efforts for
niore

!*»

9

it

GRANGES.

24

j
|

30

To

Mr

and Mrs Merle R Whitcomb,

a

MAY.

»tty Grange hall was
starting from an overWork was immediately

:

Ip
™

18.
20

To Mr and Mrs Clifton B Gross, a son.
To Mr and Mrs Amos F Simpson,

larger hall, which daughter.
26
To Mr
mpleted and occupied

3

6

a

Ip

l..
L

a

prosperous year.

parties and another
very popular and of

r

'"ge

financially.

-'.'.N’S

demand for the
cond volume of Wil-

f

Belfast,

which com: tor 100
years. In Aues of Hon.
Joseph Wilmanuscript iii the
! Johnson of 14 Ari:
on, and a local cornV to
publish the book,
as
manager and editor,
■

t

1‘

er

a,

1

industriously engaged

's'"ft data, etc., and has
ft
publication of the hisii,'
''''’:g spring.
«te:
Miss Dora
Hsj r.4 as8ing the city for sub*
i
e now is
$4 per volume,
the price will be $5.
HE BELFAST
BAND.
\
*f>. tru. r Kava series of eight contne rear of the «ty
umstrftet
and others on the
after the band boys
'■'film, :,rnon
band
stand. These con»f,p
N |jV , er.V popular and were ateach evening.
J.
*W« ,, ,n continues as director and
»p to a high standard.
hr
J’t Dav r- Pnftagement at the St.
ebration in June they
u^rordwi vprv
high praise, particuJfor
in which Charles
rendered the vocal solos.
ift, J TH« HOSPITALS.

V-

‘^'‘"cation

SoJT
Wlr.oin,

.the
kWm„L‘nt!rptis
thHp"ePt

tkj
'",|oribrpnP“l',|on8

iiNs

of

S*hic|,

.a'

M Lloyd Stantial and Clarissa P Vaughan.
Justin A Gray and Georgia M Thomas.
Emerson Knowlton and Maggie Hustus,

both of Searsport.
10
Walter P Tweedie of Thorndike and Etta

Snyder.
John

the

uj. it
r

JULY.

1

a

ticctg-f ?unty

year

anJ

Hospital

waa

a

To

Mr and Mrs James W Thayer,

a

daugh-

ter.
5

To Mr and Mrs Wm M

8

To Mr and Mrs Walter F Flagg,

Estes,

a son.
a

daugh-

To Mr

and Mrs Elmer B Decrow, a daugh-

ter.
9

and

Mrs Alfred M Ferguson,

a

To Mr and Mrs Fred F Floyd, a son.
Mr and Mrs Hiram O Burgess,

a

To

Mr

son.

10.
13

To

daughter.
JULY.
16

To Mr and Mrs Leroy V

Jackson,

the

re-

a

daughter.
25.
29

To Mr and Mrs Andrew J Staples, a son.
To Mr and Mrs Howard W Salisbury, a

son.

31

To Mr and Mrs Jesse L Staples, a son.

2

To Mr and Mrs Warren L Reynolds,

son.

7
9

To Mr and Mrs Alvin S Gray, a daughter.
To Mr and Mrs Ansel S Kelley, a son.
To Mr and Mrs Levi L Rogers, a daugh-

ter.

10

To Mr and Mrs Simon B Littlefield,

a

son.

AUGUST.

13
17

To Mr and Mrs Moses A Dowe, a son.
To Mr and Mrs Jay G Willson, a son.
To Mr and Mrs Harvey N Foust,

20

a

To Mr and Mrs Charles D Cool, a daugh

ter.

22

To Mr and Mrs Carl J Grotton,

a

To Mr and Mrs Albert A Gray,

a son.

daugh-

ter.

28

■

days.

Eflie B? infant daughter of Mr and Mrs
Chester S Walkfer, aged 29 days.
7 Gladys P Auspland, aged 7 days.
14 In Boston, Frank A Tuttle, aged 34 years.
18 George WT Patterson, aged 66 years, 10
months and 18 days.

Mary

20

L

Robertson, aged

33

nished

styles

months and 16 days.
24
Nettie G Smalley,aged 48 years,8 months

Are the most
Made in all

13 George A Russell, aged 66
years, 2
months and 12 days.
22 Elisha H Conant, aged 86 years, 2 months.
25 Wm H McLellan, aged 79 years and 3
months and 29 days.
26 Edward M, infant son of Mr and Mrs E
P Heal

C White and

Josephine A White.

Allen MacPherson and Hazel A Luce.
William Haskins and Josephine H MeCorrison.
29
Alvin S Gray and Eva M Widdecomb.

Jsaoel

26

months and

2
Cleveland Downs of New York and
Emma K Brier.
5 George J Grotton and Beatrice N
Billings.
8 In Bradford, George Osborne Lord and
Lola E Holt of Bradford.

Thomas, aged
19 days.
A

53

years,

\

William Melvins and Sarah A Johnson,
both of Boston.
4 Leonard Booth and Agnes J Comean, both
of Boston.
6 James A Randall and Bertha M King of
Franklin.
9 Frank N Patten and Annette Greenlaw,
both of Lincolnville.
10 Howard M Roope and Gertrude S Strout,
both of Lawrence, & ass.
16 Walter K Varney and Mattie E Wiley
20 Emery E Mayo and Florence A White.
26 Walter F Nash and Gladys C Clark.
29 In Islesboro, Arthur C Bahrt, St Petersburg, Fla and Lurena E Macomber of Belfast.

on

the

...

Burnham, leave.
Winnecook

Unicv.

7 0)
g 35
tg 45
8 51
9 02
t9 10
9 17
9 25

latest

.8 55

7 00

12 35

10 02
10-8
io 17

3 05
3 22
3 32
1 50
3 59
?4 00
4 09
4 17
t4 25
4 32
4 40
t4 60
4 54
15 GO
5 05

stylish,

styles and

comfortable
to be had.

best-wearing

sizes but only

one

5

They

10 30
1IO 40
10 55
11 05
-11 15
1122

U 35

J

are bow sold at
Jjckets for Boston
a!l
Branch,
wTi
/om General
,8tationB
WALDRON,
Passenger Acent
g

4 1).
n
d.

on

h

MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & Genera!
Manager.
Portland, Maine.

footwear

grade—the BEST

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION.

Bangor Line— Winter Schedule.
FARE REDUCED

k

Belfast and Boston.

mol

Leave Belfast at 3.00 p.
lays, and Thursdays.

j
<

For

Winterport

and Saturdays.
Leave Boston

YORKj

Fridays.

from

Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronissolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house Gl-13.
Iy28
VV. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

on

arrival

iu

oi Animal

VETERINARIANi
TREATS

AM.

DISK ASKS OF

WlMAI.S

Hospital. Pharmacy and Office.
STREET,
Hospital

Store

lones

—

BELFAST MAINE
Never Closed,

Hospital 59-13.

Residence 59-11

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON

CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

Kitchen

EYE

Furnishings, Stoves, Ranges
PLUMBING A

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
itting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.

SPECIALTY.

JOHN B. STICKNEY,
Opp. Memorial Building.

(or

iuduntry l'. S. Department of Agriculture.

IP RING

Stickney

a. m

Boston) Wednesdays, ar.d

Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bure

on

Stove

Tuesdays ard

William Lincoln West

& Transient Stable

double hitches,

The

Wednesdays

ra.t

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast. Maine.

PRESTON’S
age

a.

BELFAST

for Boston, Mon-

5.00 p. m.,

Leave Rockland at 5.15
steamer

situated

m.

at 7.30
at

Saturdays.

Livery, Boarding
Is

$2.25

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP

\

use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.
Manufactured
the BeBt Equipped Factory in the
Country a-. Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BFLFAST ACiFNTS.

( THE COE-MORT1/MER COMPANY, NEW

45
49
55
01

ril
11
til
12

AM

will tell you to
in

A.M.

tFlag station.

utmost skill.

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1857

$

Church Street
Open at all times.

A,

14 South Main St„ WINTERPORT. MAINE

11

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

APRIL

Susan W Newell, aged 82 years, 7 months
19 days.
6
Lizzie C Gray, aged 41 years, 9 months

6

and

Here Is

and 23
8

Elnora B Woodbury

M Lawry, Searsmont.
25
Frank E Bramhall and Maude Stantial.
25
Charles A Townsend and Maude E Follett.
25 Ralph D Thorndike and Vivian A Tasker, both of Dixmont.
26 Harry E Kinney of Burnham and Ethel
May Vose of Freedom.
26 Loring W Howard, Montville and Gertrude Fenwick, Waldo.

finished with the

p

days.
Mary E Orcutt, aged 87 years, 11 months
and 8 days.
12
Thomas C Nickerson, aged 80 years, 11
Frank E Dunton and Florence Marie
15
months and 24 days.
Bowman.
10
iviary
rierce, aged 84 years, 2 months
17
William Vaughan, Jr, and Stella M I and 14
i
days.
Black.
22
I
Mary Ann Harriman, aged 72 years.
24
James L Marriner of Belmont and Etta
27 Moses S Neal, aged 37 years and 7
days.
Ambrose L Ellis and

are

Dealer—W. A. Swift, Belfast.

months
21
Ethel W Locke, aged 39 years and 11
months.
24 Elizabeth J Trussell, aged 81 years and 8
mt nths.
17 Josephine C Ware, aged 73 years, 11
28 Ella A Grant, aged 45 years,
months and 12 days.
29
Laura A Bryant, aged 62 years and 29

MAY.

Murry

of lasts and

GLOVE BRAND RUBBERS

MARCH.

Frank W Burns, Fort Fairfield and Amy
E Perry, Florenceville, N B.
2 Ernest C Milton and Minnie Ellen Wood.

Bangor.

f

years, 7

9 Simon A Pay son, aged 79 years, 1 month
and 21 days.
11 William B Cammett, aged 71 years and 6
months.

3 -IQ

l'horndike.
Knox.
Forbes..
Brooks...
I Waldo. r9 35
Sargent’s. ., 9 39
t9 45
*
Bity Point...
9(0
Belfast, arrive

9

Frances | days.

JULY.
a

years,

A.M.
3 00

1200

..

..

63

Martin S Ekquist and Ella Marshall.
Everett P Morrill and Elizabeth D
Knight, both of Belmont.
24
Raymond B Dyer and Alice A Stimpson.

AUGUST.

2

Philena

17

12

ter.
9

H Bagley and

16

24

^nton

Hinton.

i
i

Bachelder, aged

m

UKl.FA.Vr

u?rtlanu,.
Waterville.

I

4

JUNE.

To Mr and Mrs Francis X Pendleton,

M

Gerry.

ter.

certificate of organiza1,1 the Waldo
18
Registry
Belfast General Hos- daughter.

private
n„Vao formerly
ria, h‘^rnP ,D- TaP>ey. High
had
large
patronage
Ofast
Waloo the countyGeneral
of

To Mr and Mrs Fred Horne, a daughter.
To Mr and Mrs Martelle E Ellis, a daugh-

R

and 9

26

daughter.

.n a

is,.

29

Sjvella

26

JUNE

1

HISTORY.

a

daughter.
16

ad

and Mrs Raymond G Mossman,

I

the highest standard of quality. The
rubber is from the best quality of tough,
elastic gum to be obtained. The Jersey

JANUARY.
Maria

TO

P.M.

DEATHS.
j

[

1

and

of the year.
While it
--tings were held at the

a sor

Allen L

son.

K

Helen

Mrs

PH.
2 20
12'26
2 30
12 35
2 47
2 52
t2 59
3 05
3 13
13 23
3 36
5 08
6 20
5 30
5 36
8 26

P. M.

A.M.

i

months and 6

Leland L Hamlin of Jackson and

10

To Mr and Mrs Walter P Tweedie, a son.
9 To Mr and Mrs Arthur E Small, a son.
10 To Mr and Mrs Wm F Whitcomb, a son.
11 To Mr and Mrs Alfred Everett, a son.
17 To Mr and Mrs Charles S Hubbard, a

Merchant

a son

APRIL.

F

3

Stantial,

Marie E Preston of Boston.
27 Edward E Raynor and Bessie A Benson.

To Mr and Mrs Melvin A Paige, a daugh-

daughter.

John

11

and

I-ort-

:

7 05
12 20
»7 10
*12 25.
7 15
12 30
Sargent’s
112 3 J
Waldo...(7 20
7 32
Brooks.
12 47
12 52
Forbes. 7 37
Knox. 17 44
112 59
7 50
rhorndike.
1 05
1 13
Unity. 7 58
Winnecook. >8 08
*1 23
1 35
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
3 00
3angor. 11 45
Ulinton. 8 39
1 69
Benton
8 48
Waterville. 8 54
2 13
Portland. 12 05
4 50
Boston.. 315 pm 7 55 p

Boston-- 10 00

days.
4 John F Rogers and Clara B Shaw.
27 In Bangor, Frank H Dunbar, aged 51
8 Neil Johnson
McCorrison and Gladys years, 6 months and 13 days.
Myrtle Morse.
Clementina T Pettee, aged 66 years and
29
13
25 days.
Leroy V Jackson and Carrie L Emery.
19
Harrison Everett Morton of Lowell,
FEBRUARY.
Mass, and Ethel Josephine Rich.
1 Cora E Pease, aged 62 years, 10 months |
26
William F Hamilton and Mertie M Clos- and 13 days.
son, both of Searsport.
1 Elias Rich, aged 73 years, 8 months and
28
In Bucksport, Roy E Sholes and Melissa ! 26 days.
M Robinson.
j 2 In Boston, May Morse, aged 32 years, 4
28
Walter L Varnum and Bessie P Harvey.
months and 27 days.
MARCH.
3
Rcbert Burgess, aged 82 years and 1
2 Leroy A Paul a id Frances L Jones, both month.
1
of Morrill.
6
Hannah Limeburner, aged 87 years, 9
2 Henry A Marr and Align sta V Moore.
months and 4 days.
4 Robert Holt of Whitman, Mass, and Flora
7 Phillip Lindley, infant child of Mr and
E Rich.
Mrs Ulysses G Brown.
9
Fred H Hunt and Effie L Coffin, both of
7 Elsie Patterson, aged 87 years, 10 months
Thorndike
and 16 days.
11 Charles T Bryant and Gracie E West,
13
Alfred S Jackson, aged 79 years, 3 ;
both of Freedom.
months and 17 days.
11 Irving A Ingersoll and Bessie Simpson.
17
Prudence E Staples, aged 66 years, 3
12 William F Estes and Cora E Flagg.
months and 1 day.
26
Arthur A Blackington of Rockland and
20
Arnold Harris, aged 89 years and 9

6

ter.

i

2

d the Arts and Crafts ! ter.

successful

To Mr and Mrs Edward E Reynor,

FEBRUARY.

....

ne.

31

Curtis and Harriet V Bubar.
Lester Roland Wiley of Bangor anc
Irene Hattie Shaft.
27
Ansel S Kelley, Jr, &hd Myra H
Fogg.
31
Theodore Durost and Gertruda E Webber.

To Mr and Mrs Arthur L Ridley, a son.
To Mr and Mrs Edmund V Oxton, a

25.
Cun Club had a successful
xr. about
$500 worth of ! daughter.
re reduced their indebt28.
To
less than $100. daughter.
lerahly
‘..11 A„nl u«l;.m.,„ l
■

To Mr and Mrs Arthur E

18

daughter.
21.

I

a son.

30

12

To

27

27

daugh-

King of Castle Hill.

daughter.
13.

To Mr and Mrs Charles F Knox,

•JANUARY.

Ulysses G Brown, a son.
and Mrs Henry M Staples, a

Mr

a

Married.

To Mr and Mrs
To

<i

follows

run as

A.M.

j

Freeman B Hanson and Zilla H Welch.
Harry L Wing and Addie N Clark both
of Morrill.
29 In Bridgewater, Mass, Dr W E Hunt of
Bridgewater, Mass, and Harriet P Hayford.
30 William II Gray and Lula C Stover.

Bangor, Waterville,

Boston will

FKOSl IIKI.FA.V1.

Rubbers!

Morrill.

i

son.

7.

Mendall.

A

rains for and from
and and

Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Bitter
taste?
Liver perhaps
Complexion sallow?
;ieeds waking up. Doan’s Regulets
lur biiioua
attacks. 25c at all stores.

Goodyear Glove

DECEMBER.

Ralph

I

months and 15

ng at

Belfast, depart.
-| Jity
Point.
*

73 years, 7 months
10

after Jan 13, 1913, trains connect*
Burnham ar.d Waterville with through

On and

days.

Getchell.

25.

10

Gerry,

B

a

ter.

FEBRUARY.
Mrs

To Mr and Mrs

Robert E Clement,

months and 19

23 Fred B Smith and Hattie M Wing both of

DECEMBER.

To Mr and Mrs
daughter

Flora A Clark

of Lincolnville.

daugh- I a
j daughter.
3.

days.
Wesley J Bailey, aged
and 13 days.
18 Lloyd L Fowles aged
days.
15

A Webber and Ida M Ames.
Pittsfield, Mildred P York and Jessie
1. Harvey, both of Belfast.
23 Milton B Hills and Mary R Coggins both

To Mr and Mrs Frank O
Whiting, a
daughter.
24.
To Mr and Mrs Harrison R
Toothaker,

a

BURNHAM

days.

Leroy

16

a son.

Delaine,

days.

Simon Jellison, aged 59 years, 3 months

20 In

17

a

To Mr and Mrs

and

F

Brackett and

E

12 Everett

19

and 11

both of Belmont.

daughter.

ter.

5.

Mr and Mrs Charles

years,

and 14

Dyer.

B

j

4 months and 5

J

Islesboro.
12 In Boston, Edmund P Brown and Annie

To Mr and Mrs William A
Morse, a son.
To Mr and *\irs Tracy D Smith, a
daugh-

To

Elijah S Shuman and Ada H Kimball.
Joseph A Ward of Milbridge and Eliza-

|

Damaetta H Conant, aged 68 years, 8
j 20 Mrs Annie M Taylor, aged 78 years.
months and 12 days.
22
Abyrum Merrithew aged 92 years, 3
10
Infant son of Mr and Mrs Raymond
months and 22 days.
Aldus.
28
13 Annie H Webster, aged 48 years and 8 j and 28Augustus Perry, aged 97 years, 7 months,
days.
months.
30
Bertha E Mendall, aired 2? days.
30 Velma O. Calderwood, aged 15 years, 8
14 Ann A Davis, aged 74
3 months

beth A Warren of

ter.

a

10
11

To Mr and Mrs

To Mr and Mrs Drew H L Chaples,

Leroy Staples

|

Richards aged 63 years and 6

E

4

Mary E Gordon of

and

7

Lydia

months.

NOVEMBER.

Mrs Everett M Mank, a son.
To Mr and Mrs K B Craig, twins, son

19

2

and Ada A

a

OCTOBER
1

daughter.
24.
To Mr and Mrs Samuel W Durost, a son.
29.
To Mr and Mrs Leon G Bowen, a daugh31.

George L Bowman of Brookline, Mass,
Marriner.
24 In Raymond, Dr. James D Clement and
Charlotte Hayden of Raymond.
28 Frank A Elms and Eva L Morris.
19

a son.

Sherman,

NOVEMBER

Charles R Coombs,

and Mrs Alvin J Mardin,

Mr and

R

To Mr and

27

To Mr and Mrs Harrison B Toothaker,
To

Raymond

and daughter.

son.

23.

a

and Mrs VVm L Jacobs, a daughter.
To Mr and Mrs Raymond Aldus, a son.

a son.

ter.
23.

■

To Mr

21

daughter.
To Mr

To Mr and Mrs

22

To Mr and Mrs Charles F Hammons,

20.

2

10

daughter.

22.
:

Mr and

To Mr and Mrs John B Chalmas.

14

son.

5.

To Mr and Mrs Alton Thomas,

1

6

son.

i;

1

M ^—«■

daughter.

Chester A Whitney,

Mr

■

MI. S. JOHNSON
H
& CO.,

son.

JANUARY.

To

jK

SEPTEMBER,

BIRTHS.
3.

I

j|S

ter.

oil

1

I

everywhere
Parsons’
Pills
Relieve

f

at

Fourteen
the 5th
f Belfast Yacht club.
ircus visited Belfast

I

~

*

installation of A E

■

I
P

relief for

sure

25c and 50c

Camp. S of V, and its Ladies Auxiliary
took place Jan. 1st, and the joint instal-

Belmont.

m

..rrived here

A

coughs, colds, sore
throat, cramps, cholera morbus,
diarrhea,
cuts, burns, bruises,
sprains, etc.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

The

1
J|
I

Used 102 years
for internal and
external ills.

in-

jub organized in April and terest and had a number of open nights.
summer on the Dunton The Japanese Song-Cycle, with the readrt
street, where they ing of the Raven by Miss Alice E. Simwas

I

LINIMENT

SOCIETY.

The Musical Society continued its meet-

Mothers Only Knew!

I1

JOHNSON S

m

Ir

21 William D McCabe aged 00 yean.
JULY.
Ansel E Gurney end Helen J Simmons,
6 George Elmer Wilcox,
both of Aeon, Mass.
if
aged 2 yean, 1 I 20 Clara T Sibley, aged 67 years, 4 months
and 21 days.
j
10 Albert A Robbins end Susen E Herford. month and 8 days.
26 Benj. F Wells, aged 76 years, 9 months
IB Walter Ames of Hartford, Ct and LiUa
7 Carl E Emerton, aged 2 months and 13
and 17 days.
days.
Kingsbury of Frankfort.
Nineteen-twentieths of the sickness of
11 Stanley C Whitcomb, aged 2 months and
26 Sarah H Townsend, aged 62 years.
17 John A Burgess and Sadie E Jackson.
children have two causes:
constipation
11 days.
29 T Dexter Guptill, aged 73 years, 4
SEPTEMBER.
and worms!
17 Ephraim H Knight, aged 68 years, 6 months and 3 days.
5 Luther A Hammons and Sarah A Laffin.
The danger of constipation is under18 John E Bowker and Gertrude B Patter- months and 20 days.
OCTOBER.
stood, Put there are 50 different kinds of
18 Franklin S Cookson, aged 73 years and
worms that may exi.t in the stomach
4 John H Titcomb, aged 61 years, 4 months,
son.
and
bowels, and children are especially apt to
19 Oscar E Charlton of Lowell, Mass, and 6 days.
and 4 days.
havetheni. Usually stomachand pin worms.
23
E
40
George Wiggin, aged
5 Caroline S Wood, aged 65 years, 11
Audine Deering.
years.
£
of worms are: Indigestion, with
23
Abbie E Wright, aged 19 years.
21 Water Fish of Waldo and Rose E Wood.
months and 22 days.
j a vat:aL:j npgel.tc; abnormal
craving for
24
Andrew E Clark, aged 80 years and 7
21 Charles W Seekins and Annie C Thorn11 Loring H Colcord, aged 39 years, 10
n.
us:a r
: vomiting;swollen
vents;
upper
days.
dike.
months and 11 days.
t
sour
lip;
/
-npit; offensive breath; hard and
27 Gladys L Richards, aged 1 year, 6 months
25 Dr Charles L Woods and Emma B Gould,
full belly wii'i occasional
16 Olive A Woods, aged 73 years, and 3 days.
gripings and
and 10 days.
both of Lowell, Mass.
pa:os about t e navel; face at one time
23
Harriet A Burkett, aged 71 years, 6
then
Roberts
both
and
in
a
of
AUGUST.
hushed,
Lila
few
pale
cases the
and
28 Charles Shaw
months and 20 days.
face takes on a dull leaden
hue; eyes
8 In Poland, Maria D Peirce, aged 77
! Monroe.
25 Charles A Wiley, aged 87 years, 1 month
years
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching
OCTOBER
and 8 months.
and 7 days.
of the nose; itching of the rectum;
short,
NOVEMBER.
2 George D Ellis and Ella N Bowden, both
10 John W Coombs, aged 8 years, 8 months
dry cough; grinding of the teeth; little
5 William H Beckwith, aged 67 years and 7
! of BrooKs.
and 1 day.
red points sticking out on tongue;
starting
3 Charles A Kimball and Mary Alice Lin10
Ferdinar d P Clifford, aged 45 years and months.
during sleep; slow fever; pulse quickened
and
Richard
A
Mass.
1
7
week.
be
months.
Robbins, aged
ton, both of Westboro,
irregular; body may
hot; and
_j9
often, in children, convul ions.
19 Louise Clifford, aged 38 years.
12 Charles W Coombs, aged 49
3 Charles A Hart and Harriet D Wilson,
years, 9 %
Kid the child of worms and
you will
months and 12 days.
DECEMBER.
both of Knox.
i®
have a healthy, ha ’pv child.
1 Ilerma.. H Herrick aged 15 years and 8
15
William H Thomas, aged 69 years, 11
4 Richard P Whitman of Campello, Mass
S
2 Helen S Read, aged 59 years.
months and 25 days.
NOTE—Dr. True's own prescription,
and Frances A Howes.
sold under the nair e of Dr. True’s
23
3 Mary C Gray, aged 70 years and 3 months,
1
5 Raymond S Bird of Rockland and Daisy
Ralph Ray, infant son of Mr and Mrs
Elixir,
is the best remedy n the world for worms.
Albert L Gray.
months.
D Bliss.
It destroy s all worm life, expels worms t: .in
B
Laura
Allen.
25
5
Mabel
Albert
B
Miller
and
1
month
and 5 days.
10 George A Hussey
aged
Ferguson, aged 82 years, 11
the body and make; t he chi Id
healthy again.
6 Lucella A Ferguson, aged 70 years, 6
mo. ths and 23 days.
12 Charles H Hahn and Maude L Ray.
All dealers, 35c, 50c and $1.00.
months and 29 days.
29
12 Charles E Hopkins and Lois W Wood.
Augusta J Cooley, aged 66 years.
8 Everett W Emerton, aged 65 years, 4
of Portland and
31
14 Philip H Littlefield
Margaret H White, aged 86 years, 1
daughmonths and 25 daya.
month and 20 days.
Louise F Hall.
16 Mrs Marcella C Newcomb, aged 50 years,
16 Edwin Hatch and Emma Gray.
SEPTEMBER.
BELFAST
»

i

The

Republican Journal, One Year,
Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,

MAY.

In Richmond, Va, Mrs Annie M
Griffin,
70 years, 4 months and 16
days.
6
Augustus C Myrick, aged 73 years, 3
months and 17 days.
9
Thomas L Shute, aged 62 years and 10
months.
13
Adoniram J Condon, ^aged 74
years,110
months and 19 days.
14 Elijah L Moore,
aged 61' years, 7 months
and 22 days.

McCalls

I

4

26

Frank W Limeburner, aged 60
yean and

days.

20

JUNE.

8

Clifford P Aldus, aged 1 year, 6 months

and 11

Each month 1,100,000 copies of
McCall’s, brimful of latest fashions, fancy work,
interesting short
stories, and scores of labor-saving and money ideas
for women, are Welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.

j

i

|

II

*

(

indispensable

to every woman. There are over 50 of
the newest
of celebrated McCall Patterns in each
issue.

days.

Eliza J Small, aged 76 yean.
12
Martha H Welch, aged 63 yean.
20 Charles H
Reed, aged 66 yean and 2
AUGUST.
months.
7 Hezzie R Ward of Thorndike and Gladys
29 James F Me
Keen, aged 77 yean, 10
E Nichols of Freedom.
I months and 29
days.

America"

designs

and 24 days,
21 Homer J Dickey; aged 88
yean, 11
months and 6 days.
22 Infant daughter of Mr and Mn
Amoe F

Simpson.

magazine;

Is the Leading Fashion Journal in
In the matter of dress, McCall’s is

Mary J Staples, aged 66 years and 6 days.
James H Braley, aged 76 yean, 2 months

16
20

Genuine

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,

|

aged

a

I

McCall’B is a large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.
The publishers of McCall’s are
planning to spend

thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to
keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar
publications. Every issue will be full of
sur-

prises.

delightful

Bargain!
all for

|

JpZ.IU

Don’t Miss this

Extraordinary Offer

By special advertising arrangement with the publishers of McCall’s we are able to offer you this wellknown popular Home an 1 Fashion Journal
together
with our own paper for only a few cencs more than
the regular price of our paper alone.

j

The above extraordinary offer
may be accepted by
all persons who subscribe, renew or extend their
time ahead for the time mentioned.
The
re-

quisite

only

is that you pay in advance.

Remember, if
ee best

we

have

big McCall bargainmade—you may select free of

you accept our
ever

charge

any one of the celebrated 15c.
terns from your first copy of McCall’s

postcard request

to

Call at this office
scribe today.2

McCall Pat-

by sending
The McCall Company.

or

send your order

by mail.

a

Sub-

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

|
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SEARSPORT.
Eugene Porter left Monday for Worcester,

I-—I

Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Duncan
week.

were

confined to his home

George B. Delano
the past week with grip.
Shepard Shute has been on the sick list this
week with an attack of grip.
Capt. Joseph Porter
with

carbuncle

a

confined to his home
neck.

is

his

on

Clifford N. Staples has discontinued running
his'meat cart until March 1st.
William Kerr has opened a barber shop in
the Mosman store on Main street.
O. C. Atwood returned Saturday from Boston, where he had been on business.
W. Wentworth saw four robins in the
chard of J. H. Kneeland Friday afternoon.
L.

or-

L. I). Littlefield, who has been confined to
the house the past week is able to be out again.

Verrill has closed his meat market in
store on Mount Ephraim road.

Lari

Stockbridge

the

The first

along

weather for the winter

zero

9th, and the

Jan.

mercury went

to

came

6 be-

low.

heavy fog

The

took the

Saturday night and Sunday
off, leaving the roads icy ami

of

all

snow

slippery.
Leroy D. Littlefield began cutting and housing 1,000 tons of ice cn Opeechee stream for
local use, Monday.
Pike Bros’

spool and

having

are

stave

large

a

wood hauled

amount

of

to their mill in

Mechanic’s Hollow.

Sunday.the
tered

above, and

50

o'clock it

at

was

regismorning at 7

Monday

zero.

1. Pendleton and Capt. B. F. Colcord
home over Sunday, returning to Au-

Capt.

F.

at

were

thermometer at 12 o’clock

gusta Tuesday morning.
1 he annual

meeting 01 Mariners Lodge, Jb.
& A. M-., for the election of office, 8 will be on

Tuesday evening,

Jan. 21st.

Rebecca M. Ross is at home from Win-

Miss

Hill, Mass., for a few days, the guest of
Judge and Mrs. J. W. Black, Main street.
ter

Ship Timranda, Capt. N. F. Gilkey, arrived
Gulfport, Miss., Jan. 7th from Montevideo
to load hard pine lumber for Buenos Ayres.
at

Carl Howard had his left hand caught in the
machinery and badly mangled Monday morning at the Searsport Electric Light Co, plant.
Mrs. K. A. Myers arrived Friday from Cliff
Island, Portland, where she is teaching school,
and is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Mosman.

Steamer

Tuesday

Capt. Burns, arrived

Kanawha,

from

Newport

News with

of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
Point.

3,300 tons
at

Macks

Mrs H. G. Curtis went to Belfast Thursday
Chimes of Normandy, and while
there was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. P.
Chase.
to attend The

Capt. Harry L. Perry left

York Jan.
10th for Honolulu, where he has a fine position
in the employ of the Inter-Island S. S. Co. at
New

place.

that

Ship Acme, Capt. Jeremiah Park, from
Philadelphia for Seattle, Wash., which put
Montevideo with cargo
Dec. 16th.

into

fire, resumed

on

her voyage

We

indebted to Mr. J. M. MacDougall of
Pasadena, Cal., for copies of the Los Angeles
are

giving

Tribune

Mrs.

account of the

an

tions for the great

rose

prepara-

tournament.

Alice Forsythe of Everett, Mass., spent
Capt. and Mrs. H. G. CurWater street, returning to Belfast Mon-

tne week-end with
tis

on

day, where she is the guest of Mr, and Mrs.
R. P. Chase.
Wilson and bride (Miss Evie Kailoch) returned last Saturday from their wedRenfrew

ding trip

to New York and

present at
Mrs. Joseph Kalloch.
are

at

the home of Mr. anc
Later they will go to housekeeping.

Corner.

Capt. Geo. E. Chapin
was called to Camden .ast Saturday by the
death of his mother, Mrs. C. S. Chapin, who
Dodge’s

home of her daughter, Mrs. C. W.
The burial took place Sunday afternoon-H. Peabody F'arnham who has been
at "The Chapins” for ten days left for his
home in Salem last Saturday.

died at the
Suttle

Obituafy.

Sarah

FI., wife of Capt. Charles

E. Averill. died at her home

on

Main street

Friday evening, Jan. 10 :h, after a long illness
of consumption. She was the daughter of the
late Capt. Augisiusanc Isabelie (Towle) Lamphor, was. born in Sears port 66 years ago and
had always resided here. She is survived by
her husband uni one daughter, Miss Eliza L.
Averill, ;!erk in the Set.rsport post office. Fulate home Monday afternoon, Rev. J. A. Weed of the M. E.
church officiating.
neral services

were

held at her

Library wishes to recitizens of North Searsport that they
begun to take out books through Mr.

The Carver Memorial
mind the
have not
Stinsor’s
winter

store, as whs Tone with success last
See the list of books recently added

Library.

to the

The

Poultry

Book is

a com-

plete work,

as is the American Natural HisThe books of travel are excellent. The
list of juvenile fiction is particularly long, as

tory.

that department. Please cut
list, to supplement the partial catalogue sent you last winter.
we were

weak in

out this

Congl. Church Notes. Sunday, Januaiy
12th, Rev. J. A. Weed of the M. E. Church
and Rev. C. H. McElhiney exchanged pulpits.
Mr. Weed spoke earnestly from the sixth verse
of the ninth chapter of acts. The text, well
WiUin.il

«>.

WUD

VII1IU

Ui

1BJC11UI

bUUUf^ II i.|

naOl

“Lord, what will thou have me to do?” Christ
proved God's loving care, not only of the flowers of the field and the birds of the air but of
mankind. The Heavenly Father's thought is
for each of His children, and for each He has
prepared a “program of living.” What we
are to do ard how we are to do it, will be revealed. Because we so often forget this de-

guidance and follow paths of our own
choosing li*e is little better than a patchwork
of good intentions and mistakes. Seek for
vine

jt is found

it unto salvaand there
is not so much a lack of truth as of application. The call to service is universal, and only
through this service will come happiness. God
furnishes the sinews of war and one need
only make the best use of time and
strength to follow this programme. In the
evening a union prayer meeting waa held
in the conference room, following the praise
service conducted by Mr. McElhiney. Mr.
Weed again spoke. An interesting and appropriate thought for the evening waa found
in Kings, 20th chapter. The story is that of
King Ahab, who having conquered his enemy
Benhadad, was tempted by worldly gain and
disobeying the divine command released the
prisoner. As he returned home from the battle field he waa met by a man of God, who
spoke in a parable, saying: “and behold a man
turned aside and brought a man unto me,
and
and said, keep this man
truth and when
tion.

This is

a

use

day of enlightenment

....

busy here and there,
he waa gone and the King of Israel said
The
unto him, so shall thy judgment be.”
parable is easily understood. Ahab had forfeited his Ufa by carelessness. There is also

as

thy

servant

waa

START NOW

1

I
I
impoverished vitality—lack I

Susceptibility

colds, sore
throats, tonsilitis and such, indicate

to

The Masonic Lodge will hold its public installation of officers the coming week.

entertained the ladies of the Current Events
Club Wednesday afternoon in a pleasant, regular session.
“Snow, snow, give us snow!” is the wish expressed on all sides. Rain storms, mud and
ice

to weather

H

one

changing seasons.
A spoonful of SCOTT’S EMUL-

j"

of

reserve

strength

are

is

not

desirable in mid-winter.

I
fl

like a small
match kindles a great tire—and
more:
it makes rich, healthy,
active blood—fortifies the tissues
and stimulates the appetite—it
makes sound body-strength.
scorrs EMULSION is the
purest cod liver oil, made creamlike and palatable without alcohoi or drug—the quintessence
of purity.

g

Goodhue 2nd.

healthy body-action

Reject

imitations
pastors for profit.

they

are

im-

■
a

I

H

B
n

B

B
|g

B

The Ladies’ Aid Society will be socially entertained this, Thursday, afternoon by Mrs.
A goodly
Simeon F. Ellis, Church street.
sized company is wished for by this genial
hostess. Be there, and enjoy the fun !
Mrs. E. A. Mayville, School street, drove to
| Searsport last Saturday evening and remained
over Sunday, the guest of the Misses helen
and Josephine Davis. She returned Monday
morning to open her millinery rooms in La

Furley’s
Latest

Scott Sc Bowhb, Bloomfield, N. J.

12-58

H

die S.

|

block.

reports of the condition of Mrs.

Dickey

numerous

are

far fr<

m

encouraging

friends in Stockton.

t

report of the State
a condensed review of the proceedings.
Several business
matters received the attention of the grange,
after which two candidates were instructed in
the work of the degree of Pomona. A recess
was then declared and all marched to the dining hall, where a bountiful dinner was served
by the young members of the host grange.
The grange was quickly re-assembled in the
fifth degree and Annie B. Clements greeted
the visitors in a cordial and pleasing manner,
A. T. Nickerson responded in behalf of Pomona. The remainder ol the afternoon was
given
over to the election and installation of officers.
The following officers were elected: Master.C.C
Clements; Overseer, Ira W. Veazie; Lecturer,
Clara D. York; Steward, D. M. Kimball; Assistant Steward, A. T. Nickerson; chaplain, W. J.
Matthews; Treasurer, G. H. York; Secretary,
May W. Bussey; Gate Keeper, J. W. Jewett;
Pomona, Eda Clenents; Ceres, Eliza Matthews and Flora, Carrie S. aulding. Harriet
M. Nickerson was elected pianist. The officerselect were installed by P. M. York, assisted by
Velzora Nickerson. The grange expressed an
appreciation of the courtesies received from
was

called upon for

Ad-

to her

She has suf-

Brooks.

ther relatives.

Mra. Joseph Ginn drives out quite
frequentand seems to be recovering from her recent
1 llness quite
rapidly.
ly

A. B. Payson, our new Deputy Sheriff, has
in Belfast for the past two weeks attend■ ng court.
His appointment is
satisfactory to
>een

< ur

people generally.

Charles E. Lane is getting ready to start for
< California next week. He will be
accompanied
1 >y his wife and daughter Gertrude and will be
ibsent several months.

a

Grange and responded with

Every-

starts

SION after each meal

York

ot

Mr*. Stanley Perkins is in Massachusetts
‘Siting her daughter, Mrs. Lena West, and

Sunrise, Winterport; Seven Star, Troy; Comet,
Swanville, and Burnham.
Worthy Master

wishing for sleighing.

Mr. and Mrs. L. Albert Gardner drove to
Belfast last Thursday to attend the opera.
“The Chimes of Normandy,” and remained over
night, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albion P.

The News

North Waldo Pomona Grange met with
Morning Light Grange, Monroe, Jan. 9, 1912,
for the regular monthly meeting. W. M. Geo.
H. York presided, and all the officers were at
their stations excepting the Steward. D. M.
Kimball, was appointed to fill the vacancy. The
following granges were reported in excellent
condition; Star of Progress, Jackson; Granite.
North .SearBport; Morning Light, Monroe;
South Branch, Prospect; Northern Light and

Mr. Hosea Renuf, Seaport street, is at this
writing, Monday evening, quite sick from an
attack of the grip.
Mr. D. W. Nickels and daughter, Miss Elizabeth of Searsport, were in town Monday, calling upon relatives.
Mrs Angie G. Mudgett, EaBt Main street,

in Ban-

gor last

was

NORTH WALDO POMONA.

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

Castoria is a harmless snhstitute for Castor Oil i>
It is ido, r'goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other v"1It destroys Worms and nll;n s i
eotic substance.
It relieves Constipation, Wind <'„i;
ishness.

Again the wheels are being used to some exin Brooks, although the ice makes sled, ling in the low lands; but the hills are
rough
Hid partly bare, so that
teaming is done at a
( lisadvantage.
j ent

Teething

Troubles

Diarrhoea.

The Kind Yon Have

Rev. H. G. Booth returned from New York
j ast w=ek and occupied his pulpit
He

^

Sunday.

Bears the

pent the holiday vacation with his parents
sisters and it must have been a pleasant
occasion for him.

j

It

I

There

j

drs. Frank

Always Bought

considerable sickness in town,
W. Gibbs, who has been very danI gerously ill with pneumonia, seems to be convalescent. Mrs. Mary Staples has been vprv
j 1 ick but is now better. Mrs. Lewis Cook has
! I >een quite sick for several weeks.
is

In Use For Over 30 Years.

j

The next occasion of special interest 1 uiie
inights of Pythias ball, which occurs on
L'hursday evening January 16th. Keyes or-

i

<

hestra with six pieces has been engaged for
he occasion. A goud supper will be in readiless at midnight.
The usual oig crowd will

1

|

County Correspondence.

Jas H. Howes.
For Sale
Belfast—containing

BELFAST PRICE
Corrected Week
PRODUCE MARKET.
Vpples, per obi, 75al."
dried, per in.,
-leans, pea,
2.85a?.t
leans. Y. E., 2.5Uh2
lutter,
2hn?i
7. &]<
leef, sides,
leel, forequarters.
no i
larky, bu,
Jheese,

storage

particulars apply

Chas. F.

Thompson.!

!

|

■

44

Rich Hair

1j

>

Can

SURELY BANISHES

Cure

CATARRH I

INDIGESTION

Children

Cry

FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

..

_

,Uv,'

"

I

•*

thicken,

i

'I
^

20 i

Ja’f Skins,
Cuck,
Spps,
"owl,

i8T;c
2u

,.

1

IK V
18 V*

ieese,

j

PRICE,

RETAIL

leef, Corned,
lutter Salt, 14 lb., I8a22

Jom,

70

|

<

Com,

bracked

Corn Meal.
Jheese,
Cotton Seed,
Jodtish, dry,
Jranberries,
Clover Seed,
ti'lour,
H. G. Seed,
Lard,

Of.
24
1 85
10
11
28

I
p.
1’
R

j
.1

!

m

6.00&7.25 Sait
4 .50
14

.•

V.j

Kill:

s

IlLACK.

In Brook!:;
and Mrs. Sidney I\ Bla
‘'Clark, in Southsto Mr. and Mrs. Rod 10k
CONARY. In Deer Is!and Mrs. Melvin Conr.r
Davis. In Belfast. .!,.■

j

|

J
l

>
...

Mrs. B. L. Davis, a s«»r
Greenlaw. In Rock;
Edward Greer

!

Jones. In Rocklan
and Mrs. Ilenry V Jon.

j

and

rs.

Jordan. In South Hr
to Mr. ami Mrs. Eugi r,»Patterson. In Bellasand Mrs. George VV. 1 ur
Perkins. In (’astir
and Mrs. Carl L. Perk r.-.
Mitchell. In Rosim.;
30, to Mr. and Mrs. '1 A V
Ridley. In Belfast, jar
Mrs Leroy G. Ridle\, ;>
Stantial. In Portia
and Mrs. Lloyd Stanti ii.
Sawyer. In Casta
and Mrs. Fred Sawyer.
Turner. In Libert
Mrs. George I urner, a
<•

sleeping

Any Woman

1

1,1

Signature of

!fr fered extremely since entering the hospital in
|
Portland, and has bee erne delirious, knowing
] irobabiy be in attendance, as it is the special
a
present application. To each of us has been no one, her son, Mr. Elman Dickey, writes Mr. Morning Light grange by a rising vote of
ocial feature of the season, and a
special tram
given in trust a soul, but if we are “busy here Albert M. Ames.
thanks, and the same acknowledgment was pill run to Brooks from Belfast in time for the
and there” over non-essentials the opportunity
accorded
his assistant. The ! < lance and will
P.
and
M.
York
return to Belfast at the close of
Thursday, Jan. 9th, gave this locality the I
for the salvation of this soul may be lost,...
records were read and adopted and the grange | he
festivities. Full particulars are given in
coldest day of the season, thus far- five de1
The meetings of the past v'eek having proved
was closed with the usual formalties.
i
The
he big bills posted everywhere.
below zero at sunrise. However, the
practical and helpful it was decided to hold j grees
next meeting will be with Star of Progress
The funeral of Mrs. Mary Collier was held t
temperature steadily rose during the day, and
further services. At the M. E. Vestry TuesFeb. 12th, with an address of
the thermometer registered Grange, Jackson,
ler late home in Brooks last
Sunday afternoon,
day and Wednesday, at the Conference Room ; Friday morning
welcome by Marjie Reed and response by Sufifteen degrees above zero at the same place.
iev. David Brackett officiating. The bearers 1
Thursday and Friday and again at the Methodsie Brown of Harvest Home grange. Ques|
Since then fog and, rain have prevailed, so
vere Otis W. Lane, E. C.
Boody. MarcellusJ.
ist vestry Sunday evening-Special notice: j
tion, Should the duty be removed from potathat the traveling has been very bad.
All are
Jow
and Charles E. Bowen.
Mrs.
Collier was
Next Sunday morning the offering will be for
toes and how would it affect the producers of
he widow of the late Joel T. Collier and was
wishing for snow and good sleighing!
the aid of the Seamen's Friend Society. To
Maine? To be opened by J. H. McKinley. Ad!6
Mr. Edgar M. Colcord, Mill street, recently
> ears old. While one of the oldest citizens
the people of this community no explanation
dress by Kate B. Ellis of Fairfield. Remain>f the town she had retained her faculties to a
need be given of the hardships endured by bought several shares of Denslow Hall stock, der of progam by Star of.Progress Grange.
vonderful degree and did not look or seem
added to those belonging to the estate
“those who go down to the sea in ships.”
The which,
►ver seventy years of age.
of his father, the late Capt. Melvin E. Colcord,
She was loved and I
storms of the past few weeks have cost many
Mr. C.
lighly respected by every one who knew her.
lives, leaving destitute, women and children. constitutes nearly the entire amount.
She leaves one daughter, Mrs. Charles PeaThis society, as far as in its power, gives tem- will immediately make the interior repairs so
>ody, and a foster daughter, Mrs. Clara E.
long needed, putting this large hall in first j 5EARSMONT.
porary aid to widows and orphans. The real
Mr. and Mrs. Valorous A. Simmons were in
order. Stockton will rejoice in having a
Vines, both of Brooks.
class
is
to
better
the
conditions
of
however,
purpose,
town Sunday.... Mr. Hart Talbert of Camden
the sailor by the distribution of literature and suitable up-to-date place for its frequent evenwas in
town Friday on business... .Among
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
functions.
ing
an
effort
to
secure
for him proper lodging
by
those sick in the village are Bert Crie, Mrs.
wnile in port; to care for him in sickness and
The many friends of Capt. and Mrs. Horace \
John Crie, Mrs. Donald Fogg ar.d Mrs. James
The following transfers in real estate were
communicate with his friends.
M. Grffin, Middle street, will rejoice with !
Fuller.... Mr. Alanson G. Caswell, who has
•ecorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
them in hearing that their daughter Edith,
Searsport Public Library.
been very sick,is convalescing-Mr. and Mrs.
List of new
for the week ending Jan. 13, 1913:
Mrs. George A. Foster of Sacramento, CaliH. P. Taylor attended the installation of the
books January 10, 1913:
Lewis A. Whitcomb, Belfast, to Claire
refrom
her
has
now
so
far
recovered
fornia,
“. tar" Saturday evening at
NON-FICTION.
Liberty.
jurney, Waldo; land and buildings in Waldo.
cent very serious illness as to be out occasionSouth America: Observations and ReflecGeorge L. Allen, Charlestown, Mass, to
ally and is constantly strengthening. Con- 5WANVILLE.
tions. James Bryce.
Levi W. Steward, Burnham; lard in Burnham.
are extended to Dr. and Mrs.
gratulations
Dr. F. C. Small left Monday for Mars Hill to
Pictures of the Panama Canal. Joseph PenCharles F. Bessey, Knox, to Selena I. Merry,
Foster by Stockton relatives and acquaintvisit his classmate at college, Dr. Tracy, whose
nell.
rhorndike; land in Thorndike.
ances on this seemingly marvelous recovery.
health is very poor.... Bad cclds are very ;
American
Natural History.
William T.
Mary E. Staples, Belfast, to George C. GorLast week the following weather was ap- prevalent. Among the victims are Mrs. W. N.
Hornaday.
ion, Thorndike; land in Thorndike.
Mr. Briggs
M ?rchant Venturers of Old Salem. Robert portioned to Stockton: Sunday, good day, very Briggs and Walter Nickerson.
Perley F. Gordon, Swanville, to A. L. Curtis,
mild—snow during night.
Monday, cloudy and Mrs. H. O. Cunningham are better.... Mr. it
E. Peabody.
al, do.; land and buildings in Swanville.
to
rain
in
Rawson
afternoon,
Lufkin spent the week-end with his
changing
morning, misty
When I was a Child. Yoshio Markino.
Frank Davis, Belfast, et als, to George H.
in
evening. Tuesday, dull, grey sky, family at J. W. Nickerson’s.Mrs. Emily
The Wilderness of the North Pacific Coast sleet
Davis, do.; land in Belfast.
Parsons had an ill turn last week, but is imthreatening storm. Wednesday, stormy, min
Islands. Charles Sheldon.
Ney Killman, East Livermore, to Eliza A.
gled rain and snow. Thursday, beautiful sun- proving... Emery Cunningham, a student at
In the Amazon Jungle. Algot Lange.
Knowlton, Prospect; land in Prospect.
shine, but excessively cold air. Friday, love- Bucksport, spent the week-end at home.
The Civilization of China.
H. A. Giles.
John Crockett, Northport, to Alvin S. Crockly day, much less severe than day before. SatWalden. H. D. Thoreau.
ISLESBORO
B.t, do.; land and buildings in Northport.
less
toward
urday, mild, desultory snowstorm,
The Pruning Book. L. H. Bailey.
VIU--IT
IT_._1_L__
diaries n.. x^icKerson,
rrospeci, to jonn r>.
night.
Making Poultry Pay. Edwin C. Powell.
ing at the Baptist church for the last five Larrabee, do.; land and buildings in Prospect.
The Poultry Book. Harrison Weir.
Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard, Sylvan street, had months, has left to resume his studies at Mt.
Wm.W. Hisler, Windsor, to tester H. Hisler.
One
of the finest resiYour United States. Arnold Bennett.
the misfortune, in some unaccountable way,
Hermon, Mass_Rev. A. G. Warner left for io.; land and buildings in Palermo.
dences
in
ADULT.
FICTION,
t o fall down the entire flight of stairs at the his home in Manchester, Mass., last Monday.
Andrew C. Hulpen, et al., Whitefield, to
Cease Firing.
Mary Johnston.
home of her sister, Mrs. Herbert Mixer, last He was unable to get away Saturday as there
Lester B. Hisler, Windsor; land in Palermo.
12 rooms and a bath. Hot
The Net. Rex Reach.
Ellen M. Tasker, Monroe, to Fannie E. LitSaturday. Dr. C. E. Britto was immediately was no boat on account of the bad storm....
and cold water in six
Corporal Cameron. Ralph Con ior.
called and found no bones broken, but severe The High school began Monday, Jan. 13th,
tlefield, do ; lard and buildings in Monroe.
The Arm Chair at the Inn.
F. Hopkinson bruises on
Fred M. Ward
head, body and limbs, and a gener- after a long vacation, owing to the illness of
Boston, to Crawford W. rooms.
Excellent closet and
| Smith.
ally* shaken up condition. All friends extend Miss Philbrook, who is able to take up her rreat, Stockton Springs; land and buildings in
A Cry in the Wilderness.
E.
Waller.
Mary
accommodations. Fine
sympathy to the sufferer, hoping her recovery- duties as principal again_The Teachers and Stockton Springs.
Florence L. may be rapid.
Through the Postern Gate.
Arthur Ritchie, Belfast, to Samuel G. Nor- stable
Parents Association had a meeting in the
connected.
For other
Barclay.
school room last Saturday evening and
;or, do : land in Belfast.
From Cape Jellison piers, the following ship- High
nere mere a a v\ in.
ivjary ivonerts Knine
to
Alonzo
J.
to
Minnie EDr. Larabee gave a very interesting lecture on
Long, Waterville,
ping report was telephoned Monday evening:
hart.
in Foods... The next meeting will
Hawes, Vassalboro; laud and buildings in PaJan. 6th, steamer Millino.ket arrived with a Hygiene
The Lady and bada San.
Francis Little.
ermo.
be held in the .Dark Harbor .’grammar schoolgeneral cargo from New York, and the RockThe Just and the Unjust.
Vaughn Keister.
Charles E. Lane, Brooks, to Rose E. Hussey
room Monday, Jan. 20th... Mrs. Fred Young
land and Rockport Lime Co.’s Barge No. 7 arThe Man in Lonely Land.
Kate Langley
is visiting h ?r father, J. O. Hall, at Grindle's
Unity; land and buildings in Unity.
rived to load paper. Jan. 8th, steamer MilliBosher.
Louisa H
Point lighthouse... Miss Marie Coombs has
Young, Searsmont, to Mark A.
Gordon Craig, Soldier of Fortune. Randall nocket sailed with paper for New York, and
8HIP NEWS.
Rolerson, do ; land in Searsmont.
gone to Hampden anti Miss Louise Kimbal. to
Lime
Co.’s
No.
&
the
Rockland
Rockport
barge
Parrish.
Mary F. Sargent, Alton, to Hannah B. and
Richmond, Me., to resume teaching, after a
Orion
with
for
of
7
in
tuw
sailed
tug
paper
The Rise of Roscoe Paine.
Joseph C. LinMary E. Sargent, do.; land and buildings in
AMERICAN TORTS.
three weeks' vacation at home... Mr. and
Boston. Jan. 13th, steamer Millinocket arrivcoln.
New York, Jan 8. Ar, schs J R Bodweli,
Searsport.
Mrs.
J. A. Pendleton, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
to
New
ed with a general cargo from
York,
Their Yesterdays. H. B. Wright.
Rockland
via
Wareham; Pendleton Sisters,
Louise M. Djer, Chicago, to Clifford W.
Hatch have returned home after a week's visit
Charleston; Lizzie B Willey, do; sld, sch Grace j
The Rich Mrs. Burgoyne.
Kathleen Norris. load paper for New York.
in Boston, taking in the poultry show, etcJackson, Searsport; land in Searsport.
Davis, Elizabethport for Rockland; 9. ar, sch
Jack London,
Smoke Bellew.
The remains of Mrs. Janette (Fletcher)
Clifford W. Jackson, Searsport, to Louise M. Helena, Bangor via Norwalk; Adelaide BarMiss Ivy Babbidge is visiting her sister, Mrs.
i C. Q. in the Wireless House. Arthur Train
bour, Fernandina for Port Reading; Etna, !
Crockett, widow of the late Mr. Albert Crock- Lee, in Bangor for a month... Among those Dyer, Chicago; land in Searsport.
Black River, Ja; 10, ar. stmr Millinocket, 1
In the Shadow.
Henry C. Rowland.
ett, W’ere brought here last Saturday from who went from here to attend the opera in
Clifford W. Jackson, Searsport, to Helen A.
Stockton; sch Lizzie B Willey, Charleston; 10,
The Mystics.
Katherine Cecil Thurston.
West Somerville, Mass., for interment beside Belfast last week were Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Stevens, do.; land in Searsport.
sld, sch Mark Penoleton, Jacksonville for New I
The Friar of Wittenburg. WL Stearns DaHelen A. Stevens. Searsport, to 1 rank E
London; 13, ar, sch John Bossert, Georgetown,
Babbidge, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gilkey, Mrs.
vis.
S C.
da lighter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Inez Pendleton and Mrs. R. P. Pendleton_
Curtis, Brooklyn, N. Y.; land in Searsport.
The Morals of Marcus Ordeyne.
W. J. j
Boston, Jan 9. Bid, schs Herman F Kimball, ,
Helen A. Stevens, Searsport, to Clifford W.
Eschbach, with whom she made her home, ac- The work on the Islesboro Inn has not been
Belfast; Lillian, do; 10, ar, sch R W Hopkins,
Locke.
land
in Searsport.
Jackson,
do.;
the body, remaining over Sunday
P R; sld, bark John S Emery, Colastine; !
Ponce,
companied
as
completed
yet, and will not be before early J
FICTION, JUVENILE.
14, sld, schs Cat&wamteak and Nile, Belfast.
Wm. B. Ford, et als., Searsport, to Mary F.
the guests of their uncle and aunt, Mr. and summer. The report that it had been com- j
Under the Lilacs. Louisa M. Alcott.
Philadelphia, Jan 11. Ar, sch Horace A
land in Searsport.
Mrs. Clifford N. Fletcher, West Main street.
44
pleted was an error. The addition will be ; Sargent, Alton;
Stone, Bath; 13, cld, sch Humarock, Savannah, j
An Old Fashioned Girl.
Levi
W.
to
a
bad
Steward, Charlestown, Mass.,
Mrs. Crockett had been a sufferer from
Baltimore. Jan 11. Ar, schs Edward J Law44
quite a big one containing thirteen bath rooms.
Rose in Bloom.
Arthur P. Adams, Clinton, et als., land in rei.ce, Portland via Hampton Roads; Ella M I
heart trouble for some years, but the immediW. E. Hatch has the contract... Miss Alice
Boy Scouts in the Maine Woods. James Otis.
Boston.
I
Willey,
Burnham.
ate cause of her decease was an attack of se- Smith has returned [to school at Elmhurst,
Jacksonville, Jan 6. Ar, sch William E [
Camping in the Winter Woods. E. R. GreRobert Wentworth, Waterville, to Arthur P.
She is well remembered by our Providence, R. I., after spending the Christvere gastritis.
Boston.
Litchfield,
j Adams, et. als.,
gor.
Clinton; land in Burnham.
Mobile, Jan 6. Cld, schs Pendleton Satis- i
older citizens, who extend sympathy tc the demas and New Year’s vacation with her paKen Ward in the Ji Bgle.
Zane Grey.
faction, Hayti; Georgia Gilkey, San Juan.
Charles
F.
0.
to
Leonard
sisThompson,
Belfast,
the
voted
son-in-law, ^brother,
44
daughter,
rents, Mr. and Mrs. David H. Smith, and AlThe Young Forester.
Newport News, Jan 9. Sld, Kanawha, Searsland in Montville.
ters and distant relatives in their sorrow.
bert Smith has returned to the Classical High ; Carter, Montville;
port.
A Captured Santa Claus. Thomas Nelson
Caroline A. Shute, Biddeford, to Fred F.
New London, Ct, Jan 13. Ar, sch Mark Pen- !
in Boston.
Page.
Perkins, Stockton Springs; land in Stockton dleton, Jacksonville.
j
APPLETON.
Santa Claus’ Partner. Thomas
Galveston, Jan 8. Sld, sch James W Paul,
Nelsoy Page.
The officers of Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge FREEDOM.
Springs.
Jr, Sabine.
Ragged Dick. Horatio Alger, Jr.
iftx.
I. O. O. F., were installed Wednesday night,
nuxii
iLMuxi was
me
Myrtie A. Packard, Hartiand, to Herbert E. j Brunswick, Ga, Jan 9. Ar, sch Emma S j
ixig^uiB tiuxxi
Fame and Fortune.
Jan. 1st, by District Deputy President Mrs. guest of Mr. and Mrs. George W'orth Jan. 4th N ealley, Monroe; land and buildings in Mon- i Lord. Charleston; sld, sch Fred A Davenport,
Mark the Match Boy.
Celon, Ga., for New York.
Adella Gushee, assisted by Mrs. Gertrude and 5th and while here installed the officers of roe.
44
Fernandina, Jan 11 Sld, sch Theoline, BosRough and Ready.
Everett M. Nickerson, et al.. Swanville, to ton.
Waterman as Grand Marshal and officers of Dirigo Grange in a very able manner... Miss
Ben tha Luggage Boy.
as
Rod
The
new
officers
are
eldith
Golden
her
Ella
in
SwanOrrie
Worth
to
studies
land
returned
at Bates
Lodge
Farnham, Searsport;
Wilmington, N C, Jan 11 Ar, sch Brina P
44
Rufus and Rose.
Pendleton, Norfolk.
follows: N. G., Mrs. Laura E. Upton; V. G., College Jan. 6th after passing her vacation
rille.
44
Try and Trust.
Searsport, Jan 8. Sld, barge Nesquehoning,
Miss Grace L. Gushee; Rec. Sec.. Mrs. Adella with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Worth.
Leroy A. Webber, Belfast, to S. Eleanor Elizabethport; 9, sld, barge Boylston,
44
WeyBound to Rise.
[•nndhllo fin lavwi in Ralfuet
S. Gushee; F. Sec., Mrs. Mary E. Gushee;
-Miss Gladys Bryant returned to her studies
mouth,
Mass; 14, ar, stm Kanawha, Newport
Risen from the Ranks.
News.
Miss Lottie Young; Chaplain, Mrs. at Dak Grove Seminary Jan. 6th, after
Treasurer,
44
passing
Herbert Carter’s Legacy.
Stockton, Jan 8. Sld, stm Millinocket, Newr
Louisa Keene; Warden, Mrs. Margaret Rob- her vacation with her aunt, Mrs. Emma
York; 9, sld, barge R & R L Co No 7, Boston;
The Boy Scouts of the Air. Gordon Stuart.
ins; Conductor, Mrs. Inez Ames; R. S. N. G., Thompson.... Mr. James W. Libby of Unity
13, ar, btm Millinocket, New York
The Boy Scouts at Eagle Camp. Gordon
Portland, Jan 11.
Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison; L. S. N. G., Mrs. Edith is attending court in Belfast as foreman of the
Ar, stmr F J Lisman,
Stuart.
Newport News; sch Frontenac, Norfolk.
R. S. V. G., Mrs. May Berry; L. S. V 1 first traverse jury.... J. W. Deane of Freedom
The Boy Scouts at Greenwood School. Gor- Gnrney;
Long,
hair.
Want this kind?
thick, heavy
FOREIGN TORTS.
G., Mrs. Mary Ness; Inside Guard, Miss attended court in Belfast as one of the grand
Ayer’s Hair Vigor promotes growth.
don Stuart.
Puerto Mexico, Jan 9, 10 a m. Ar, stmr !
Outside Guard, Elmer Sprague. jury-Mrs. Fred Nichols, who has been sick
Mabel
Does
not
Morang;
color
the
hair.
Boy Scouts in Indian Land. Gordon Stuart.
Kentuckian,
Delano, New York; sld, 3 pm,
Mrs. Martha Keller is Past Grand. Entertain- for several weeks, is convalescent... .Mrs. A.
Ask Vour Doctor.
stmrs Grayson, Webb, Galveston; 6 p m, Cali- 1
Marcy the Refugee. Harry Castlemon.
of vocal and instrumental M. Small visited friends in Belfast the
ment,
44
consisting
past
fornian, Blake, New York.
Frank in the Mountains.
Salina Cruz, Jan 7, 7 a m. Sld, st r Virgin- j
music and recitations, gave additional interest ! week-Mrs. James W. Libby was the
44
SECRET SOCIETIES.
guest
Frank at Don Carlos Ranch,
ian, Greene, San Diego; 9, 6a m, ar, stmr Alas- j
to the occasion. Supper was served after the of Mrs. N. A. Luce in Vassalboro last week.
kan, Honolulu.
At the regular meeting of Aurora Rebekah
The name—Doan’s inspires confidence— installation_Geo. H. Page returned from -School in the Academy opened Jan. 7th
Digby, N S, Jan 6. Sld, sch Forest Maid,
Pills
for
ills.
Doan's
Doan’s Kidney
Bath Thursday after a visit of three weeks with with Professor Ralph Mitchell as principal_
kidney
Vinalhaven.
Lodge, I. O. O. F., Tuesday evening a picnic
Ointment for skin itching. Doan’s Regulets
Bermuda, Jan 6. In port, sch Lucinda Suthis daughter, Mrs. C. E. Ripley... The light The Ladies Circle met w ith Mrs. D. W. Dodge
mpper was served at 6 o’clock, followed by the
for a mild laxative. Sold at all drug stores.
Lon (survey held, awaiting instruct!, ns).
nstallation of officers by District Deputy Presfall of snow last week put our roads in good Thursday afternoon Jan. 9th and the following
St. John, N B, Jan 9. Sld, sch James Slater,
dent Mrs. Laura Cooper, assisted by Mrs. May
condition for sledding, which our people are j officers were elected for the ensuing year:
to President, Mrs. Annie Libby; Vice President, 1 Curtis as Marshal, both of Loyal Lodge of
returned
Fish
has
improving.Clarence
The officers installed are: Noble
Monroe.
Bates College after spending the vacation Mrs. Eva Tylor; Secretary and collector, Mrs.
1
jlrand, Mrs. Gertrude P. Booker; vice grand
with his parents at the Valley House.
Inez Bellows; Treasurer, Mrs. Alice Dodge_
Mrs. Annie H. Lindgren; recording secretary,
Mr. E. J. Vose was in Belfast on business Jar.
10th.... Mrs. A. L. Fuller was the guest of Mrs. Annie K. Adams; financial secretary,
JACKSON.
Rev. H. G. Booth, who spent Christmas with Mrs. Nellie McGray Friday afternoon, Jan. Mrs. Effie M. Harrison; treasurer, Mrs. Abbie
his parents in Buffalo, N. Y., has returned and 10th....Miss Flora Farnum from Thorndike ?. Cook; right hand supporter to noble grand,
Where there’s catarrh there’s thousands of
Mrs. Cora J. Bowker; left hand supporter to
Moat stomach remedies are make-shifts— occupied the pulpit last Sunday. Rev. F. S. visited her sister, Mrs. W. R. Sparrow, Jan.
;atarrh germs. You can’t get rid of catarrh
they give relief bat afterward the atomach is Dolliff supplied during his absence....Miss 10th_Miss Edna Knowlton entertained the loble grand, Miss Lucy A. Bartlett; warden, unless you kill these germs.
You can’t kill them with stomach medicine
just as weak, just as unable to digest the food Pearl Chase, who was operated upon by Dr. Thimble party at the home of Hon. D. W. Miss Sarah C. Seavey; conductress. Miss ElizaTapley at his hospital in Belfast, is improving Dodge Friday afternoon, Jan. 10th....Mr. >eth M. Clements; chaplain, Mrs. Viola R. >r sprays because they can’t get where germs
ss it was before.
ire.
Women especially should not depend on re- and hopes to return home soon....There is Frank Johnson is night and day janitor in Mayo; right hand supporter of vice grand,
\ou can kill these germs with Booth’s HYO* |
lievers only. MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets not much sickness in town at present. Nearly Dirigo Grange, and the executive committee Mrs. Lillian M. Snow; left hand supporter of MEI, a penetrating, antiseptic, balsamic air
F.
Foster
Mrs.
Ida
E.
inside
one or more on the sick list.
B.
has
and
rice
Aborn;
are
D.
R.
Frank
that
eve
guardgrand,
ry
family
relief
but
McGray,
you breathe a few times a day directly
they
put strength
only give prompt
>ver the raw, sore germ infested membrane.
an, Mrs. Edith Davis; outside guardian, Mr.
and elasticity into the stomach walls and cause ....Pearl Crocket of Dover, who has been Tyler; pianist, Mrs. Olive Stewart; chorister,
not contain morphine or any habit
does
[t
the digestive juices to act naturally.
Sugene L. Cook. Ice cream and cake were forming drug.
drilling wells in town, was sailed to Presque Mr. J. W. Libby.
They do more; they force the digestive or- Isla
and
the
lerved
after
the
installation,
following
For catarrh, croup, coughs, and colds, HYOby the illness of his brother and Frank
gans to supply the blood with pure nourishDMEI is sold on money back plan by A. A. 1
nusic rendered: Piano duet, Mra. Annie D.
ment which is carried to the muscles, nerves, Dyer and Raymond Chaae are running the
Howes
& Co. Complete outfit. $1.00. Extra
Beckwith and Ethel R. Harcourt; vocal solos,
Result: healthy muscles, machine during hia absence. It is quite a sight
brain and skin.
mottles of Booth’s HYOMEI if afterwards
FOR
strong nerves, clear baud, and clean skin. A. to see them moving on the icy hills, as they
Mias Caroline G. Hatch, Misa Katherine E.
seeded, only 60 cents. Just breathe it—no
A. Howes ACo. guarantee MI-O-NA Stomach
itomach dosing.
Brier and Mra. Evelyn C. Froet
move with their own power,
^
Tablets—60 cents.
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Guay-Keyes. In
Rev. F. A. Snow, lb

Keyes, L
Johnson-V« iv

Hazel G.
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Lemuel C. Johns •>::
both of Bluehill.
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Sear*

E., wife of Captai
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years.

Bean. In Hosier
da M. Bean, widow
Bean, formerly of

years and 6 months.
late residence, 420 M
son, Monday, Janua:
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years.
Bunker.
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In Vina
aged F2
Cunningham. Ir.
9, Rosilla J., w iduw
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Cunningham, form**-.
Northport, aged 84

;

Freethey. In Br.
Nelson A. Freethey, r..

\

widow of Haskell 11
aged 75 years and 3 m
Holmes. In Belfas:.
Holmes, aged 71 years,
McFarland, lr H
Rebecca H. McFarlann
MURCH. In Winterp
March.
Turner. In Isle an cH. Turner, aged 73 year
Ul.% ER. In Rocklar
ces Morse, widow of 1
years, 6 months and 7
Witham- In Charles'
Edmund H. Witham. a
aged 60 years.
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Yates, aged 67 years, 5
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Mrs. G. A. Sprague is
in Palermo with a friend.
has gone to
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for
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and we sincerely hope it may
cessful... .C. S. Adams is
■'
court in Belfast.... Mr. and
were in Belfast recently an
operation performed on om
hospital.... Mrs. E. C. VNarrt<
the Belfast City Hospital Jsn
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